Submitter:

Lisette Collins
PO Box 21, Russell 0242
P: 021-134 9760
E: lisettecollins@hotmail.com

Applicant:

Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council
(Resource Consent Number 67958 & Notice of Requirement Number 4944L)

Location:

Lower reaches of the Kaituna River, Maketu Estuary, Papahikahawai Island
and Maketu Spit.

Date:

10 October 2014

I oppose the applications.
I wish to be heard in support of my position.
The decision I seek is for the applications to be rejected.

I am opposed to these applications because I don’t believe that the proposal will meet its
stated goals to:
“ significantly increase the volume of water (particularly freshwater) flowing from the
Kaituna River through Ongatoro-Maketu Estuary by 2018 in a way that maximises the
ecological and cultural benefits (particularly wetlands and kaimoana), while limiting the
economic cost and adverse environmental effects to acceptable levels”.
The Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) overstates the potential positive ecological
effects of the application and does not accurately reflect the findings of the technical
reports, which fail to identify any definite, substantial ecological benefits.
For example the assessment of terrestrial, avian and wetland restoration ecology (Opus
Report 3-38571.02) struggles to identify any definite ecological benefits of the proposal
other than the creation of wetland. The importance of wetland creation is overstated in
Section 5.7 (pg 60) as being “substantial” and possibly improving water quality in the
estuary as a consequence of retiring this area from farming despite it forming a tiny
proportion of the catchment. This claim contradicts modelling that shows the concentration
of bacteria in the estuary will be increased by the proposal (memo from Keith Hamill to
BOPRC dated 16 July 2014).
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Similarly, enhancement of kaimoana is a stated project goal, but the reports by River Lake
Ltd do not predict an increase in the extent or size of populations of fish or shellfish. They
do, however, suggest that the project will decrease water quality and result in human
consumption of shellfish being unsafe more often than it currently is.
Despite being written to “support” the application (pg 1) the report on the extent of
wetland vegetation (BOPRC Publication 2014/5) does not provide any confidence that
seagrass beds will be enhanced by the project. It seems an optimistic over-simplification to
suggest that increased salinity as a result of the proposal could improve seagrass when, as
the report acknowledges “there are a range of other factors that can affect
seagrass...including disease, contaminants, nutrients and sedimentation”.
The project area (Maketu Estuary and Kaituna River) is known to have high ecological
values. It provides a mosaic of estuarine and freshwater habitats that support indigenous
species of fish and birds, including threatened and migratory species and waders that rely
on the intertidal flats for feeding.
Given the significance of this ecosystem, adverse effects could have serious ecological
consequences for species and ecosystems. Therefore, the project should not go ahead
unless there is a strong conviction (based on robust science) that the potential benefits
outweigh the risks of adverse effects. I have not been able to find as much time during my
“spare time” as I would have wished to comb through these reports but, based on what I
have read, I don’t accept that the potential benefits are great enough to justify the risks
associated with this proposal.
As a ratepayer in the Bay of Plenty Region I am also concerned that the economic cost of
this project will be huge in comparison to its benefits, and that greater benefits could be
achieved by spending the money in other ways e.g. large-scale riparian planting, purchasing
farms (from willing sellers) along the river or around Maketu and Waihi Estuaries to restore
as wetland.
My submission is that the applications be denied because the proposal will not fulfil its
stated aims, has the potential to cause significant adverse environmental effects and will
incur massive costs to the ratepayer for nil or very little benefit.
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Melanie Pullar
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pim De Monchy
Thursday, 9 October 2014 6:35 a.m.
Dylan Makgill
FW: RE: Joint Notification Resource Consent 67958 and Notice of requirement
4944(L)

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Dylan
This brief email is what I got from Tapuika as a submission. Reuben replied asking whether Hohepa wished his email
to be considered formally as a submission.
Regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881 extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web:
www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

‘‘Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!’’

From: Hohepa Maxwell [mailto:hmaxwell@ngakakano.org.nz]
Sent: Wednesday, 17 September 2014 2:48 p.m.
To: Pim De Monchy
Cc: Reuben Fraser; Reuben Fraser; Kahu Moke (Kahu@tapuika.iwi.nz); Hohepa Maxwell
Subject: RE: RE: Joint Notification Resource Consent 67958 and Notice of requirement 4944(L)

Subject: RE: Joint Notification Resource Consent 67958 and Notice of requirement 4944(L)

Kia ora korua – Notice requirement 4944 (L) Consent 67958
Cc Pim ENVBOP
Cc Reuben ENVBOP / BOPRC
Hei whakaie ‘ Tapuika supports the diversion project of water from the Kaituna through the estuary as
notified Joint Notification Resource Consent 67958 and Notice of requirement 4944(L)

Joseph Hohepa Maxwell
1
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Tapuika Iwi Authority
RMU Resource Management Unit
P O Box 15
Te Puke
Mob 027 554 1119
Office 07 573 0660
Tēnā koe
We are pleased to advise that the Kaituna River Re‐diversion and Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary Enhancement Project
has achieved a significant milestone. The project’s application for resource consents and a notice of requirement to
designate land have been lodged with the relevant authorities and were publicly notified last week in the BOP
Times, the Rotorua Daily Post and Te Puke Times.
You can read or download copies of the applications, including an Assessment of Environmental Effects, technical
reports and plans, by visiting http://www.boprc.govt.nz/environment/resource‐consents/current‐notified‐
applications/. Alternatively, call 0800 884 880 and request a copy on a CD.
The applications are now open for submissions from members of the public until 10 October. If you have a view on
the project or its potential environmental effects, either positive or negative, please consider making a submission.
You can access a form and instructions for making submissions on the Regional Council’s website, as well as further
information on the consenting process. Please note that you can make a submission on the resource consent
applications and / or the Notice of Requirement to designate land. Both applications will be considered at the same
time by commissioners jointly appointed by the Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council. We are
not yet sure of the hearing date but will keep you informed as this becomes clear.
You are receiving this because we have recorded your interest in the future management of the Kaituna River
and/or Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary. If you wish to unsubscribe from future emails on this topic please reply to this
email and let me know.
Kind regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881 extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web:
www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

‘‘Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!’’

This e-mail message has been swept for viruses and none was found.
Content was not checked
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SUBMISSION	
  TO:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
IN	
  THE	
  MATTER	
  OF:	
  	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
BY:	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
NATURE	
  OF	
  APPLICATION:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Bay	
  of	
  Plenty	
  Regional	
  Council	
  
PO	
  Box	
  364,	
  Whakatane;	
  	
  
Fax	
  0800	
  368	
  329	
  

	
  
	
  

Resource	
  Consent	
  Application	
  	
   	
  
	
  
Kaituna	
  Rediversion	
  &	
  Wetland	
  Creation	
  Project	
  	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

NGATI	
  MAKINO	
  HERITAGE	
  TRUST	
  
P	
  O	
  Box	
  479,	
  Te	
  Puke	
  3119	
  
Phone:	
  (07)	
  5733370	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

The	
   applicant	
   seeks	
   to	
   apply	
   to	
   the	
   Bay	
   of	
   Plenty	
  
Regional	
  Council	
  to	
  renew	
  the	
  existing	
  consent	
  	
  
under	
  the	
  same	
  terms	
  for	
  a	
  further	
  5	
  years	
  

	
  
SUBMISSION	
  
	
  
	
  	
  
	
  
HE	
  PARUPARU	
  NGA	
  KAI	
  
HE	
  TANIWHA	
  NGA	
  TANGATA	
  
	
  
INTRODUCTION	
  
	
  
1. Ngati	
   Makino	
   Heritage	
   Trust	
   (“NMHT”)	
   is	
   the	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   entity	
   responsible	
   for	
  
looking	
   after	
   the	
   social,	
   environmental	
   and	
   cultural	
   well-‐being	
   of	
   Ngati	
   Makino.	
   This	
  
includes	
   acting	
   as	
   a	
   vehicle	
   for	
   the	
   development	
   and	
   promotion	
   of	
   an	
   understanding	
  
byall	
  peoples	
  of	
  the	
  history	
  and	
  tikanga	
  of	
  Ngati	
  Makino;	
  
	
  
2. The	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   area	
   of	
   interest	
   extends	
   from	
   the	
   Bay	
   of	
   Plenty	
   Coast	
   including	
  
Otamarakau	
  and	
  Maketu	
  to	
  the	
  Waitahanui	
  stream	
  and	
  to	
  the	
  forests	
  of	
  Rotoehu	
  and	
  
Rotoiti.	
   These	
   taonga	
   are	
   reflected	
   in	
   the	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   whakatauaki	
   (proverb	
   of	
  
identity)	
  above.	
  
	
  
3. Ngati	
  Makino	
  are	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  only	
  Te	
  Arawa	
  waka	
  tribe	
  who	
  had	
  land	
  confiscated	
  after	
  
the	
   land	
   wars	
   in	
   the	
   1860’s.	
   However,	
   our	
   connections	
   to	
   our	
   confiscated	
   lands	
   and	
  
taonga	
  remain	
  strong	
  and	
  meaningful.	
  
	
  
4. Ngati	
   Makino	
   actively	
   practise	
   all	
   levels	
   of	
   kaitiakitanga	
   from	
   Maketu	
   to	
   Te	
   Awa	
   o	
   te	
  
Atua	
  and	
  will	
  be	
  pursuing	
  customary	
  title	
  and	
  interests	
  under	
  the	
  Marine	
  and	
  Foreshore	
  
Bill.	
  	
  
	
  
NGATI	
  MAKINO	
  PRE-‐APPLICATION	
  INVOLVEMENT	
  	
  
	
  
5. Ngati	
   Makino	
   were	
   actively	
   involved	
   in	
   pre-‐application	
   discussions	
   and	
   processes	
  
with	
   Bay	
   of	
   Plenty	
   Regional	
   Council	
   (“BOPRC”)	
   on	
   this	
   particular	
   matter.	
   Ngati	
  
Makino	
   worked	
   collectively	
   with	
   Waitaha,	
   Ngati	
   Pikiao	
   and	
   Ngati	
   Tunohopu	
   in	
   the	
  
preparation	
   of	
   a	
   combined	
   Iwi	
   Cultural	
   Impact	
   Assessment	
   (“CIA”)	
   for	
   this	
  
application,	
   which	
   was	
   realised	
   through	
   discussions	
   and	
   negotiations	
   with	
   BOPRC.	
  
The	
   BOPRC	
   processes	
   to	
   this	
   point	
   have	
   been	
   outstanding	
   in	
   terms	
   of	
   pre-‐
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application	
  consultation	
  and	
  certainly	
  we	
  believe	
  that	
  those	
  processes	
  have	
  resulted	
  
in	
   stronger	
   relationships	
   between	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   and	
   BOPRC,	
   which	
   is	
   a	
   key	
  
aspiration	
   for	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   to	
   work	
   towards.	
   We	
   applaud	
   the	
   efforts	
   of	
   BOPRC	
   in	
  
this	
  regard	
  and	
  with	
  this	
  matter	
  in	
  particular.	
  	
  
	
  
6. As	
   the	
   next	
   phase	
   of	
   the	
   application	
   takes	
   its	
   course,	
   we	
   will	
   be	
   seeking	
   some	
   re-‐
assurance	
   that	
   the	
   issues	
   presented	
   in	
   our	
   combined	
   Iwi	
   CIA	
   will	
   be	
   adequately	
  
addressed.	
   We	
   believe	
   the	
   issues	
   we	
   are	
   seeking	
   to	
   address	
   are	
   critical	
   Part	
   2	
  
Matters	
  and	
  as	
  such	
  are	
  significant	
  issues	
  for	
  Ngati	
  Makino	
  and	
  synonymous	
  to	
  the	
  
long	
  term	
  sustainable	
  management	
  of	
  Kaituna	
  and	
  Ongatoro.	
  	
  
	
  
7. At	
   this	
   point,	
   there	
   are	
   no	
   formal	
   measures	
   in	
   place	
   so	
   the	
   issues	
   remain	
  
unaddressed.	
   That	
   said,	
   we	
   are	
   hopeful	
   that	
   through	
   our	
   mutually	
   respectful	
  
relationship	
   with	
   the	
   BOPRC,	
   and	
   on	
   the	
   basis	
   of	
   past	
   experience	
   and	
  
understandings,	
  that	
  we	
  will	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  work	
  collaboratively	
  with	
  BOPRC	
  to	
  address	
  
the	
   matters	
   identified	
   in	
   the	
   CIA	
   in	
   a	
   way	
   which	
   reflects	
   the	
   duties	
   around	
   the	
  
particular	
  sensitivities	
  within	
  the	
  issues.	
  
	
  
8. Ultimately,	
   Ngati	
   Makino	
   want	
   to	
   see	
   a	
   fully	
   returned	
   river	
   and	
   a	
   fully	
   restored	
  
estuary.	
  Ngati	
  Makino	
  also	
  want	
  to	
  see	
  the	
  mauri	
  of	
  the	
  people	
  restored.	
  
	
  
NGATI	
  MAKINO	
  POSITION	
  
	
  
9. For	
  the	
  reasons	
  set	
  out	
  above	
  and	
  in	
  our	
  combined	
  Iwi	
  CIA,	
  and	
  with	
  Part	
  2	
  matters	
  
of	
  the	
  Act	
  in	
  mind,	
  Ngati	
  Makino	
  has	
  decided	
  to	
  oppose	
  the	
  application	
  at	
  this	
  stage.	
  	
  
	
  
10. We	
  wish	
  to	
  be	
  heard	
  in	
  person	
  at	
  a	
  hearing.	
  
	
  
	
  
Ka	
  mutu	
  
	
  
Pia	
  Bennett	
  
Environmental	
  Officer	
  
Ngati	
  Makino	
  Iwi	
  Authority	
  
taiao.ngatimakino@xtra.co.nz	
  //	
  0276400077	
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Tetetiotie 0800 884 880
Facsimile 0800 884 882
Website www hopm. govt nz
Address
5 Ouay Street, P0 Box 364, Whaikatane, New Zealand

Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

File Ref:

Office Use Only

From:

Full name: David Andrew Butler
Postal address:26 a morey st rotorue 3010

Phone numbers: Work:3483839
Fax:3481948

Home:3453235______
Cell phone:021540732

Contact person (name and telephone rwmber if different from above):

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s): BOPRC # 67958, WBOPDC 4944(L)
Applicant's name: EBOP I BOP Regional Council
Application site location: Lower reaches of the Kaituna River
Type of consent(s) applied for: Notice of Requirement and Resource Consent
Closing date for receipt of submission: Thursday 911 October 2014 at 5.00pm_ .

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):

—ppo

4

I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
I wish to be heard in support of my submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.

A581827

5551 of 2

-I H.itH

34.E J1.E

/
1

1 seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
I oppose the consent because ebop haven't got enough information in the application

2

The reasons for making my submission are:
We need some assurance from EBOP as to how they are going to manage coastguard
access

3

across

the

bar

at

all

times

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:

Ebop needs to monitor the depth of the bar________________________________________________
Ebop needs to keep the bar deep enough
Coastguard need to be able to get across the bar at all times

Signature: _~,~
r
_ZA
I

Date:

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY

A 581827

Submission Form

2 of 2
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BY EMAIL

16 October 2014

Bay of Plenty Regional Council - Consents
C/- Shanan Miles
Processing Officer
s.miles@ryderconsulting.co.nz

Tēnā koe

SUBMISSION - Kaituna
Enhancement Project

River

Re-diversion

and

Ongatoro/Maketū

Estuary

This submission is provided on behalf of Te Maru o Kaituna River Authority (‘TMoK’). It sets out our
collective views in support of the ‘Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary
Enhancement Project’ (the “project”).
We wish to be heard on this submission.

Te Maru o Kaituna River Authority
TMoK was established in August 2014 as a statutory co-governance forum, as part of the Treaty
settlements process. It partners local government and iwi that share an interest in the Kaituna
River, to act collectively for the benefit of the river catchment and its communities.
Its purpose is to provide strategic leadership in relation to the restoration, protection and
enhancement of the environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River. A key
function of TMoK is to prepare and approve the Kaituna River document which will set out broad
level provisions to achieve this. These will be given effect through the regional policy statement,
regional plans and district plans.
As a partnership model, TMoK includes equal representation of local government and iwi as
follows: one member appointed by the Tapuika Iwi Authority Trust, Te Pumautanga o Te Arawa
Trust, Te Tahuhu o Tawakeheimoa Trust respectively, one member jointly appointed by the
Tapuika Iwi Authority Trust and Te Kapu o Waitaha, and one member each from the Bay of Plenty
Regional Council, Rotorua District Council, Tauranga City Council and Western Bay of Plenty
District Council.
TMoK take an active interest in monitoring activities throughout the Kaituna River catchment that
may affect the health and wellbeing of the river and its communities.

Submission
As a precursor to our submission we note that several of our members will on behalf of their
respective organsiations, provide separate submission that address in greater detail, the specifics
of the project. We have dispensed with repeating those submission points here and limit our
collective submission to the broad level considerations in support of the project.
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For the many hapū and iwi that belong to the Kaituna River, it is a taonga of great cultural
significance. It provides an important source of food, transport, building materials, recreation and
many other uses integral to cultural practices and traditions. This relationship incorporates an
intrinsic connection to the the mauri of the Kaituna River, its many tributaries and significant
features such as the Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary.
The diversion of the Kaituna has had a profound effect on the cutlural relationship of hapū and iwi
with the Kaituna river. These effects are well documented as part of the cultural impact statements
for the project and are also well canvased in earlier reports on this matter. The impact of the
effects, coupled with the kaitiaki role of tangata whenua have for many years driven the desire to
see the mauri of the Kaituna river and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary restored. We consider the project
will go some way towards achieving that objective and enhancing the cultural relationship of hapu
and iwi with the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary. Similarly the project also provides
opportunities for hapū and iwi to strengthen their connection with the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary through practical involvment such as planting and restoration of
wetlands. Overall this will have a beneficial impact for the community in general.
At a broader level we are cognisant that similar opportunities exist here for the wider community to
have involvment with the project in a postitive and meaningful way. We support the project as a
means to benefiting local communtites by effecting postitive enhancement of both the river and its
surrounding environment.
Although TMoK in its current form is a relatively new enity, our members have had previous
involvement and worked together on the non-statutory Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary
Strategy (the “strategy”). The strategy sets out a vision and objectives to improve the health and
well-being of the Kaituna river and catchment. A number of actions were also set out in the
strategy as a means to achieving its vision and objectives. This includes the return of more
freshwater from the Kaituna River to Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary, and the creation of 100 hectares of
wetlands, both of which rest at the very heart of the project.
Involvement in this space has ensured our members were apprised of the project from its early
inception and has also helped reassure our members in lending their support to this next stage of
the project. Although TMoK has yet to fully develop specific objectives within our new statutory
context, we consider the project to postively align with our statutory purpose and broad objectives.
In summary we consider the application provides for the enhancement of the relationship of hapū,
iwi and the community at large with the Kaituna river, which will provide positive enviromental
effects for the river and its surrounds, and align with the statutory purpose and broad objectives of
TMoK.
Heoi ano, na
[Dean Flavell]
Dean Flavell
Chair – Te Maru o Kaituna
Copy to:

Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
Whakatāne 3158
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Matahina Hydroelectric Power Scheme – Downstream Eel Passage Options Report
29 September 2014
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) represents the two of the three main landowners,
one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te
Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
561

3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
a) Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
b) Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy
and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Landowners Group have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Landowners Group
PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Landowners Group
Encl
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Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Landowners Group

Postal Address:

PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consenst, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The intention to provide vehicular
3. Part 5: Description of the
access to the Ford Island from Ford
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
Road across the proposed
(p45-46)
reclamation and the recreation
reserve, as raised and discussed
with the Regional Council through
the pre-notification consultation.
2. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
protection up to mean spring tide
level around the southern and
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of a combined
‘salinity block’ and vehicular access
road from Ford Road to Ford Island
(Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070);
b) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
c) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block /
the Project should include:
and Ford Island vehicular access
3. The dredging of the mooring and
road, up to mean high water springs.
boat ramp embayment as necessary
d) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
for both its construction and ongoing
to the southern and western edges
maintenance, as raised and discussed
of Ford Island and to the eastern
with the Regional Council through
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
the pre-notification consultation.
mooring embayment.
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
e) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the culverts.
increasing the length of the existing
We submit that this is necessary to
and proposed culverts.
for emergency services access to both Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Project inclusions sought.
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
TTLG submit that this is incorrect and not in accordance
with s104 and s171 of the RMA which requires that
regard must be given to a plan or proposed plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
TTLG disagree with the assessment that the
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
NES is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Lands owned by Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
have been subject to on-going erosion as a result of
historical diversions and artificial river cuts of the
Kaituna River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial
cut (creating Ford Island) creating a new course for
the river flows was subject to an agreement
between BoPRC and FLH relating to undertaking
some limited protection work and ongoing
maintenance in 2004.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.
This erosion is important in the context that both
TTLG and FLH are concerned about the potential of
the Project to create new erosion or further erode
their lands.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Create Salinity Block and Provision of Vehicular Access in Ford’s
consent for the
Loop
Project.
We seek that the project’s Salinity Block construction is amended
to also provide vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford
Island as agreed between BoPRC and FLH. To assist in
understanding the submission point we provide below a revision
of the description as follows (strikethrough and underline);

‘The existing channel (known as Ford’s Loop) that feeds water from the
river to the existing culverts will be closed to prevent the estuary filling
with highly saline water. This closure is referred to as the “salinity block”
will also be constructed to provide vehicular access between Ford Road
and Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070). A
permanent rock fill, up to mean spring tide level, will be placed at both
the northern and southern ends of the salinity block / vehicular access to act
as a containment bund with a crest level above spring high tides. At the
southern end of the channel area a permanent, low height, rock fill toe will
be pushed across the channel at approximately low tide level to provide
containment. Weaker fill material will be placed in between the rock fills
from the southern edge of the salinity block / vehicular access and rock fill
toe at the southern end of the channel area to form a new wetland area,
which will slope gently from north to south. The northern rock fill will
provide walking access to Ford Island10 and the substrate of the new
wetland.’

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported
or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area TTLG believe that a single
lane across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant
congestion and safety issues, particularly when it will provide
access to the Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency
services to get to the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

4. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
TTLG support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group and Ford Land Holdings
Pty Ltd (FLH) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and FLH have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and FLH continue to experience erosion of their
lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts and
diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and FLH are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and FLH are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
TTLG and FLH continue to experience erosion of their
the Project.
lands as a result of previous Kaituna River Diversions
and artificial cuts.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial cut
(creating Ford Island) creating a new course for the river
flows was subject to an agreement between BoPRC and
FLH relating to undertaking some limited protection
work and ongoing maintenance in 2004.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and FLH are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 16

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Ford Island Access
amended NoR Section 8.12 Property (p83)
The Project will result in a loss of vehicular access to
conditions
Ford Island.
and amended
As agreed with the Applicant the proposed Salinity
RC conditions
Block in the existing channel on the east side of Ford
of consent for
Island (known as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed
the Project.
to provide vehicular access between Ford Road and
Ford Island
To rectify this Section 8.12 should acknowledge as
follows (underlined):
‘To mitigate the loss of vehicular access to Ford Island
for both the landowner and for future Project
maintenance, the proposed Salinity Block in the
existing channel on the east side of Ford Island (known
as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed to provide
vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford Island.’

Submission Sheet No: 17

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration
of the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that the project
includes the construction of a
combined ‘salinity block’ and
vehicular access road from Ford
Road to Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI
Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070).
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 18

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such TTLG and FLH seek that a
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
robust ‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

15
cont

Submission Sheet No: 19

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
TTLG and FLH seek involvement in the
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
development of this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
TTLG and FLH submit that the AEE lacks
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
sufficient detail with regard to the monitoring
as a condition
and management for the Lower Kaituna River
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 16 & 17.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- submit that the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is
amended RC 95)
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
TTLG and FLH seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH submit that the proposed
amended
monitoring and management detailed in Table 10 is
RC
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 22

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 24

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

18
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 26
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

19

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 27

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 15.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

21

Submission Sheet No: 30

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

21
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 15
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by TTLG and FLH, in our
Submission Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular
access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te
Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which TTLG and FLH seek is
consented for construction with
the main carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 32

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
TTLG and FLH, in our Submission
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
Point No3, eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. The provision of vehicular
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
access from Ford Road to Ford
f) wooden pole breakwater
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
g) salinity block and Ford Island access road, rock protection
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
and northern and southern toe rock and ramp up to mean
3. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
spring tide level
channel edges on the south and
h) The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to Ford
west sides of Ford Island and
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070
the western bank of the
i) footbridge
mooring / boat ramp
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115embayment to provide erosion
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
protection.
Continues on next Submission
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

23
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 34

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
4. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

24

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 35

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 3: Coastal Permit - Reclamation (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 3: Coastal
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Permit - Reclamation (s12
condition and the Project
Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of RMA) - Proposed Conditions Construction Plans do not include
2. ‘The reclamation of foreshore and seabed in the coastal
consent for
the outcomes sought by TTLG and
marine area shall be limited to the following:
the Project.
FLH, in our Submission Point No3,
a) placement of fill to form the salinity block and vehicular
in relation to the provision of
access from Ford Road to Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
vehicular access from Ford Road to
SD: CFR SA3A/1070 between Ford Road and Ford Island’
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by TTLG and FLH,
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
in our Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. The provision of vehicular
tide level;
access from Ford Road to Ford
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
the salinity block and vehicular access from Ford Road to
2. Additional rock protection /
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070’
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
edges on the south and west
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
sides of Ford Island to provide
area.
erosion protection.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos15, 16 &17

Submission Sheet No: 36

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 15, 16 &17.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

27

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 37

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Vehicular Access, 10m wide, between Ford Road and Ford Island
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) who
represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth
Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
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3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to respond
to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust
Encl
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Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
3. Part 5: Description of the
protection up to mean spring tide
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
level around the southern and
(p45-46)
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
b) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block,
the Project should include:
up to mean high water springs.
2. The dredging of the mooring and
c) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
boat ramp embayment as necessary
to the southern and western edges
for both its construction and ongoing
of Ford Island and to the eastern
maintenance, as raised and discussed
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
with the Regional Council through
mooring embayment.
the pre-notification consultation.
d) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the existing
increasing the length of the culverts.
and proposed culverts.
We submit that this is necessary to
Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
for emergency services access to both Project inclusions sought.
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
TTK14 submit that this is incorrect and not in
accordance with s104 and s171 of the RMA which
requires that regard must be given to a plan or
proposed plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
TTK14 disagree with the assessment that the
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
NES is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) lands have been
subject to on-going erosion as a result of historical
diversions and artificial river cuts of the Kaituna
River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

This erosion is important in the context that TTK14
are concerned about the potential of the Project to
create new erosion or further erosion of the Te
Tumu area on the north side of the Kaituna River.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
consent for the
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
Project.
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area TTLG believe that a single
lane across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant
congestion and safety issues, particularly when it will provide
access to the Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency
services to get to the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
TTLG support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Te Tumu
Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and TTK14 have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and TTK14 continue to experience erosion of their
lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts and
diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK14 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and TTK14 are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
TTLG continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK14 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
14,15,16,19 & 20.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 16

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such TTLG and TTK14 seek that a
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
robust ‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

14
cont

Submission Sheet No: 17

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
TTLG and TTK14 seek involvement in the
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
development of this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
TTLG and TTK14 submit that the AEE lacks
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
sufficient detail with regard to the monitoring
as a condition
and management for the Lower Kaituna River
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 15 & 16.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 TTLG and TTK14
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- submit that the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is
amended RC 95)
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
TTLG and TTK14 seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 18

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

15
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 19

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH submit that the proposed
amended
monitoring and management detailed in Table 10 is
RC
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 22

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 24
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

19

Submission Sheet No: 26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

19
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 27

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 14.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 14.
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

21

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by TTLG and TTK14, in our
Submission Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which TTLG and TTK14
seek is consented for
construction with the main
carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 30

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
TTLG and TTK14, in our Submission
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
Point No3, eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
channel edges on the south and
f) wooden pole breakwater
west sides of Ford Island and
g) salinity block, rock protection and northern and southern toe
the western bank of the
rock and ramp up to mean spring tide level
mooring / boat ramp
h) footbridge
embayment to provide erosion
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115protection.
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
Continues on next Submission
Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

22
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 32

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
3. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by TTLG and FLH,
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
in our Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. Additional rock protection /
tide level;
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
edges on the south and west
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
sides of Ford Island to provide
the salinity block.
erosion protection.
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
area.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

24

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos14, 15 &16

Submission Sheet No: 34

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 14, 15 &16.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 35

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
who represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban
Growth Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
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3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to
respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust
Encl
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Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
3. Part 5: Description of the
protection up to mean spring tide
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
level around the southern and
(p45-46)
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
b) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block,
the Project should include:
up to mean high water springs.
2. The dredging of the mooring and
c) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
boat ramp embayment as necessary
to the southern and western edges
for both its construction and ongoing
of Ford Island and to the eastern
maintenance, as raised and discussed
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
with the Regional Council through
mooring embayment.
the pre-notification consultation.
d) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the existing
increasing the length of the culverts.
and proposed culverts.
We submit that this is necessary to
Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
for emergency services access to both Project inclusions sought.
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
TTK11B2 submit that this is incorrect and not in
accordance with s104 and s171 of the RMA which
requires that regard must be given to a plan or
proposed plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
TTK11B2 disagree with the assessment that
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
the NES is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) lands have been
subject to on-going erosion as a result of historical
diversions and artificial river cuts of the Kaituna
River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

This erosion is important in the context that
TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erosion of
the Te Tumu area on the north side of the Kaituna
River.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
consent for the
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
Project.
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area TTLG believe that a single
lane across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant
congestion and safety issues, particularly when it will provide
access to the Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency
services to get to the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
TTLG support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Te Tumu
Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and TTK11B2 have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and TTK11B2 continue to experience erosion of
their lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts
and diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and TTK11B2 are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
TTLG continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
14,15,16,19 & 20.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 16

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such TTLG and TTK11B2 seek that a
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
robust ‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

14
cont

Submission Sheet No: 17

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
TTLG and TTK11B2 seek involvement in the
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
development of this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
TTLG and TTK11B2 submit that the AEE lacks
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
sufficient detail with regard to the monitoring
as a condition
and management for the Lower Kaituna River
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 15 & 16.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 TTLG and TTK11B2
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- submit that the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is
amended RC 95)
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
TTLG and TTK11B2 seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 18

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

15
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 19

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH submit that the proposed
amended
monitoring and management detailed in Table 10 is
RC
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 22

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 24
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

19

Submission Sheet No: 26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

19
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 27

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 14.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 14.
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

21

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by TTLG and TTK11B2, in
our Submission Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which TTLG and TTK11B2
seek is consented for
construction with the main
carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 30

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
TTLG and TTK11B2, in our
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
Submission Point No3, eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
channel edges on the south and
f) wooden pole breakwater
west sides of Ford Island and
g) salinity block, rock protection and northern and southern toe
the western bank of the
rock and ramp up to mean spring tide level
mooring / boat ramp
h) footbridge
embayment to provide erosion
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115protection.
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
Continues on next Submission
Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

22
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 32

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
3. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by TTLG and FLH,
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
in our Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. Additional rock protection /
tide level;
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
edges on the south and west
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
sides of Ford Island to provide
the salinity block.
erosion protection.
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
area.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

24

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos14, 15 &16

Submission Sheet No: 34

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 14, 15 &16.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 35

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of Requirement;
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1.

Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) who
represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth
Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
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2.

Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.

3.

Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)

Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in the
RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change
process. Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively
support a population of 28,000.
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to
respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4.

Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Ford Family have been farming in the Lower Kaituna River Area for over 100 years and in
this time have seen numerous changes made to the river through various river schemes, the
primary purpose of which was to provide flood control management in order to sustain
productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
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5.

Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.

We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz

Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Encl
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The intention to provide vehicular
3. Part 5: Description of the
access to the Ford Island from Ford
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
Road across the proposed
(p45-46)
reclamation and the recreation
reserve, as raised and discussed
with the Regional Council through
the pre-notification consultation.
2. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
protection up to mean spring tide
level around the southern and
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of a combined
‘salinity block’ and vehicular access
road from Ford Road to Ford Island
(Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070);
b) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
c) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block /
the Project should include:
and Ford Island vehicular access
3. The dredging of the mooring and
road, up to mean high water springs.
boat ramp embayment as necessary
d) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
for both its construction and ongoing
to the southern and western edges
maintenance, as raised and discussed
of Ford Island and to the eastern
with the Regional Council through
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
the pre-notification consultation.
mooring embayment.
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
e) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the culverts.
increasing the length of the existing
We submit that this is necessary to
and proposed culverts.
for emergency services access to both Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Project inclusions sought.
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
FLH submit that this is incorrect and not in accordance
with s104 and s171 of the RMA which requires that
regard must be given to a plan or proposed plan.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
FLH disagree with the assessment that the NES
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Lands owned by Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
have been subject to on-going erosion as a result of
historical diversions and artificial river cuts of the
Kaituna River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial
cut (creating Ford Island) creating a new course for
the river flows was subject to an agreement
between BoPRC and FLH relating to undertaking
some limited protection work and ongoing
maintenance in 2004.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.
This erosion is important in the context that FLH are
concerned about the potential of the Project to
create new erosion or further erode their lands.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Create Salinity Block and Provision of Vehicular Access in Ford’s
consent for the
Loop
Project.
We seek that the project’s Salinity Block construction is amended
to also provide vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford
Island as agreed between BoPRC and FLH. To assist in
understanding the submission point we provide below a revision
of the description as follows (strikethrough and underline);

‘The existing channel (known as Ford’s Loop) that feeds water from the
river to the existing culverts will be closed to prevent the estuary filling
with highly saline water. This closure is referred to as the “salinity block”
will also be constructed to provide vehicular access between Ford Road
and Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070). A
permanent rock fill, up to mean spring tide level, will be placed at both
the northern and southern ends of the salinity block / vehicular access to act
as a containment bund with a crest level above spring high tides. At the
southern end of the channel area a permanent, low height, rock fill toe will
be pushed across the channel at approximately low tide level to provide
containment. Weaker fill material will be placed in between the rock fills
from the southern edge of the salinity block / vehicular access and rock fill
toe at the southern end of the channel area to form a new wetland area,
which will slope gently from north to south. The northern rock fill will
provide walking access to Ford Island10 and the substrate of the new
wetland.’

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported
or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area FLH believe that a single lane
across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant congestion
and safety issues, particularly when it will provide access to the
Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency services to get to
the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

4. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
FLH support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Ford Land
Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and FLH have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and FLH continue to experience erosion of their
lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts and
diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and FLH are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and FLH are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
FLH continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial cut
(creating Ford Island) creating a new course for the river
flows was subject to an agreement between BoPRC and
FLH relating to undertaking some limited protection
work and ongoing maintenance in 2004.
This erosion is important in the context that FLH are
concerned about the potential of the Project to create
new erosion or further erode their lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 16

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Ford Island Access
amended NoR Section 8.12 Property (p83)
The Project will result in a loss of vehicular access to
conditions
Ford Island.
and amended
As agreed with the Applicant the proposed Salinity
RC conditions
Block in the existing channel on the east side of Ford
of consent for
Island (known as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed
the Project.
to provide vehicular access between Ford Road and
Ford Island
To rectify this Section 8.12 should acknowledge as
follows (underlined):
‘To mitigate the loss of vehicular access to Ford Island
for both the landowner and for future Project
maintenance, the proposed Salinity Block in the
existing channel on the east side of Ford Island (known
as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed to provide
vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford Island.’

Submission Sheet No: 17

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration
of the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that the project
includes the construction of a
combined ‘salinity block’ and
vehicular access road from Ford
Road to Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI
Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070).
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 18

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such FLH seek that a robust
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

15
cont

Submission Sheet No: 19

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
FLH seek involvement in the development of
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
FLH submit that the AEE lacks sufficient detail
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
with regard to the monitoring and
as a condition
management for the Lower Kaituna River and
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 16 & 17.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 FLH submit that
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is inadequate in
amended RC 95)
the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
FLH seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 FLH submit that the proposed monitoring and
amended
management detailed in Table 10 is inadequate in the
RC
following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 22

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 24

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

18
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 26
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

19

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 27

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 15.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

21

Submission Sheet No: 30

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

21
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 15
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by FLH, in our Submission
Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular
access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te
Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which FLH seek is
consented for construction with
the main carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 32

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
FLH, in our Submission Point No3,
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. The provision of vehicular
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
access from Ford Road to Ford
f) wooden pole breakwater
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
g) salinity block and Ford Island access road, rock protection
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
and northern and southern toe rock and ramp up to mean
3. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
spring tide level
channel edges on the south and
h) The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to Ford
west sides of Ford Island and
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070
the western bank of the
i) footbridge
mooring / boat ramp
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115embayment to provide erosion
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
protection.
Continues on next Submission
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

23
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 34

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
4. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

24

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 35

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 3: Coastal Permit - Reclamation (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 3: Coastal
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Permit - Reclamation (s12
condition and the Project
Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of RMA) - Proposed Conditions Construction Plans do not include
2. ‘The reclamation of foreshore and seabed in the coastal
consent for
the outcomes sought by FLH, in our
marine area shall be limited to the following:
the Project.
Submission Point No3, in relation
a) placement of fill to form the salinity block and vehicular
to the provision of vehicular access
access from Ford Road to Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
from Ford Road to Ford Island; Pt
SD: CFR SA3A/1070 between Ford Road and Ford Island’
Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by FLH, in our
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. The provision of vehicular
tide level;
access from Ford Road to Ford
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
the salinity block and vehicular access from Ford Road to
2. Additional rock protection /
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070’
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
edges on the south and west
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
sides of Ford Island to provide
area.
erosion protection.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos15, 16 &17

Submission Sheet No: 36

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 15, 16 &17.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

27

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 37

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Vehicular Access, 10m wide, between Ford Road and Ford Island
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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Melanie Pullar
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Maria <runanga@actrix.co.nz>
Saturday, 18 October 2014 10:45 a.m.
Dylan Makgill
Kaituna River Rediversion
Recommedations.doc

Tena Koe Dylan
My apologies Dylan Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu carried out the Cultural Impacts Assessment (CIA) for
the Kaituna River rediversion on behalf of Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu hapu and we assumed that the
recommendations within that CIA would be sufficient to indicate we support the rediversion. Pim has since advised
that we should also email to indicate our support be recorded.
Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu support the Kaituna River Rediversion proceeding. Refer to the CIA
recommendations page 42 (attached) this also outlines our support with some recommended conditions.
Also Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu Iwi Resource Management Plan Phase 2 was submitted August 2011. The plan
outlines the importance of the Kaituna River / Maketu Estuary Strategy to Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu
Hapu. Consultation provided by the Regional Council has been very good and we would like to continue to receive
updates on the Kaituna rediversion progress.

Naku Noa

Maria Horne
Manager
Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketū

This e-mail message has been swept for viruses and none was found.
Content was not checked
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BY EMAIL

20 October 2014

Bay of Plenty Regional Council - Consents
C/- Shanan Miles
Processing Officer
s.miles@ryderconsulting.co.nz

Tēnā koe

SUBMISSION - Kaituna
Enhancement Project

River

Re-diversion

and

Ongatoro/Maketū

Estuary

This submission is provided on behalf of Te Maru o Ngati Rangiwewehi and the Papahiikahawai
Ahu Whenua Trustees. It sets out our collective views in support of the ‘Kaituna River Re‐diversion
and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary Enhancement Project.
We wish to be heard on this submission
Te Maru o Ngati Rangiwewehi Iwi Authority
Ngāti Rangiwewehi is an Iwi as derived from the confederated tribes of Te Arawa, Ngā Pumanawa
e Waru o Te Arawa, (the eight beating hearts of Rangitihi). Ngāti Rangiwewehi have lived and co‐
habitated within the Mangorewa Kaharoa area since the time of Whakauekaipapa, a seventh
generation descendent of Tamatekapua, the captain of the Te Arawa canoe.
Te Maru o Ngati Rangiwewehi (‘the Maru’) came into existence in approximately 2000, following
the decision of Ngāti Rangiwewehi in 1997 to undertake a restructure of the Awahou Marae
Committee to the (Tarimano Marae Trust). Our tribal structure is unique and it works for Ngati
Rangiwewehi.
The Maru is an entity created under LORE, and has two clear roles:


Internal – Iwi forum



External – Iwi authority

Submission
Ngāti Rangiwewehi maintains their mana whenua associations with the Te Tumu, Papahikahawai
and Te Puke blocks. The lands known as Tumu Kaituna are located to the west of
Ongatoro/Maketū in the Bay of Plenty. Encompassing the original entrance to the Kaituna River,
the Te Arawa canoe is said to have landed at Te Tumu Kaituna at a place called Te Awahou.19 An
area rich in resources, in times past Tumu Kaituna was a place of fierce contest between the
people of Ngāpuhi and the inland and coastal tribes of Te Arawa and Ngai Te Rangi.
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The land known as Papahikahawai lies in close proximity to Tumu Kaituna on the East Coast. Living
simultaneously between Te Tumu pā and Papahikahawai, Ngāti Rangiwewehi cultivated and grew
food crops and harvested and dressed flax in both locations. Ngāti Rangiwewehi rights to
Papahikahawai were secured on the basis of conquest, ‘kotikoti’, occupation and cultivation. It is
on this historical basis that the Papahiikahawai Ahu Whenua Trust has been formed, and
continues to reflect Ngati Rangiwewehi mana‐whenua interests in the lower Kaituna.
The Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary are taonga of great cultural significance. These
two significant waterbodies provide an important source of food, transport, building materials,
recreation and many other uses integral to cultural practices and traditions. This relationship
incorporates an intrinsic connection to the the mauri of the Kaituna River, its many tributaries and
significant features and ultimately its receiving sink, the Maketū Estuary.
The diversion of the Kaituna has had a profound effect on the cutlural relationship Ngati
Rangiwewehi has with the Papahiikahawai Island. These effects are well documented as part of
the cultural impact assesment report provided by Ngati Rangiwewehi on this matter. The impact
of the effects, coupled with the kaitiaki role of tangata whenua have for many years driven the
desire to see the mauri of the Kaituna river and Maketū Estuary restored. We consider the project
will go some way towards achieving that objective and enhancing the cultural relationship of Ngati
Rangiwewehi with the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketū Estuary. Similarly the project also
provides opportunities for Ngati Rangiwewehi to strengthen their connection with the Kaituna
River, the Maketū Estuary and Papahiikahawai Island through practical involvment such as
planting and restoration of wetlands. Overall we strongly believe this will have a beneficial impact
for the community in general.
We support the project as a means to benefiting not only Iwi and hapu but also the local
communtites by effecting postitive enhancement of both the river and its surrounding
environment.
In summary we consider the application provides for the enhancement of the relationship of Ngati
Rangiwewehi and the community at large with the Kaituna river, which will provide positive
enviromental effects for the river and its surrounds, and align with the purpose and broad
objectives of the Ngati Rangiwewehi Iwi Managment Plan.
Heoi ano,
Naku noa, na

Gina Mohi
Tari Taiao/Environmental Management Unit
Te Maru o Ngati Rangiwewehi Iwi Authority
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Copy to:

Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
Whakatāne 3158
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Melanie Pullar
To:
Subject:

Dylan Makgill
RE: Submissions Open until 10 October - Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro
/ Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project

From: Deryn Pittar [mailto:deryn@xtra.co.nz]
Sent: Wednesday, 24 September 2014 1:34 p.m.
To: Pim De Monchy
Subject: Re: Submissions Open until 10 October - Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project

hi pim i agree with the proposal re the wet lands but appose the partial release back to maketu the river
should go back in total to its original status thats what they put the kaituna cuts in for,, or fords cuts if there
is a hearing i would like to speak to my submission thanks michael pittarOn 16/09/2014 9:25 a.m., Pim De
Monchy wrote:
Tēnā koe

We are pleased to advise that the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary
Enhancement Project has achieved a significant milestone. The project’s application for
resource consents and a notice of requirement to designate land have been lodged with the
relevant authorities and were publicly notified last week in the BOP Times, the Rotorua
Daily Post and Te Puke Times.

You can read or download copies of the applications, including an Assessment of
Environmental Effects, technical reports and plans, by visiting
http://www.boprc.govt.nz/environment/resource-consents/current-notified-applications/.
Alternatively, call 0800 884 880 and request a copy on a CD.

The applications are now open for submissions from members of the public until 10 October.
If you have a view on the project or its potential environmental effects, either positive or
negative, please consider making a submission.

You can access a form and instructions for making submissions on the Regional Council’s
website, as well as further information on the consenting process. Please note that you can
make a submission on the resource consent applications and / or the Notice of Requirement
to designate land. Both applications will be considered at the same time by commissioners
jointly appointed by the Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council. We
are not yet sure of the hearing date but will keep you informed as this becomes clear.
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You are receiving this because we have recorded your interest in the future management of
the Kaituna River and/or Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary. If you wish to unsubscribe from future
emails on this topic please reply to this email and let me know.

Kind regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council |
Mount Maunganui, New Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881
extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web: www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email
“Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!”

Email disclaimer: This email and any attachments are confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient, do not copy, disclose or use the contents in any way. If you receive this
message in error, please let us know by return email and then destroy the message. Bay of
Plenty Regional Council is not responsible for any changes made to this message and/or any
attachments after sending.
This e-mail has been checked for viruses and none were detected.
This email has been filtered by SMX. For more information visit smxemail.com

-LATST RELEASE BY DERYN 'A TASTE OF GOLD' (Young Adult)
bit.ly/19ncFza and http://amzn.to/IQeT3k
Writing as Virginnia De Parte
www.virginnia-departe-books.com
Futuristic novels spiced with romance and adventure
Love's Bright Star, http://amzn.to/10MlNiA
Love's Red Heart, http://amzn.to/10m0dtL
A Talent for Loving, http://amzn.to/11Q0s37
A Stellar Affair http://amzn.to/18IGsmT
www.facebook.com/virginnia.departe
www.virginniadeparte.blogspot.co.nz
Read my poetry and Young Adult news on www.derynpittar.tumblr.com

This e-mail message has been swept for viruses and none was found.
Content was not checked
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Appendix 10 – Submission Summary
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Resource Consent RC67958
Western Bay of Plenty District Council NoR RC4944(L)
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

001	
  

Coastguard	
  
PO	
  Box	
  445,	
  TE	
  
Maketu	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3153	
  
(Shane	
  BEECH	
  &	
  
Geoff	
  OLIVER)	
  

002	
  

Don	
  PATERSON	
  

28	
  Jellicoe	
  Street,	
  
TE	
  PUKE	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

Oppose	
  	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  but	
  seeks	
  the	
  following:	
  
1. Permanent	
   depth	
   monitoring	
  
of	
  the	
  channel;	
  
2. Maintenance	
   of	
   a	
   minimum	
  
of	
  1.0m	
  deep,	
  6.0	
  metre	
  wide	
  
channel	
   at	
   all	
   times	
   /	
   24	
  
access	
   to	
   the	
   sea	
   at	
   Consent	
  
Holder’s	
  expense;	
  	
  
3. Notification	
   of	
   the	
   public	
  
when	
   channel	
   is	
   un-‐navigable	
  
and	
   when	
   channel	
   will	
   be	
  
made	
  navigable;	
  
4. Security	
   and	
   longevity	
   of	
  
proposed	
   new	
   site	
   and	
  
facilities	
  required.	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

That	
   an	
   alternative	
   diversion	
   of	
   • Proposes	
   an	
   alternative	
   diversion	
  
Kaituna	
   River	
   water	
   into	
   the	
  
via	
   the	
   original	
   Kaituna	
   River	
  
Maketu	
   Estuary	
   be	
   implemented	
  
channel	
  and	
  the	
  construction	
  of	
  an	
  
to	
   that	
   proposed	
   by	
   the	
  
overtopping	
  weir	
  at	
  Te	
  Tumu.	
  
Applicant.	
  
• Considers	
  that	
  this	
  would	
  maximise	
  
benefits	
  of	
  the	
  Project.	
  

• Concerned	
   that	
   no	
   sediment	
  
monitoring	
  /	
  mitigation	
  response	
  is	
  
proposed.	
  
• Relocation	
  of	
  Coastguard.	
  
• Impacts	
   of	
   construction	
   period	
   on	
  
Coastguard’s	
  ability	
  to	
  operate.	
  
• Accountability,	
   increased	
   risk	
   to	
  
public.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

003	
  

Julie	
  CROSS	
  

Address	
  

4	
  Gardiner	
  Place,	
  
Pukehina,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  
3189	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  
N	
  

1.

2.

004	
  

Bay	
  of	
  Plenty	
  
Regional	
  
Council	
  –	
  Rivers	
  
and	
  Drainage	
  
Section	
  
Bruce	
  CRABBE	
  

PO	
  Box	
  364,	
  
WHAKATANE	
  	
  	
  
3158	
  
	
  

Both	
  

Neutral	
  

•

Y	
  1.

2.

Comments	
  

Adequate	
   steps	
   are	
   taken	
   by	
   •
the	
   Applicant	
   to	
   ensure	
   full	
  
access	
   to/from	
   the	
   sea	
   at	
   Te	
  
Tumu	
   is	
   maintained	
   for	
   24	
   •
hours	
   a	
   day,	
   7	
   days	
   a	
   week	
  
and	
   365	
   days	
   of	
   the	
   year	
   –	
  
permanent	
  monitoring.	
  
The	
   Applicant	
   is	
   held	
   •
accountable	
  for	
  accidents	
  and	
  
injuries	
   to	
   people	
   caused	
   by	
  
the	
   project’s	
   changes	
   to	
  
navigability.	
  

Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
of	
   sedimentation	
   on	
   navigability	
   of	
  
the	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut.	
  
Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   may	
  
compromise	
   access	
   at	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   and	
  
considers	
   further	
   investigation	
   is	
  
require.	
  
Considers	
   that	
   Applicant	
   should	
   be	
  
held	
   accountable	
   for	
   any	
   damage	
  
or	
   injury	
   caused	
   by	
   proposed	
   re-‐
diversion.	
  

That	
   resource	
   consent	
   is	
   •
declined	
  
and	
  
a	
  
recommendation	
   is	
   made	
   to	
  
withdraw	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
requirement	
   if	
   their	
   concerns	
  
are	
  not	
  addressed;	
  or	
  
That	
   resource	
   consent	
   is	
   •
granted	
  
and	
  
a	
  
recommendation	
   is	
   made	
   to	
  
confirm	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
requirement	
   if	
   their	
   concerns	
  
are	
  addressed.	
  
•
	
  

Submitter	
   manages	
   the	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
   Catchment	
   Control	
   Scheme,	
  
which	
   provides	
   flood	
   protection,	
  
drainage	
   and	
   soil	
   conservation	
  
under	
   the	
   Soil	
   Conservation	
   and	
  
River	
  Controls	
  Act	
  1941.	
  
Acknowledges	
   that	
   the	
   negative	
  
impacts	
   of	
   the	
   Project	
   on	
   the	
  
Scheme	
  are	
  sought	
  to	
  be	
  addressed	
  
through	
  the	
  mitigation	
  proposed	
  by	
  
the	
  Applicant.	
  
Will	
  remain	
  ‘neutral’	
  on	
  the	
  Project	
  
provided	
  that	
  measures	
  are	
  in	
  place	
  
to	
   fully	
   mitigate	
   effects	
   on	
   the	
  
Scheme.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

005	
  

Peter	
  John	
  
CROSSAN	
  

Address	
  

255	
  Kaituna	
  Road,	
  
RD9,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  
3189	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  
O	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  
N	
  

N/S	
  

Comments	
  

•

•

006	
  

Julie	
  Francis	
  
GRAY	
  

136	
  Town	
  Point	
  
Road,	
  MAKETU	
  
3189	
  

Both	
  

O	
  

N	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consent	
   be	
   •
refused	
   and	
   a	
   recommendation	
   is	
  
made	
   to	
   withdraw	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
   •
Requirement.	
  
If	
   consent	
   is	
   granted,	
   Notice	
   of	
  
Requirement	
  confirmed,	
  that:	
  
1. Depth	
   of	
   the	
   River	
   be	
   •
regularly	
   monitored	
   in	
   terms	
  
of	
   potential	
   sedimentation	
  
effects.	
  
2. Sediment	
   be	
   removed,	
   as	
  
required,	
   to	
   ensure	
   access	
  
from	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  is	
  maintained.	
  
3. Maketu	
   Coastguard	
   have	
  
access	
  365	
  days	
  a	
  year	
  24/7.	
  
4. Maketu	
  
Coastguard	
  
be	
  
compensated	
   for	
   all	
   costs	
  
incurred	
   by	
   the	
   effects	
   of	
  
changes	
  to	
  the	
  water	
  flow.	
  
	
  

Considers	
   that	
   the	
   Applicant	
   needs	
  
to	
   regularly	
   monitor	
   the	
   depth	
   of	
  
Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut	
  entrance	
  –	
  concerned	
  
for	
   safety	
   of	
   boaties	
   and	
   considers	
  
that	
   Coastguard	
   should	
   have	
   24	
  
hour	
  access.	
  
Concerned	
   about	
   flooding	
   effects	
  
the	
   Project	
   will	
   have	
   in	
   terms	
   of	
  
drainage	
   scheme’s	
   ability	
   to	
   shed	
  
surface	
  water	
  from	
  farmland.	
  
Does	
   not	
   support	
   the	
   proposed	
  
increase	
  in	
  water	
  flow.	
  
Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   for	
  
additional	
   silting	
   of	
   the	
   Kaituna/Te	
  
Tumu	
   bar	
   and	
   associated	
   effects	
   on	
  
safety.	
  
Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   safety	
  
effects	
   at	
   the	
   Maketu	
   bar	
  
associated	
   with	
   increased	
   water	
  
flow	
  through	
  the	
  Estuary.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

007	
  

Michael	
  
Crichton	
  
MALTBY	
  

74	
  State	
  Highway	
  
33,	
  RD9,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  
3189	
  

008	
  

Mike	
  MASSEN	
  

25	
  Arawa	
  Road,	
  
Pongakawa,	
  RD6,	
  
TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  3186	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

N/S	
  
•
Seeks	
  conditions	
  that:	
  
1. Guarantee	
   that	
   the	
   current	
  
channel	
   depths	
   will	
   be	
  
maintained.	
  
2. Launching	
  
and	
  
parking	
  
facilities	
   will	
   be	
   at	
   least	
   as	
   •
good	
   as	
   they	
   are	
   now	
   (at	
  
Corbetts	
  ramp).	
  	
  
•

Both	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

That	
   all	
   consents	
   applied	
   for	
   be	
   •
granted	
  to	
  allow	
  the	
  Project	
  to	
  go	
  
ahead.	
  
•

•

009	
  

Nigel	
  Reay	
  
McPHERSON	
  

PO	
  Box	
  413,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3189	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

That	
  
resource	
  
consent	
   •
applications	
   are	
   not	
   granted	
   and	
  
Notice	
   of	
   Requirement	
   is	
  
withdrawn.	
  
•
If	
   applications	
   are	
   granted,	
  
conditions	
  are	
  imposed	
  that:	
  
1. Require	
  
mandatory	
   •

Opposes	
   application	
   unless	
   the	
  
Applicant	
   can	
   clearly	
   demonstrate	
  
that	
   the	
   useability	
   of	
   the	
  
Kaituna/Te	
   Tumu	
   Cut	
   will	
   be	
  
maintained	
   at	
   least	
   to	
   its	
   current	
  
standard.	
  
Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   frequent	
   user	
   of	
   the	
  
Kaituna/Te	
   Tumu	
   Cut	
   for	
   boat	
  
access.	
  
Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
cause	
  sedimentation	
  within	
  the	
  bar	
  
and	
   river,	
   resulting	
   in	
   reduced	
  
useability.	
  
Regular	
   user	
   of	
   the	
   Maketu	
   boating	
  
channel	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  sea.	
  
Considers	
   that	
   an	
   improvement	
   to	
  
the	
   depth	
   of	
   the	
   Maketu	
   boating	
  
channel	
   by	
   rediverting	
   water	
   from	
  
the	
   Kaituna	
   would	
   provide	
   for	
  
bigger	
   boats	
   and	
   greater	
   safety	
   of	
  
access	
  along	
  the	
  coast.	
  
Supports	
   the	
   positive	
   effects	
   on	
  
Estuary	
  
Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   user	
   of	
   the	
  
Kaituna/Te	
   Tumu	
   Cut	
   and	
   Te	
   Puke	
  
business	
  owner.	
  
Considers	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
effect	
   the	
   navigability	
   of	
   the	
  
Kaituna/Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut.	
  
Concerned	
   about	
   wider	
   economic	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

2.

010	
  

Powerco	
  
Limited	
  
Georgina	
  
McPHERSON	
  

Burton	
  Planning	
  
Consultants	
  
Limited	
  
PO	
  Box	
  33-‐817,	
  
Takapuna,	
  
AUCKLAND	
  	
  	
  0740	
  

Both	
  

011	
  

R.D.	
  &	
  S.F.	
  
Waterhouse	
  
Partnership	
  

2	
  Kaituna	
  Road,	
  
MAKETU	
  	
  	
  3189	
  

Both	
  

Neutral	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

Y	
  

monitoring	
   and	
   correcting	
   of	
  
silting	
   in	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   river	
  
mouth	
   to	
   ensure	
   a	
   navigable	
  
channel	
  at	
  all	
  times.	
  
A	
   new	
   ramp	
   and	
   car	
   parking	
  
area	
   for	
   at	
   least	
   40	
   boat	
  
trailers	
  and	
  vehicles.	
  

	
  
Seeks	
   conditions	
   on	
   the	
   resource	
  
consent	
  
and	
  
Notice	
  
of	
  
Requirement	
  that:	
  
1. Require	
   the	
   provision	
   of	
   a	
  
Network	
   Utility	
   Management	
  
Plan	
   that	
   addresses	
   the	
  
safety,	
   integrity,	
   protection	
  
and,	
  
where	
  
necessary,	
  
relocation	
   of	
   Powerco’s	
  
assets.	
  
Seeks	
   that	
   Section	
   3	
   –	
  
Designation	
   Purpose	
   of	
   the	
  
Notice	
   of	
   Requirement	
   be	
  
amended	
  to	
  include:	
  	
  
“Continued	
  
unrestricted	
  
navigable	
   access	
   to	
   the	
   common	
  
marine	
   area	
   via	
   the	
   Te	
   Tumu	
  
Cut”.	
  
	
  
Conditions	
   be	
   imposed	
   on	
   the	
  
resource	
   consents	
   that	
   requiring	
  
the	
   provision	
   of,	
   and	
   specifying,	
  

Comments	
  

effects	
   if	
   the	
   Project	
   results	
   in	
   the	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  ‘closing’.	
  

• Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   gas	
   and	
   electricity	
  
distributor,	
  
with	
  
assets/infrastructure	
   within	
   and	
  
adjacent	
  the	
  Project	
  area.	
  
• Concerned	
  that	
  the	
  Project	
  has	
  not	
  
adequately	
   considered	
   potential	
  
effects	
   on	
   Powerco	
   assets	
   in	
   the	
  
AEE	
  and	
  proposed	
  conditions.	
  
• Submitter	
   operates	
   a	
   licensed	
  
commercial	
   fishing	
   activity	
   from	
  
the	
   Kaituna	
   River	
   (from	
   1	
   April	
   to	
  
31	
  March).	
  
• Supports	
   the	
   intent	
   of	
   the	
   Project	
  
but	
  has	
  some	
  concerns.	
  
• Concerned	
  
about	
  
long-‐term	
  
certainty	
   of	
   navigable	
   access	
  
through	
   the	
   lower	
   Kaituna	
   River	
  
and	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut.	
  
• Concerned	
  about	
  the	
  ability	
  to	
  have	
  
unrestricted	
   access	
   to	
   its	
   vessel(s)	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

012	
  

Rex	
  BEER	
  

Address	
  

197A	
  State	
  
Highway	
  30,	
  RD4,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3074	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

N	
  

Comments	
  

appropriate	
  
mooring	
  
and	
  
and	
  associated	
  infrastructure	
  at	
  the	
  
associated	
   facilities	
   that	
   are	
  
Corbett	
  
property	
  
during	
  
suitable	
   for	
   the	
   Submitter’s	
  
construction	
  period.	
  
existing	
   commercial	
   fishing	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   the	
   design	
   and	
  
activity.	
  
physical	
   security	
   of	
   the	
   new	
  
mooring	
   site	
   proposed	
   by	
   the	
  
Project.	
  
• Does	
   not	
   consider	
   the	
   application	
  
has	
   adequately	
   addressed	
   section	
  
104	
   of	
   the	
   RMA,	
   the	
   NZCPS	
   and	
   the	
  
Marine	
   and	
   Coastal	
   Area	
   (Takatai	
  
Moana)	
  Act	
  2011.	
  
	
  
N/S.	
   	
   Although	
   Submitter	
   • Submitter	
   uses	
   both	
   the	
   Kaituna	
  
considers	
   that	
   the	
   following	
  
River/	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   Cut	
   and	
   Maketu	
  
should	
   be	
   studied	
   and	
   reported	
  
Estuary	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  sea	
  by	
  boat.	
  
before	
   further	
   consideration	
   is	
   • Concerned	
  
about	
  
potential	
  
given	
  to	
  the	
  Project:	
  
navigability	
   effects	
   for	
   boat	
   access	
  
1. What	
   affects	
   will	
   there	
   be	
   on	
  
to/from	
   the	
   sea	
   at	
   Kaituna	
  
boating.	
  
entrance	
   and	
   the	
   Maketu	
   Estuary	
  
2. What	
  will	
  be	
  done	
  to	
  monitor	
  
associated	
  with	
  changes	
  to	
  channel	
  
these	
   effects	
   and	
   any	
  
depth.	
  
unforseen	
  effects.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   proposed	
  
3. What	
  will	
  be	
  done	
  to	
  mitigate	
  
changes	
   to	
   water	
   flows	
   will	
   effect	
  
any	
  adverse	
  effects.	
  
useability	
  of	
  existing	
  boat	
  ramps.	
  
• Considers	
   that	
   aspects	
   of	
   the	
  
Project	
   affecting	
   boating	
   have	
   not	
  
been	
  adequately	
  addressed.	
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  67958	
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  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

013	
  

Les	
  BROWN	
  

241	
  Oturoa	
  Road,	
  
NGONGOTAHA	
  	
  	
  
3041	
  

014	
  

Maketu	
  
7	
  Wilsons	
  Road,	
  
Ongatoro	
  
RD9,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  
Wetland	
  Society	
   3189	
  
Incorporated	
  
Julian	
  FITTER	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Oppose	
  

N/S	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

Comments	
  

N/S	
  

That	
   resource	
   consent	
   is	
   granted	
   • Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   community-‐based	
  
subject	
   to	
   the	
   following	
  
organisationthat	
  
runs	
  
three	
  
conditions:	
  
Biodiversity	
   Management	
   Plans,	
  
1. That,	
  in	
  consultation	
  with	
  the	
  
including	
  one	
  on	
  Maketu	
  Spit.	
  	
  They	
  
Submitter,	
   the	
   Applicant	
  
have	
   also	
   cleaned	
   up	
   the	
   roadside	
  
takes	
   all	
   possible	
   steps	
   to	
  
adjacent	
   Ford	
   Road	
   and	
   replanted	
  
ensure	
   the	
   integrity	
   of	
   the	
  
some	
  with	
  natives.	
  
Maketu	
   Spit	
   is	
   maintained	
   • Strongly	
   supportive	
   of	
   the	
   basic	
  
and	
   is	
   not	
   breached	
   from	
   the	
  
concept	
   of	
   re-‐diversion	
   but	
   has	
  
inside.	
  
concerns	
   regarding	
   potential	
   spit	
  
2. That	
   the	
   Applicant	
   takes	
   all	
  
erosion/breach	
   and	
   water	
   quality	
  
possible	
  steps	
  to	
  clean	
  up	
  the	
  
effects	
  on	
  ecology	
  of	
  the	
  estuary.	
  
Kaituna	
  River.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   traffic	
  
3. That	
  the	
  Applicant	
  requires	
  all	
  
effects	
   associated	
   with	
   the	
   one	
  
drains	
   discharging	
   to	
   the	
  
lane	
   bridge	
   and	
   the	
   proposed	
   boat	
  
Maketu	
   Harbour	
   and	
   the	
  
ramp	
  location.	
  
proposed	
   diversion	
   channel	
  
enter	
   the	
   river	
   via	
   an	
  
appropriately	
  
designed	
  
wetland	
   to	
   reduce	
   levels	
   of	
  
nitrates,	
   phosphates	
   and	
  
other	
   agricultural	
   pollutants	
  
to	
  an	
  acceptable	
  level.	
  
4. That	
   a	
   cattle	
   grid	
   be	
  
established	
   at	
   the	
   southern	
  
end	
   of	
   the	
   culvert	
   structure	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

along	
   with	
   pest	
   proof	
   fencing	
  
on	
   either	
   side	
   of	
   the	
   bridge	
  
parapets.	
  

015	
  

Western	
  Bay	
  of	
  
Plenty	
  District	
  
Council	
  
Marc	
  FAUVEL	
  

Private	
  Bag	
  12803,	
  
TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3143	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consent	
  
applications	
   be	
   granted	
   and	
   the	
  
confirmation	
   of	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
Requirement	
   be	
   recommended,	
  
subject	
   to	
   the	
   following	
  
conditions:	
  
1. The	
   Wetland	
   Plan	
   shall	
  
endeavour	
   to	
   use	
   the	
   paid	
  
services	
   of	
   local	
   tangata	
  
whenua	
   and	
   environmental	
  
groups	
  where	
  practical.	
  
2. The	
   Wetland	
   Plan	
   shall	
  
include	
  details	
  on	
  how	
  project	
  
workstreams	
   are	
   to	
   be	
  
advertised	
   to	
   local	
   tangata	
  
whenua	
   and	
   environmental	
  
groups.	
  
3. That	
   condition	
   22,	
   in	
   relation	
  
to	
   the	
   Operation	
   and	
  
Maintenance	
  Manual,	
  require	
  
that	
   this	
   document	
   be	
  
prepared	
  with	
  input	
  from	
  the	
  
Western	
   Bay	
   of	
   Plenty	
   District	
  
Council.	
  
4. That	
   a	
   copy	
   of	
   the	
   Operation	
  
and	
   Maintenance	
   Manual	
   be	
  
provided	
   to	
   the	
   Western	
   Bay	
  

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Submitter	
   is	
   making	
   submission	
   in	
  
their	
   capacity	
   as	
   both	
   an	
   affected	
  
landowner	
  and	
  as	
  a	
  Local	
  Authority.	
  
Seeks	
   clarification	
   that	
   all	
   roading	
  
assets	
   included	
   within	
   the	
  
‘temporary’	
   designation	
   will	
   be	
  
returned.	
  
Highly	
   supportive	
   of	
   the	
   addition	
   of	
  
a	
   public	
   boat	
   ramp	
   and	
   facilities	
   in	
  
the	
  proposed	
  location.	
  
Project	
   should	
   maximise/recognise	
  
local	
  employment	
  opportunities.	
  
Seeks	
  input	
  into	
  the	
  preparation	
  of	
  
the	
   Operation	
   and	
   maintenance	
  
Manual.	
  
Uncertainty	
   of	
   geomorphological	
  
response	
  to	
  re-‐diversion.	
  
Considers	
   that	
   channel	
   dredging	
  
adjacent	
   Beach	
   Road,	
   Park	
   Road	
  
boat	
   ramp	
   and	
   portions	
   of	
   the	
  
Otumakoro	
   Stream	
   should	
   be	
  
included	
  in	
  the	
  consent	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

of	
   Plenty	
   District	
   Council	
   no	
  
less	
   than	
   one	
   month	
   prior	
   to	
  
the	
   commissioning	
   of	
   the	
  
culverts.	
  
5. The	
   consents	
   provide	
   for	
  
channel	
   dredging	
   adjacent	
  
Beach	
   Road,	
   Park	
   Road	
   boat	
  
ramp	
   and	
   portions	
   of	
   the	
  
Otumakoro	
  Stream.	
  
6. Require	
   bi-‐annual	
   monitoring	
  
of	
   shoreline	
   erosion	
   adjacent	
  
the	
   Maketu	
   Township	
   and	
  
Beach	
  Road.	
  
7. Require	
   ecological	
   (flora)	
  
monitoring	
   for	
   a	
   period	
   of	
   10	
  
years.	
  

016	
  

Allan	
  BRAIN	
  

4	
  Queens	
  View	
  
Road,	
  RUSSELL	
  	
  	
  
0242	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consent	
   be	
   • Submitter	
   is	
   the	
   owner	
   of	
  
refused	
   and	
   a	
   recommendation	
   is	
  
approximately	
   30	
   hectares	
   of	
   land	
  
made	
   to	
   withdraw	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
that	
   is	
   subject	
   to	
   the	
   ‘permanent’	
  
Requirement.	
  
designation.	
  
	
  
• Does	
   not	
   consider	
   that	
   a	
   partial	
  
diversion	
   will	
   prevent	
   the	
   in-‐filling	
  
of	
  the	
  Maketu	
  Estuary.	
  
• Considers	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
result	
  in	
  reduced	
  water	
  quality	
  and	
  
increased	
  sedimentation	
  within	
  the	
  
Maketu	
  Estuary.	
  
• Does	
   not	
   consider	
   that	
   the	
   20	
   per	
  
cent	
   proposed	
   will	
   be	
   sufficient	
   to	
  
combat	
  the	
  incoming	
  tide.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

017	
  

Allan	
  Keith	
  
TITCHMARSH	
  

Address	
  

PO	
  Box	
  43,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3189	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Y	
  

Comments	
  

• Would	
   like	
   to	
   be	
   compensated	
   for	
  
the	
   cost	
   of	
   providing	
   alternative	
  
flood	
  protection	
  in	
  association	
  with	
  
the	
  removal	
  of	
  the	
  flood	
  protection	
  
stop	
   bank	
   that	
   runs	
   from	
   the	
  
eastern	
   end	
   of	
   the	
   sandspit	
   to	
  
Fords	
  Cut.	
  
• Concerns	
   over	
   compliance	
   with	
  
previous	
   re-‐diversion	
   resource	
  
consents	
   and	
   erosion	
   induced	
   by	
  
the	
  same.	
  
• Does	
   not	
   consider	
   it	
   necessary	
   for	
  
the	
   area	
   of	
   land	
   for	
   the	
   proposed	
  
widening	
   of	
   Fords	
   Cut	
   to	
   be	
   subject	
  
to	
   permanent	
   designation	
   as	
   it	
   is	
  
already	
  subject	
  to	
  an	
  easement.	
  
• Concerned	
   over	
   loss	
   of	
   productive	
  
farmland	
   that	
   will,	
   following	
  
saltwater	
  
intrusion,	
  
become	
  
intertidal	
  mudflat.	
  
• Opposes	
   the	
   removal	
   of	
   a	
   flap-‐
gated	
   culvert	
   that	
   currently	
   drains	
  
to	
   Ford	
   Drain	
   and	
   seeks	
   a	
  
replacement.	
  
• Opposes	
  removal	
  of	
  existing	
  access	
  
from	
   his	
   farm	
   to	
   the	
   land	
   north	
   of	
  
Fords	
  Cut.	
  
• 	
  
Seeks	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   is	
   • Submitter	
  is	
  the	
  owner	
  of	
  land	
  that	
  
amended	
   so	
   that	
   the	
   diversion	
   is	
  
is	
   proposed	
   to	
   be	
   subject	
   to	
   both	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

within	
  
existing	
  
stopbank	
  
temporary	
  
and	
  
permanent	
  
boundaries.	
  
designation.	
   	
   This	
   includes	
   the	
  
I	
   consent	
   is	
   granted	
   seeks	
   that	
  
proposed	
  
new	
  
re-‐diversion	
  
conditions	
  be	
  imposed:	
  
channel.	
  
1. That	
   there	
   is	
   no	
   detrimental	
   • Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
effects	
   on	
   water	
   supply	
  
have	
   detrimental	
   physical	
   and	
  
(stockwater	
  and	
  irrigation).	
  
economic	
  effects	
  on	
  the	
  farm.	
  
2. That	
   there	
   is	
   no	
   detrimental	
   • Concerned	
   over	
   quality	
   of	
   water	
  
effects	
   on	
   groundwater	
   and	
  
supply,	
   potential	
   flooding	
   and	
  
the	
   soil	
   profile	
   either	
   form	
  
saltwater	
   damage	
   to	
   the	
   land	
   and	
  
salinity	
  or	
  moisture	
  content.	
  
water	
  supply.	
  
3. That	
   areas	
   that	
   could	
   lead	
   to	
   • Costs	
  of	
  moving	
  the	
  stopbanks.	
  
further	
   flooding	
   or	
   time	
  
delays	
   in	
   disposal	
   of	
   flood	
  
water	
  
are	
  
adequately	
  
addressed.	
  
4. That	
   costs	
   of	
   the	
   Project	
   are	
  
not	
   an	
   unrealistic	
   burden	
   on	
  
the	
  Ratepayer.	
  
5. That	
  there	
  are	
  no	
  detrimental	
  
effects	
   on	
   infrastructure	
   or	
  
current	
  or	
  proposed	
  activities	
  
on	
  the	
  property.	
  

018	
  

Murray	
  
DRAFFIN	
  

5	
  Barnett	
  Place,	
  
TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  3189	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

Not	
   specifically	
   stated	
   but	
   seeks	
   • Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   regular	
   user	
   of	
   the	
  
that	
   the	
   Applicant	
   regularly	
   check	
  
Cut.	
  
the	
   depth	
   of	
   the	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   cut	
   • Concerned	
  about	
  
channel.	
  	
  
access/navigability	
  of	
  the	
  Cut.	
  
• Seeks	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   include	
  
methods	
   to	
   maintain	
   the	
   current	
  
levels	
  of	
  water	
  over	
  the	
  Kaituna/Te	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

Tumu	
  Cut/Bar.	
  

019	
  

Murray	
  John	
  
HOLYOAKE	
  

PO	
  Box	
  248,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  3189	
  

Both	
  

020	
  

Nga	
  Tangata	
  ahi	
  
kaa	
  roa	
  o	
  
Maketu	
  
C/-‐	
  Ronika	
  
EDWARDS	
  	
  

46A	
  Simpson	
  
Road,	
  PAPAMOA	
  	
  	
  
3118	
  

Both	
  

021	
  

Ngati	
  Pikiao	
  ki	
  
Maketu	
  
C/-‐	
  Raewyn	
  
BENNETT	
  

27	
  Otimi	
  Street,	
  	
  
Maketu,	
  RD9,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3189	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

Not	
   specifically	
   stated	
   but	
   seeks	
   • Concerned	
  about	
  
that	
   the	
   Applicant	
   regularly	
   check	
  
navigability/safety	
  of	
  the	
  Cut.	
  
the	
   depth	
   of	
   the	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   cut	
  
	
  
channel	
   and	
   advertise	
   of	
   any	
  
changes/variations.	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

• Cultural	
   effects	
   have	
   not	
   been	
  
satisfactorily	
  mitigated.	
  
• Proposed	
  conditions	
  do	
  not	
  provide	
  
for	
   mitigation,	
   avoidance	
   or	
  
remedying	
   of	
   adverse	
   cultural	
  
effects,	
  with	
  the	
  exception	
  of	
  koiwi	
  
protocols.	
  
• Identifies	
   that	
   issues	
   could	
   be	
  
resolved	
  through	
  formal	
  agreement	
  
to	
   address	
   identified	
   cultural	
  
impacts.	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

• Cultural	
   effects	
   have	
   not	
   been	
  
satisfactorily	
  mitigated.	
  
• Proposed	
  conditions	
  do	
  not	
  provide	
  
for	
   mitigation,	
   avoidance	
   or	
  
remedying	
   of	
   adverse	
   cultural	
  
effects,	
  with	
  the	
  exception	
  of	
  koiwi	
  
protocols.	
  
• Identifies	
   that	
   issues	
   could	
   be	
  
resolved	
  through	
  formal	
  agreement	
  
to	
   address	
   identified	
   cultural	
  
impacts.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

• Concern	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   seeks	
   to	
  
retain	
  the	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut,	
  identifying	
  
that	
   a	
   spit	
   would	
   act	
   as	
   a	
   natural	
  
barrier	
  to	
  tsunami.	
  	
  

022	
  

Petera	
  Thomas	
  
TAPSELL	
  

84	
  Myres	
  Street,	
  
Otumoetai,	
  
TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3141	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N	
  

That	
   all	
   applications	
   be	
   granted	
   • Considers	
  that	
  the	
  Estuary	
  has	
  been	
  
and	
   that	
   a	
   recommendation	
   be	
  
in	
  a	
  state	
  of	
  decline	
  for	
  too	
  long.	
  
made	
   to	
   confirm	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
   • Project	
   will	
   assist	
   in	
   the	
   (partial)	
  
Requirement.	
  
restoration	
  of	
  mauri	
  to	
  the	
  Estuary.	
  

023	
  

R.L.H.	
  &	
  C.D.	
  
Weld	
  Limited	
  
C/-‐	
  Richard	
  
WELD	
  

20	
  Lismore	
  Lane,	
  
RD8,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  
3188	
  

Both	
  

Neutral	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

• Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   for	
  
saltwater	
  intrusion.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   for	
  
increased	
   sand	
   and	
   silt	
   and	
   how	
  
this	
  may	
  impact	
  upon	
  the	
  channel.	
  
• Costs	
   of	
   running	
   and/or	
   upgrading	
  
the	
   pump	
   stations	
   due	
   to	
   increased	
  
water	
  levels.	
  

024	
  

Roger	
  Graham	
  
HINTZ	
  

137	
  Pah	
  Road,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3188	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

That	
  the	
  application	
  be	
  refused.	
  

• Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   recreational	
   boatie	
  
and	
   an	
   active	
   member	
   of	
   the	
  
Maketu	
  Coastguard.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
aggravate	
   adverse	
   conditions	
   that	
  
exist	
   on	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   /	
   Te	
   Tumu	
  
Cut/Bar.	
  
• Proposal	
   does	
   not	
   include	
   channel	
  
monitoring	
  
and	
  
mitigation	
  
response.	
  
• Effects	
   on	
   drainage	
   at	
   Fords	
   Road	
  
gravity	
  gates	
  and	
  pump	
  station.	
  

Should	
   consent	
   be	
   granted,	
   the	
  
Submitter	
  seeks	
  the	
  following:	
  
1. Comprehensive,	
  
ongoing	
  
monitoring	
   programme	
   of	
  
sediment	
  and	
  sand	
  build	
  up	
  in	
  
the	
   River	
   from	
   the	
   proposed	
  
diversion	
   channel	
   to	
   the	
  
Kaituna	
  Cut/Bar.	
  
2. Establish	
  
a	
  
minimum	
  
allowable	
   channel	
   depth	
   that	
  
will	
  allow	
  navigability.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

3. Requirement	
   for	
   dredging	
   or	
   • Costs	
  of	
  mitigating	
  Project’s	
  effects	
  
sediment	
   mobilisation	
   works	
  
on	
   drainage	
   system	
   –	
   concerned	
  
to	
   be	
   undertaken	
   to	
   ensure	
  
cost	
   of	
   upgrades	
   will	
   be	
   passed	
   on	
  
navigability.	
  
to	
   landowners	
   within	
   the	
  
4. That	
  costs	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
catchment	
  via	
  rates	
  increases.	
  	
  
redevelopment	
   of	
   the	
   Fords	
  
Road	
   pump	
   and	
   gravity	
   gate	
  
upgrade	
   and	
   increased	
   pump	
  
running	
   hours	
   be	
   borne	
   by	
  
the	
  Applicant.	
  

025	
  

Lewis	
  Sanson,	
  
Director	
  –	
  
General	
  of	
  
Conservation	
  
Department	
  of	
  
Conservation	
  
	
  

RMA	
  Shared	
  
Services	
  
Private	
  Bag	
  3074,	
  	
  
HAMILTON	
  	
  	
  3240	
  
Attn:	
  Chris	
  Staite	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  

Support	
  
(in	
  part)	
  

Y	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consent	
   be	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
granted	
  subject	
  to	
  conditions	
  that	
  
on	
   the	
   LKWMR	
   and	
   considers	
   that	
  
ensure	
   the	
   protection	
   of	
   the	
  
further	
   mitigation	
   in	
   the	
   form	
   of	
   a	
  
values	
   of	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
larger	
   culvert	
   than	
   that	
   proposed	
  
Wildlife	
  Management	
  Reserve.	
  
by	
  the	
  Applicant,	
  is	
  required.	
  
• Considers	
   that	
   the	
   additional	
  
culvert	
   (proposed	
   as	
   mitigation)	
  
should	
  be	
  placed	
  as	
  far	
  upstream	
  of	
  
the	
  reserve	
  as	
  practicable.	
  

026	
  

Fish	
  &	
  Game	
  
New	
  Zealand	
  
(Eastern	
  Region	
  
Fish	
  &	
  Game	
  
Council)	
  
C/-‐	
  John	
  MIEKLE	
  

Fish	
  &	
  Game	
  New	
  
Zealand,	
  Private	
  
Bag	
  3010,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3046	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

That,	
  in	
  addition	
  to	
  the	
  mitigation	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
proposed	
   within	
   the	
   application,	
  
on	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
   Wildlife	
  
a	
   condition	
   is	
   imposed	
   on	
   the	
  
Management	
  Reserve	
  and	
  consider	
  
resource	
   consent	
   and	
   Notice	
   of	
  
that	
   any	
   reduction	
   in	
   water	
   inflow	
  
Requirement	
  
that	
  
requires	
  
into	
   the	
   Reserve	
   or	
   increase	
   in	
  
ongoing	
   monitoring	
   for	
   water	
  
water	
   resident	
   time,	
   is	
   not	
  
inflows	
   into	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
acceptable.	
  
Wildlife	
  Management	
  Reserve.	
  	
  
• In	
   principle,	
   comfortable	
   with	
  
proposed	
   additional	
   culvert	
   but	
  
wish	
  to	
  be	
  consulted	
  on	
  final	
  design	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

and	
   consider	
   that	
   the	
   location	
  
should	
  be	
  ‘Intake	
  1’.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   no	
   ongoing	
  
monitoring	
   of	
   flows	
   into	
   the	
  
LKWMR	
   post-‐re-‐diversion	
   are	
  
proposed	
   as	
   this	
   places	
   complete	
  
reliance	
  on	
  the	
  original	
  monitoring.	
  

027	
  

Peter	
  ELLERY	
  

PO	
  Box	
  1370,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3040	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N	
  

That	
   all	
   applications	
   be	
   granted	
   • Submitter	
   is	
   a	
   project	
   co-‐ordinator	
  
and	
   that	
   a	
   recommendation	
   be	
  
for	
   wetland	
   enhancement	
   of	
   the	
  
made	
   to	
   confirm	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
borrow	
  pits	
  on	
  the	
  Kaituna	
  River.	
  
Requirement.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   the	
   level	
   of	
  
nutrients	
   and	
   contaminants	
   (paru)	
  
in	
   the	
   River	
   and	
   their	
   potential	
  
negative	
   effects	
   on	
   the	
   Estuary	
   –	
  
notes	
  that	
  progress	
  has	
  been	
  made	
  
in	
  reducing	
  these.	
  
• Fully	
   supports	
   the	
   methodology	
   of	
  
the	
  preferred	
  option.	
  

028	
  

Martyn	
  Timothy	
  
BRID	
  

544	
  Number	
  One	
  
Road,	
  RD2,	
  	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

1. That	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   /	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   • Submitter	
  has	
  used	
  the	
  Kaituna	
  /	
  Te	
  
cut	
   be	
   maintained	
   in	
   its	
  
Tumu	
  Cut	
  for	
  over	
  40	
  years.	
  
present	
  form.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
2. If	
   flows	
   into	
   the	
   Maketu	
  
on	
   the	
   safety	
   /	
   navigability	
   of	
   the	
  
Estuary	
   are	
   increased,	
   then	
  
‘cut’	
   and	
   Coastguard	
   access	
   to	
   the	
  
suitable	
   monitoring	
   will	
   be	
  
sea.	
  
required.	
  
• Concerned	
  
about	
  
potential	
  
economic	
  effects	
  on	
  land	
  within	
  the	
  
‘Kaituna	
   Flats’	
   associated	
   with	
  
flooding.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Resource	
  
Consent	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  
N/S	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  
N/S	
  

N/S	
  

Comments	
  

029	
  

Kenneth	
  
Alexander	
  
WITHEROW	
  

37	
  Hathor	
  Street,	
  
Pomare,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3015	
  

030	
  

Henry	
  &	
  Maria	
  
by	
  de	
  Ley	
  

426	
  Kaituna	
  Road,	
  
RD9,	
  TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  
3189	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

Should	
   consent	
   be	
   granted,	
   the	
   • Submitter	
  is	
  a	
  boatie	
  who	
  uses	
  the	
  
Submitter	
   seeks	
   conditions	
   that	
  
Kaituna	
  /	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  
require	
   monitoring	
   of	
   the	
   Kaituna	
  
sea.	
  
channel	
   and	
   that	
   the	
   Applicant	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
carry	
   out	
   physical	
   works	
   to	
  
on	
   navigability	
   of	
   the	
   Cut	
  
ensure	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   Channel	
  
associated	
  with	
  sedimentation.	
  
remains	
   open	
   24/7	
   (that	
   is,	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   Coastguard’s	
  
sediment	
  mobilisation,	
  etc).	
  
ability	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  sea.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   lack	
   of	
   historical	
  
monitoring	
   of	
   sand	
   flow	
   into	
   the	
  
Kaituna	
  River.	
  

031	
  

Catalyst	
  High	
  
Rise	
  Limited	
  
	
  

C/-‐	
  Aurecon	
  
Tauranga,	
  PO	
  Box	
  
2292,	
  TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  
3140	
  
Attn:	
  Luke	
  Balchin	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N/S	
  

Should	
   consent	
   be	
   granted,	
   the	
   • Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
Submitter	
  seeks	
  conditions	
  that:	
  
on	
   navigability	
   of	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   /	
   Te	
  
1. Ensure	
   that	
   the	
   entrance	
   of	
  
Tumu	
  Cut.	
  
the	
  Kaituna	
  Cut	
  is	
  maintained	
   • Concerned	
  
about	
  
potential	
  
in	
  a	
  navigable	
  state	
  (including	
  
flooding/river	
  level	
  rise	
  effects.	
  
maintenance	
  dredging).	
  
2. Ensure	
   that	
   Submitter’s	
  
property	
  is	
  not	
  subject	
  to	
  any	
  
increased	
  
flooding/river	
  

• Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
on	
   Kaituna	
   /	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   Cut	
  
associated	
  with	
  sedimentation.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   Coastguard’s	
  
ability	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  sea.	
  
• Questions	
   how	
   Applicant	
   proposes	
  
to	
   monitor	
   sedimentation	
   of	
   the	
  
bar	
   associated	
   with	
   the	
   Kaituna	
   /	
  
Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

levels.	
  
3. Require	
   the	
   Applicant	
   to	
  
undertake	
   improvements	
   to	
  
water	
   quality	
   (including	
  
better	
  
catchment	
  
management).	
  

032	
  

Chris	
  
RICHMOND	
  

5D	
  Deeming	
  Road,	
  
RD1,	
  RUSSELL	
  	
  	
  
0272	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N	
  

033	
  

Te	
  Tumu	
  8	
  B1	
  
Trust	
  &	
  Nagati	
  
Pikiao	
  Iwi	
  
C/-‐	
  Collen	
  
Arihana	
  
SKERRETT-‐
WHITE	
  

-‐	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

That	
   all	
   applications	
   be	
   granted	
   • Submitter	
   was	
   involved	
   in	
   the	
  
and	
   that	
   a	
   recommendation	
   be	
  
earlier	
  re-‐diversion	
  projects	
  for	
  the	
  
made	
   to	
   confirm	
   the	
   Notice	
   of	
  
River	
  and	
  Estuary.	
  
Requirement.	
  
• Questions	
   whether	
   the	
   Project	
  
That	
   conditions	
   (in	
   particular	
  
should	
   have	
   included	
   at	
   least	
   a	
  
those	
   associated	
   with	
   ecological	
  
partial	
   excavation	
   of	
   the	
   flood	
   tide	
  
restoration)	
  be	
  based	
  on	
  adaptive	
  
delta	
   and	
   the	
   sand	
   used	
   to	
  
management	
  principles.	
  
reinforce	
  the	
  Maketu	
  Spit.	
  
• Concerned	
  
about	
  
ongoing	
  
expansion	
  of	
  the	
  flood	
  tide	
  delta.	
  
• Experimentation	
   and	
   flexibility	
   is	
  
required	
   in	
   terms	
   of	
   design	
   and	
  
deployment	
  of	
  planting	
  materials.	
  
• Weed	
   invasion	
   of	
   non-‐salty	
   areas	
  
needs	
  to	
  be	
  minimised.	
  
	
  
N/S	
  
N/S	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

034	
  

Eion	
  HARWOOD	
  

Address	
  

PO	
  Box	
  21,	
  
RUSSELL	
  	
  	
  0242	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  
Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  
Y	
  

N/S	
  

Comments	
  

• Submitter	
  has	
  spent	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  time	
  in	
  
the	
   upper	
   and	
   mid	
   Estuary	
   and	
   in	
  
Ford’s	
   Cut	
   areas	
   over	
   the	
   past	
   40	
  
years.	
  
• Considers	
  that	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  benefits	
  
of	
   the	
   Project	
   have	
   been	
  
exaggerated	
   and	
   not	
   all	
   of	
   the	
  
adverse	
  
effects	
  
sufficiently	
  
considered/addressed.	
  
• Does	
  not	
  consider	
  that	
  there	
  will	
  be	
  
sufficient	
   current	
   generated	
   to	
  
flush	
  out	
  the	
  anoxic	
  mud	
  within	
  the	
  
Estuary.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   Project	
   will	
  
increase	
  
sedimentation	
  
and	
  
nutrients	
   within	
   the	
   Estuary	
  
resulting	
   in	
   water	
   quality	
   and	
  
ecological	
  effects.	
  
• Application	
   has	
   overlooked	
   the	
  
contribution	
   of	
   nutrient-‐rich	
   water	
  
into	
   the	
   Estuary	
   from	
   Ford’s	
   Cut	
   –	
  
currently	
   this	
   water	
   discharges	
   to	
  
the	
  sea	
  at	
  Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut.	
  
• Concerned	
  about	
  the	
  precedent	
  the	
  
Project	
   will	
   set	
   in	
   terms	
   of	
   forced	
  
sale	
   of	
   privately	
   owned	
   land	
   for	
   the	
  
creation	
  of	
  wetlands.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   will	
  
result	
   in	
   adverse	
   effects	
   on	
  
navigability	
   at	
   Te	
   Tumu	
   and	
   that	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

•
•
•

•

•

035	
  

Lisette	
  COLLINS	
  

PO	
  Box	
  21,	
  
RUSSELL	
  	
  	
  0242	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

That	
  the	
  applications	
  be	
  rejected.	
  

the	
   proposed	
   boat	
   ramp	
   will	
  
encourage	
  greater	
  usage	
  of	
  the	
  Cut.	
  
Ecological	
   effects	
   of	
   the	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
  bed	
  being	
  filled	
  in.	
  
Concerned	
  that	
  the	
  Project	
  will	
  lead	
  
to	
   an	
   increase	
   in	
   flood	
   events	
  
around	
  the	
  Maketu	
  Estuary.	
  
Opposed	
   to	
   the	
   use	
   of	
   spoil	
   from	
  
the	
  widening	
  of	
  Fords	
  Cut,	
  removal	
  
of	
  causeways	
  and	
  diversion	
  channel	
  
being	
   used	
   as	
   fill	
   to	
   increase	
   the	
  
elevation	
  of	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  Titchmarsh	
  
and	
   Brain	
   farms	
   as	
   this	
   should	
   be	
  
taken	
  to	
  an	
  area	
  that	
  does	
  not	
  have	
  
potential	
   to	
   be	
   restored	
   as	
   a	
  
wetland	
  in	
  the	
  future.	
  
Concerned	
   about	
   potential	
   effects	
  
on	
   bird	
   habitat	
   due	
   to	
   increased	
  
access	
   to	
   areas	
   where	
   access	
   is	
  
currently	
  limited.	
  
Considers	
  
that	
  
insufficient	
  
consultation	
   has	
   been	
   undertaken	
  
with	
  those	
  who	
  do	
  not	
  support	
  the	
  
Project.	
  

• Doesn’t	
  believe	
  that	
  the	
  Project	
  will	
  
meet	
  its	
  stated	
  goals.	
  
• Considers	
   that	
   the	
   AEE	
   overstates	
  
the	
   potential	
   positive	
   ecological	
  
effects	
   and	
   does	
   not	
   accurately	
  
reflect	
  the	
  technical	
  reports.	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

• Does	
   not	
   consider	
   that	
   the	
  
specialist	
   reports	
   have	
   identified	
  
sufficient	
   ecological	
   benefits	
   to	
  
outweigh	
   the	
   potential	
   risks	
  
associated	
  with	
  the	
  Project.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   the	
   economic	
  
impacts	
  on	
  ratepayers	
  in	
  relation	
  to	
  
its	
  benefits.	
  	
  

036	
  

037	
  

038	
  

039	
  

Te	
  Puke	
  Branch,	
  
Royal	
  Forest	
  &	
  
Bird	
  Protection	
  
Society	
  
C/-‐	
  Carole	
  LONG	
  
Tapuika	
  Iwi	
  
Authority	
  
C/-‐	
  Joseph	
  
Hohepa	
  
MAXWELL	
  

PO	
  Box	
  326,	
  TE	
  
PUKE	
  	
  	
  3163	
  

Tapuika	
  Iwi	
  
Authority,	
  
Resource	
  
Management	
  
Unit,	
  PO	
  Box	
  15,	
  
TE	
  PUKE	
  	
  	
  3153	
  
Ngati	
  Makino	
  
PO	
  Box	
  364,	
  
Heritage	
  Trust	
  
WHAKATANE	
  	
  	
  
C/-‐	
  Pia	
  BENNETT	
   3158	
  

David	
  Butler	
  

26a	
  Morey	
  Street,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3010	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  

Support	
  

N	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consent	
   be	
   • Fully	
  supports	
  the	
  Project.	
  
granted	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N/S	
  

N/S	
  

N/S	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  	
  

Oppose	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

• Submitter	
   is	
   the	
   entity	
   responsible	
  
for	
   the	
   social,	
   environmental	
   and	
  
cultural	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  Ngati	
  Makino.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   the	
   Project	
   does	
  
not	
   include	
   formal	
   mechanisms	
   to	
  
address	
   all	
   matters	
   addressed	
   in	
  
the	
  Cultural	
  Impact	
  Assessment.	
  

Both	
  

Oppose	
  

N	
  

N/S	
  

• Concerned	
   about	
   level	
   of	
  
information	
  provided.	
  
• Concerned	
  about	
  navigability	
  of	
  the	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

040	
  

Te	
  Maru	
  o	
  
Kaituna	
  
C/-‐Dean	
  Flavell	
  

dean.flavell@taur
anga.govt.nz	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

Y	
  

N/S	
  

041	
  

Te	
  Tumu	
  
Landowners	
  
Group	
  
C/-‐	
  Jeff	
  
FLETCHER	
  

PO	
  Box	
  13428,	
  
TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3141	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  
(conditio
nal)	
  

Y	
  

Overall,	
  supports	
  the	
  applications	
  
on	
  the	
  condition	
  that:	
  
1. Requests	
   and	
   decisions	
  
sought	
  
within	
  
detailed	
  
submissions	
  are	
  accepted	
  and	
  
adopted.	
  
2. Proposed	
  
changes	
  
in	
  
conditions	
  are	
  adopted.	
  

Comments	
  

Te	
  Tumu	
  Cut/Bar.	
  
• Concerned	
   about	
   Coastguard’s	
  
ability	
  to	
  access	
  sea	
  from	
  Te	
  Tumu.	
  
• Considers	
   that	
   the	
   Applicant	
   should	
  
monitor	
   the	
   depth	
   of	
   the	
   bar	
   at	
   all	
  
times.	
  
	
  
• Submitter	
  is	
  a	
  co-‐governance	
  forum	
  
made	
   up	
   of	
   iwi	
   and	
   local	
  
government	
   established	
   to	
   act	
  
collectively	
   for	
   the	
   benefit	
   of	
   the	
  
Kaituna	
   River	
   catchment	
   and	
   its	
  
communities.	
  
• River	
   is	
   a	
   taonga	
   of	
   great	
   cultural	
  
significance	
   –	
   source	
   of	
   food,	
  
transport,	
   building	
   materials	
   and	
  
many	
  other	
  uses	
  integral	
  to	
  cultural	
  
practices	
  and	
  traditions.	
  
• Consider	
   that	
   the	
   proposal	
   will	
   go	
  
some	
  way	
  to	
  restoring	
  the	
  mauri	
  of	
  
the	
  River	
  and	
  the	
  Estuary.	
  
	
  
• Submitter	
   is	
   part	
   of	
   a	
   group	
   of	
  
landowners	
   who	
   own	
   land	
  
adjoining	
   the	
   Project	
   area	
   that	
   is	
  
zoned	
  
for	
  
future	
  
urban	
  
development.	
  
• Project	
   needs	
   to	
   clearly	
   recognise	
  
through	
   decision/recommendation	
  
and	
  conditions	
  that	
  it	
  includes:	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  
	
  

Comments	
  

• The	
   intention	
   to	
   provide	
  
vehicular	
   access	
   to	
   Ford	
   Island	
  
from	
   Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
  
reclamation/salinity	
  block;	
  
• construction	
   of	
   new	
   moorings	
  
and	
   mooring	
   embayment	
   by	
  
dredging	
  
and	
  
ongoing	
  
maintenance	
  dredging;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
   and	
  
a	
   rock	
   toe	
   to	
   the	
   northern	
   and	
  
southern	
   toe	
   of	
   the	
   salinity	
  
block;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
  
(rip-‐rap)	
   to	
   the	
   southern,	
  
western	
   edges	
   and	
   eastern	
  
(adjacent	
   to	
   the	
   mooring	
  
embayment)	
  of	
  Ford	
  Island;	
  and	
  	
  
• two	
   lane	
   vehicular	
   crossing	
   of	
  
Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
   diversion	
  
channel.	
  
• Concern	
   over	
   the	
   Statutory	
  
Assessment	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  AEE.	
  
• The	
  
National	
  
Environmental	
  
Standard	
   for	
   Assessing	
   and	
  
Managing	
   Contaminants	
   in	
   Soil	
   to	
  
Protect	
  Human	
  Health	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  
appropriately	
   addressed	
   within	
   the	
  
application.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   application	
   does	
  
not	
  acknowledge	
  erosion	
  caused	
  by	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

•

•

•

042	
  

Te	
  Tumu	
  
PO	
  Box	
  13428,	
  
Kaituna	
  14	
  Trust	
   TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3141	
  
C/-‐	
  Jeff	
  
FLETCHER	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  
(conditio
nal)	
  

Y	
  

Overall,	
  supports	
  the	
  applications	
   •
on	
  the	
  condition	
  that:	
  
1. Requests	
   and	
   decisions	
  
sought	
  
within	
  
detailed	
  
submissions	
  are	
  accepted	
  and	
  
adopted.	
  
•
2. Proposed	
  
changes	
  
in	
  
conditions	
  are	
  adopted.	
  
	
  

previous	
   diversions	
   and	
   the	
   need	
  
for	
   a	
   precautionary	
   approach	
   to	
  
future	
   erosion	
   induced	
   by	
   the	
  
Project	
   –	
   monitoring,	
   mitigation	
  
and	
  review	
  conditions	
  are	
  required.	
  
AEE	
   lacks	
   sufficient	
   detail	
   with	
  
regard	
   to	
   monitoring	
   and	
  
management	
   of	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
  
and	
  
Ongatoro/Maketu	
  
Estuary	
   (in	
   particular	
   in	
   relation	
   to	
  
monitoring	
  of	
  erosion	
  effects).	
  
Seek	
   that	
   the	
   salinity	
   block	
   be	
  
designed	
   and	
   constructed	
   to	
  
provide	
   vehicular	
   access	
   to	
   Ford	
  
Island	
  from	
  Ford	
  Road.	
  
Seeks	
  stakeholder	
  and	
  submitter	
  in	
  
put	
   into	
   the	
   preparation	
   of	
   an	
  
‘Operations,	
  
Monitoring,	
  
Maintenance	
   and	
   Management	
  
Plan’.	
  
Submitter	
   is	
   part	
   of	
   a	
   group	
   of	
  
landowners	
   who	
   own	
   land	
  
adjoining	
   the	
   Project	
   area	
   that	
   is	
  
zoned	
  
for	
  
future	
  
urban	
  
development.	
  
Project	
   goal	
   does	
   not	
   recognise	
  
that	
   adverse	
   effects	
   on	
   the	
  
environment	
   include	
   impact	
   on	
  
people	
   and	
   their	
   communities,	
  
natural	
   land	
   and	
   water	
   resources,	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

any	
   physical	
   resource	
   and	
   the	
  
social,	
   economic,	
   aesthetic	
   and	
  
cultural	
   conditions	
   which	
   affect	
  
those	
  matters.	
  
• Project	
   needs	
   to	
   clearly	
   recognise	
  
through	
   decision/recommendation	
  
and	
  conditions	
  that	
  it	
  includes:	
  
• construction	
   of	
   new	
   moorings	
  
and	
   mooring	
   embayment	
   by	
  
dredging	
  
and	
  
ongoing	
  
maintenance	
  dredging;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
   and	
  
a	
   rock	
   toe	
   to	
   the	
   northern	
   and	
  
southern	
   toe	
   of	
   the	
   salinity	
  
block;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
  
(rip-‐rap)	
   to	
   the	
   southern,	
  
western	
   edges	
   and	
   eastern	
  
(adjacent	
   to	
   the	
   mooring	
  
embayment)	
  of	
  Ford	
  Island;	
  and	
  	
  
• two	
   lane	
   vehicular	
   crossing	
   of	
  
Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
   diversion	
  
channel.	
  
• Concern	
   over	
   the	
   Statutory	
  
Assessment	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  AEE.	
  
• The	
  
National	
  
Environmental	
  
Standard	
   for	
   Assessing	
   and	
  
Managing	
   Contaminants	
   in	
   Soil	
   to	
  
Protect	
  Human	
  Health	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  
appropriately	
   addressed	
   within	
   the	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

043	
  

Te	
  Tumu	
  
Kaituna	
  11B2	
  
Trust	
  
C/-‐	
  Jeff	
  
FLETCHER	
  

Address	
  

PO	
  Box	
  13428,	
  
TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3141	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

Support	
  
(conditio
nal)	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Y	
  

Overall,	
  supports	
  the	
  applications	
  
on	
  the	
  condition	
  that:	
  
3. Requests	
   and	
   decisions	
  
sought	
  
within	
  
detailed	
  
submissions	
  are	
  accepted	
  and	
  
adopted.	
  
4. Proposed	
  
changes	
  
in	
  
conditions	
  are	
  adopted.	
  
	
  

Comments	
  

application.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   application	
   does	
  
not	
  acknowledge	
  erosion	
  caused	
  by	
  
previous	
   diversions	
   and	
   the	
   need	
  
for	
   a	
   precautionary	
   approach	
   to	
  
future	
   erosion	
   induced	
   by	
   the	
  
Project	
   –	
   monitoring,	
   mitigation	
  
and	
  review	
  conditions	
  are	
  required.	
  
• AEE	
   lacks	
   sufficient	
   detail	
   with	
  
regard	
   to	
   monitoring	
   and	
  
management	
   of	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
  
and	
  
Ongatoro/Maketu	
  
Estuary	
   (in	
   particular	
   in	
   relation	
   to	
  
monitoring	
  of	
  erosion	
  effects).	
  
• Seeks	
  stakeholder	
  and	
  submitter	
  in	
  
put	
   into	
   the	
   preparation	
   of	
   an	
  
‘Operations,	
  
Monitoring,	
  
Maintenance	
   and	
   Management	
  
Plan’.	
  
	
  
• Submitter	
   is	
   part	
   of	
   a	
   group	
   of	
  
landowners	
   who	
   own	
   land	
  
adjoining	
   the	
   Project	
   area	
   that	
   is	
  
zoned	
  
for	
  
future	
  
urban	
  
development.	
  
• Project	
   goal	
   does	
   not	
   recognise	
  
that	
   adverse	
   effects	
   on	
   the	
  
environment	
   include	
   impact	
   on	
  
people	
   and	
   their	
   communities,	
  
natural	
   land	
   and	
   water	
   resources,	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

any	
   physical	
   resource	
   and	
   the	
  
social,	
   economic,	
   aesthetic	
   and	
  
cultural	
  conditions	
  that	
  affect	
  those	
  
matters.	
  
• Project	
   needs	
   to	
   clearly	
   recognise	
  
through	
   decision/recommendation	
  
and	
  conditions	
  that	
  it	
  includes:	
  
• construction	
   of	
   new	
   moorings	
  
and	
   mooring	
   embayment	
   by	
  
dredging	
  
and	
  
ongoing	
  
maintenance	
  dredging;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
   and	
  
a	
   rock	
   toe	
   to	
   the	
   northern	
   and	
  
southern	
   toe	
   of	
   the	
   salinity	
  
block;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
  
(rip-‐rap)	
   to	
   the	
   southern,	
  
western	
   edges	
   and	
   eastern	
  
(adjacent	
   to	
   the	
   mooring	
  
embayment)	
  of	
  Ford	
  Island;	
  and	
  	
  
• two	
   lane	
   vehicular	
   crossing	
   of	
  
Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
   diversion	
  
channel.	
  
• Concern	
   over	
   the	
   Statutory	
  
Assessment	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  AEE.	
  
• The	
  
National	
  
Environmental	
  
Standard	
   for	
   Assessing	
   and	
  
Managing	
   Contaminants	
   in	
   Soil	
   to	
  
Protect	
  Human	
  Health	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  
appropriately	
   addressed	
   within	
   the	
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809

Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

044	
  

Ford	
  Land	
  
Holdings	
  Pty	
  
Limited	
  
C/-‐	
  Jeff	
  
FLETCHER	
  

Address	
  

PO	
  Box	
  13428,	
  
TAURANGA	
  	
  	
  3141	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

Support	
  
(conditio
nal)	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Y	
  

Overall,	
  supports	
  the	
  applications	
  
on	
  the	
  condition	
  that:	
  
3. Requests	
   and	
   decisions	
  
sought	
  
within	
  
detailed	
  
submissions	
  are	
  accepted	
  and	
  
adopted.	
  
4. Proposed	
  
changes	
  
in	
  
conditions	
  are	
  adopted.	
  
	
  

Comments	
  

application.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   application	
   does	
  
not	
  acknowledge	
  erosion	
  caused	
  by	
  
previous	
   diversions	
   and	
   the	
   need	
  
for	
   a	
   precautionary	
   approach	
   to	
  
future	
   erosion	
   induced	
   by	
   the	
  
Project	
   –	
   monitoring,	
   mitigation	
  
and	
  review	
  conditions	
  are	
  required.	
  
• AEE	
   lacks	
   sufficient	
   detail	
   with	
  
regard	
   to	
   monitoring	
   and	
  
management	
   of	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
  
and	
  
Ongatoro/Maketu	
  
Estuary	
   (in	
   particular	
   in	
   relation	
   to	
  
monitoring	
  of	
  erosion	
  effects).	
  
• Seeks	
  stakeholder	
  and	
  submitter	
  in	
  
put	
   into	
   the	
   preparation	
   of	
   an	
  
‘Operations,	
  
Monitoring,	
  
Maintenance	
   and	
   Management	
  
Plan’.	
  
• Submitter	
   is	
   part	
   of	
   a	
   group	
   of	
  
landowners	
   who	
   own	
   land	
  
adjoining	
   the	
   Project	
   area	
   that	
   is	
  
zoned	
  
for	
  
future	
  
urban	
  
development.	
  
• Project	
   needs	
   to	
   clearly	
   recognise	
  
through	
   decision/recommendation	
  
and	
  conditions	
  that	
  it	
  includes:	
  
• The	
   intention	
   to	
   provide	
  
vehicular	
   access	
   to	
   Ford	
   Island	
  
from	
   Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

reclamation/salinity	
  block;	
  
• construction	
   of	
   new	
   moorings	
  
and	
   mooring	
   embayment	
   by	
  
dredging	
  
and	
  
ongoing	
  
maintenance	
  dredging;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
   and	
  
a	
   rock	
   toe	
   to	
   the	
   northern	
   and	
  
southern	
   toe	
   of	
   the	
   salinity	
  
block;	
  
• provision	
   of	
   rock	
   protection	
  
(rip-‐rap)	
   to	
   the	
   southern,	
  
western	
   edges	
   and	
   eastern	
  
(adjacent	
   to	
   the	
   mooring	
  
embayment)	
  of	
  Ford	
  Island;	
  and	
  	
  
• two	
   lane	
   vehicular	
   crossing	
   of	
  
Ford	
   Road	
   across	
   the	
   diversion	
  
channel.	
  
• Concern	
   over	
   the	
   Statutory	
  
Assessment	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  AEE.	
  
• The	
  
National	
  
Environmental	
  
Standard	
   for	
   Assessing	
   and	
  
Managing	
   Contaminants	
   in	
   Soil	
   to	
  
Protect	
  Human	
  Health	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  
appropriately	
   addressed	
   within	
   the	
  
application.	
  
• Concerned	
   that	
   application	
   does	
  
not	
  acknowledge	
  erosion	
  caused	
  by	
  
previous	
   diversions	
   and	
   the	
   need	
  
for	
   a	
   precautionary	
   approach	
   to	
  
future	
   erosion	
   induced	
   by	
   the	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

Address	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Comments	
  

•

•

•

045	
  

Te	
  Runanga	
  o	
  
Ngati	
  Whakaue	
  
ki	
  Maketu	
  
C/-‐	
  Maria	
  Horne	
  

runanga@actrix.c
o.nz	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N/S	
  

046	
  

Te	
  Maru	
  o	
  Ngati	
  
Rangiwewehi	
  
Iwi	
  Authority	
  
C/-‐	
  Gina	
  Mohi	
  

PO	
  Box	
  131	
  
Ngongotaha,	
  
ROTORUA	
  	
  	
  3041	
  

Both	
  

Support	
  

N/S	
  

Project	
   –	
   monitoring,	
   mitigation	
  
and	
  review	
  conditions	
  are	
  required.	
  
AEE	
   lacks	
   sufficient	
   detail	
   with	
  
regard	
   to	
   monitoring	
   and	
  
management	
   of	
   the	
   Lower	
   Kaituna	
  
River	
  
and	
  
Ongatoro/Maketu	
  
Estuary	
   (in	
   particular	
   in	
   relation	
   to	
  
monitoring	
  of	
  erosion	
  effects).	
  
Seek	
   that	
   the	
   salinity	
   block	
   be	
  
designed	
   and	
   constructed	
   to	
  
provide	
   vehicular	
   access	
   to	
   Ford	
  
Island	
  from	
  Ford	
  Road.	
  
Seeks	
  stakeholder	
  and	
  submitter	
  in	
  
put	
   into	
   the	
   preparation	
   of	
   an	
  
‘Operations,	
  
Monitoring,	
  
Maintenance	
   and	
   Management	
  
Plan’.	
  
Submitter	
   supports	
   the	
   application	
  
for	
   the	
   reasons	
   outlined	
   within	
  
their	
   cultural	
   impact	
   assessment	
  
submitted	
   as	
   part	
   of	
   the	
  
application.	
  

That	
   the	
   resource	
   consents	
   be	
   •
granted	
   /	
   the	
   NoR	
   be	
   confirmed,	
  
subject	
   to	
   the	
   recommendations	
  
set	
  out	
  on	
  pages	
  42	
  and	
  43	
  of	
  the	
  
Cultural	
   Impact	
   Assessment	
  
prepared	
   by	
   Te	
   Runanga	
   o	
   Ngati	
  
Whakaue	
   ki	
   Maketu	
   attached	
   to	
  
the	
  application.	
  	
  
	
  
N/S	
  
• Submitter	
   has	
   mana-‐whenua	
  
interests	
  in	
  the	
  lower	
  Kaituna.	
  
• Proposal	
   provides	
   for	
   the	
  
enhancement	
  of	
  the	
  relationship	
  of	
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Resource	
  Consent	
  Applications	
  67958	
  and	
  Notice	
  of	
  Requirement	
  RC4944	
  
Kaituna	
  River	
  Re-‐Diversion	
  and	
  Ongatoro	
  /	
  Maketu	
  Estuary	
  Enhancement	
  Project	
  
Summary	
  of	
  Submissions
Sub	
  No	
   Name	
  

047	
  

Michael	
  Pittar	
  

Address	
  

deryn@xtra.co.nz	
  

Resource	
  
Consent	
  /	
  
NoR	
  

Both	
  

Support/
Oppose	
  

Support	
  
(partial)	
  

To	
   be	
   Decision	
  Sought	
  
Heard?	
  

Y	
  

That	
  the	
  River	
  flows	
  be	
  returned	
  
in	
  full	
  to	
  the	
  Estuary.	
  

Comments	
  

Ngati	
  Rangiwewehi	
  and	
  the	
  River.	
  
• Proposal	
   provides	
   for	
   positive	
  
environmental	
  effects	
  for	
  the	
  River	
  
and	
   its	
   surrounds	
   and	
   is	
   aligned	
  
with	
   the	
   broad	
   objectives	
   of	
   the	
  
Ngati	
  
Rangiwewehi	
  
Iwi	
  
Management	
  Plan.	
  
• Supports	
   the	
   proposed	
   wetland	
  
creation.	
  
• Opposes	
   the	
   ongoing	
   partial	
  
release	
   of	
   River	
   waters	
   via	
   Te	
   Tumu	
  
and	
   seeks	
   the	
   full	
   return	
   of	
   River	
  
flows	
  to	
  the	
  Estuary.	
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Appendix 11 – Submissions
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Resource Consent RC68114
Western Bay of Plenty District Council NoR RC5080(L)
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatane, New Zealand

Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

File Ref:

Office Use Only

From:

Full name:Rex Andrew Beer _____________________________________________________
Postal address:197A SH30, RD4, Rotorua 3074______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Phone numbers: Work: _____________________ Home:073456885 ____________________
Fax: ______________________ Cell phone: _________________________
Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s):68114 ____________________________________________________________
Applicant’s name: BOP RC – Environmental Delivery Group ___________________________________
Application site location:Lower Kaituna River _______________________________________________
Type of consent(s) applied for: to establish, operate and maintain a public boat ramp________________
Closing date for receipt of submission: Tue 10 Feb 2015 ______________________________________

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
yes support the application(s)



I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):



I wish to be head in support of my submission.

noI do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
815

A581827

1 of 4

1

I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
That the resouce consent be approved _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2

The reasons for making my submission are:
to provide user opinion on certain details ______________________________________________
given on attached page ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

3

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

24. Dec 2015 ___________________ Date:

Signature:

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)
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A581827

Submission Form

2 of 2
4

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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A581827

Submission Form

3 of 3
4

My attachment:
1. Background.
1.1. I usually use the Maketu boat ramp, because I believe it is both safer and easier at
Maketu than Kaituna – as the waves through the estuary entrance are usually lower than at
the Kaituna Cut.
1.2. I do sometimes use Kaituna, as there is a wider time available for launching in relaation
to the tide.
1.3. I am uncertain how the wider diversion proposal will affect the boat access. I have made
a submission on this, pointing out the possibility of adverse affects on boat launching.
1.4 In relation to this specific proposal, to change the Kaituna Ford Road boat ramp on the
existing site, my comments are as follows.
2. The boat ramp is in poor condition, and I support the improvement proposed – and the
change to a public owned facility.
3. The renewing of the concrete ramp will be good. However, the detail (that is not given) will
be important – including, reducing the slope (it’s a bit too steep); and, extending concrete far
enough out so trailers do not fall off the end at low tide.
4. Improving the existing jetty – ok (better than nothing) – but I point out that a floating
pontoon would be preferable; and I think that should be seriously considered, instead of
spending money on retaining a poor jetty.
5. This “improvement” to the Ford Road ramp will be worthwhile – but, there is greater need
for improvement at the Maketu boat ramp. Because – the water depth there is too low to
enable boat launching except within 2.5 hours of high tide. This limits boating to 5 hours
maximum; and to approximately 5 or 6 days of 14 days tidal cycle. Deepening the water
(even small increase) at the ramp and channel down the estuary, would provide a big
improvement in boat access.
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A581827

Submission Form

4 of 4
4

Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application 68114
From:

Full Name: Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu
Postal Address:

Office Use Only

c/- Postal Delivery Agency Maketu, Maketu 3138.

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5332101
Fax:

Home:
Cell phone 027 2910737

Email: runanga@actrix.co.nz
Contact person: (Name and telephone number if different from above)
Maria Horne
I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s) Operate and Maintain a Public Boat Ramp and Associated
Facilities and Structures
Application number(s): 68114
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: 83 Ford Road, Te Tumu.
Type of consent(s) applied for: Works
Closing date for receipt of submission: Not known
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)
Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu support the application.
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)
I do wish to be heard in support of my submission. However if there is opposition to this consent then
we would be willing to show our support and speak to this submission.
Decision We Seek:
That the public boat ramp and associated facilities and structures consent is approved and that
funding is allocated.
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The reasons for making my submission are:
1

Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu represent the local hapu in Maketu / Te Tumu area
The consent 68114 is within the hapu boundaries of Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu.

2

We have a cultural association with this land and with the Lower Kaituna River.

3

The current ramp has been in need of repair for a number of years. It is not safe for constant
use and is a health and safety risk to all who use it. .

4

Local hapu members and the Maketu community use this boat ramp frequently. The ramp
needs reconstruction / repair which should be paid for from public monies given the amount of
people who have been allowed to use the ramp and park on the land for a number of years.

5

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
The land area that has not been excavated previously we support earthworks monitoring in
accordance with Part 5 of the RMA 1991.

Signature _______________________________________

Date 5 January 2015

(Maria Horne, Manager, Te Runanga o Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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SUBMISSION BY POWERCO LIMITED ON A NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT (5080L) BY THE BAY
OF PLENTY REGIONAL COUNCIL TO DESIGNATE LAND FOR THE CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE KAITUNA RIVER REDIVERSION AND ONGATORO /
MAKETU ESTUARY ENHANCEMENT PROJECT
Due 10 February 2015

To:

Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
Whakatane
Via email: info@boprc.govt.nz

Copy to Applicant:

Bay of Plenty Regional Council
c/- Opus International Consultants Ltd
PO Box 800,
Whakatane
Attention: Stephanie Brown
Via email: stephanie.brown@opus.co.nz

From:

Powerco Limited (“Powerco”)
Private Bag 2061
NEW PLYMOUTH

Address for Service:

BURTON PLANNING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft Street
PO Box 33-817, Takapuna
AUCKLAND 0740
Attention: Georgina McPherson
Phone: (09) 917 4301
Fax: (09) 917 4311
Email: gmcpherson@burtonconsultants.co.nz

1|P a g e
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This submission has been prepared on behalf of Powerco Limited (“Powerco”).
Powerco is New Zealand’s second largest gas and electricity distribution company.
Powerco’s network spreads across the upper and lower central North Island servicing
over 400,000 consumers. This represents 46% of the gas connections and 16% of the
electricity connections in New Zealand.

1.2

Powerco’s electricity networks are in Tauranga, Thames, Coromandel, Eastern and
Southern Waikato, Western Bay of Plenty, Taranaki, Wanganui, Rangitikei, Manawatu
and the Wairarapa. It has gas pipeline networks in Taranaki, Hutt Valley, Porirua,
Wellington, Horowhenua, Manawatu and the Hawkes Bay. Powerco’s customers are
served through over 27,000 kilometres of electricity lines (including overhead lines
and underground cables) and 5,800 kilometres of gas pipelines.

1.3

Powerco has existing electricity assets in the area affected by the Bay of Plenty
Regional Council’s (EBOP) amended Notice of Requirement (NOR) and resource
consent application for the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project (the Project). These are illustrated on the attached asset map
(refer Attachment 1). The application plans indicate that some of Powerco’s existing
assets in Ford Road and on land legally described as Tumu Kaituna 11A2 Block and
11A1 Block will need to be relocated in order to facilitate construction of the Project.

2.

POWERCO’S SUBMISSION

2.1

Powerco lodged a submission on the original version of EBOP’s NOR, which was
publicly notified in September / October 2014. At that time, Powerco indicated that it
was neutral as to whether or not the Notice of Requirement and resource consent
applications are approved, but that if the project did proceed, conditions were
required to ensure the works would be undertaken in a manner that avoids or
mitigates potential adverse effects on its electricity infrastructure and avoids any
disruption of electricity supply to its customers. Powerco’s position is unchanged since
that time.

2|P a g e
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2.2

The original application included plans identifying the need to relocate existing
electricity infrastructure located within the Project area. However, no further
consideration was given in the remainder of the application documents to the actual
and potential effects of the Project on Powerco’s infrastructure or how such effects
would be managed during the construction process. As such, Powerco sought to
include a suite of conditions

requiring the preparation of a Network Utility

Management Plan to address the following actual and potential effects:


Physical damage to assets;



Disruption of electricity supply to customers during the period of works;



Reduced ground clearance distances associated with the construction of new
stop banks or undermining of support structures as a result of earthworks in
close proximity;



Accumulation of dust on electricity lines;



Restricted access to electricity assets for maintenance purposes either during or
on completion of the works, including by the inappropriate placement of
structures or vegetation in close proximity to electricity assets.

2.3

Since lodgement of Powerco’s original submission, there have been further
discussions with EBOP’s agent, Stephanie Brown of Opus International Consultants.
However, to date, no changes appear to have been made to the application in order to
address the management of effects on Powerco’s assets. As such, in the absence of
any specific effects assessment on the matters raised in Powerco’s submissions, its
primary interest and relief continues to be the inclusion of consent conditions
requiring the preparation of a Network Utility Management Plan (NUMP).

2.4

As an alternative, if the application is amended to specifically address the issue of
managing effects on Powerco assets, Powerco may be willing to consider the use of an
outcome focused condition requiring the maintenance of a secure electricity supply to
customers during the period of works, rather than a full NUMP.

3|P a g e
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2.5

Any such amendments to the application should identify how works to and in the
vicinity of electricity assets will be managed to ensure assets are appropriately
protected and there is no disruption of supply to customers. Please note that all works
to Powerco electricity assets must be undertaken by a Powerco approved contractor
including the safe removal and subsequent reinstatement (as necessary) of assets and
/ or determining what measures are required to appropriately protect Powerco assets
during the period of works.

2.6

A list of Powerco approved contractors can be found on Powerco’s website via the
following

link:

http://www.powerco.co.nz/Get-Connected/Electricity/Approved-

Contractors/
2.7

Powerco is willing to provide assistance to the Applicant with regards to what it may
need to address as part of the amendment to its application.

3.

RELIEF SOUGHT

3.1

Either include the following conditions on the NOR and resource consent for the
Proposed Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement
Project to ensure the proposed works take account of, and include measures to
address the safety, integrity, protection and, where necessary, relocation of,
Powerco’s existing assets traversing the site.

Network Utility Management Plan
a. At the time of Outline Plan preparation and at least one month prior to the
commencement of any construction activities, the Requiring Authority / Consent
Holder shall submit to the Regional Council a Network Utility Management Plan
(NUMP) prepared jointly by the Requiring Authority / Consent Holder, or its
agents, and those network utility operators with infrastructure that will be
affected by the Project.
b. The NUMP submitted in accordance with this condition shall record if there is
agreement between the parties and, if not, where and why there is disagreement
and the steps taken in an attempt to resolve that disagreement. These matters
can then be considered by the Council when assessing the Outline Plan.
4|P a g e
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c. All construction and maintenance activities, and the on-going operation of the
Project are to be undertaken in accordance with the NUMP considered as part of
the Outline Plan process.
d. The purpose of the NUMP shall be to ensure that the enabling works, design and
construction of the project adequately take account of, and include measures to
address the safety, integrity, protection or, where necessary, relocation of
existing network utilities.
e. The NUMP shall include but need not be limited to methods and measures to:
i. Identify protocols for liaising with network utility operators and for
overseeing and approving works that impact on services.
ii. Accurately identify and verify the location of existing network utilities,
iii. Identify appropriate measures for working near services or the
appropriate standards if they have to be relocated.
iv. Identify timing and sequencing of work associated with relocation and /
or protection of utility services.
v. Ensure that existing, relocated and/or replacement network utility
infrastructure can be accessed for maintenance at all reasonable times, or
emergency works at all times during and after construction activities.
vi. To appropriately manage the effects of dust and any other material
potentially resulting from construction activities and able to cause
material damage, beyond normal wear and tear to overhead electricity
lines.
vii. To ensure that no activity is undertaken during construction that would
result in ground vibrations and/or ground instability likely to cause
material damage to overhead electricity lines, including support
structures.
viii.To ensure the continued operation and supply of electricity infrastructure
services, which may include, but not be limited to, any relocated or
replacement electricity lines and cables being made operational prior to
the termination of existing lines and cables.

5|P a g e
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ix. Confirm that the works will comply with the minimum separation
distances set out in the New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for
Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP34:2001).

3.2

Or, if the application is amended to satisfactorily and specifically address the issue of
managing effects on Powerco assets, include an outcome focused condition requiring
the maintenance of a secure electricity supply to customers during the period of
works, worded along the following lines:

a) The Requiring Authority shall ensure that the proposed works do not directly
or indirectly result in an interruption to, or a loss of the existing level of,
service of electricity supply to customers in Ford Road or served by electricity
assets traversing Tumu Kaituna 11A2 Block and Tumu Kaituna 11A1 Block.
Advice note:
All works affecting Powerco’s electricity distribution network, including the
removal, relocation or installation of assets, must be undertaken by a
Powerco approved contractor.
4.

POWERCO WISHES TO BE HEARD IN SUPPORT OF THIS SUBMISSION.

5.

IF OTHERS MAKE A SIMILAR SUBMISSION, POWERCO WOULD BE PREPARED TO
CONSIDER PRESENTING A JOINT CASE AT ANY HEARING.

6.

POWERCO COULD NOT GAIN AN ADVANTAGE IN TRADE COMPETITION THROUGH
THIS SUBMISSION.

7.

POWERCO IS DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY AN EFFECT OF THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE
SUBMISSION THAT—
(A)

ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE ENVIRONMENT; AND

(B)

DOES NOT RELATE TO TRADE COMPETITION OR THE EFFECTS OF TRADE
COMPETITION.
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Dated at TAKAPUNA this 10th day of February 2015
Signature of person authorised to sign on behalf of Powerco Limited:

_________________________________
Georgina McPherson

Address for service:

BURTON PLANNING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
PO Box 33-817
Takapuna
Auckland 0740
Attention: Georgina McPherson
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:
File ref:

(09) 917-4301
(09) 917-4311
gmcpherson@burtonconsultants.co.nz
14/074
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Attachment 1 – Powerco Asset Map
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application
From:

Full Name:

Western Bay of Plenty District Council

Postal Address:

Private Bag 12803, Tauranga 3143

File Ref:

Office Use Only

Phone numbers: Work: 579-6706
Fax:
Email:

577-9802
marc.fauvel@westernbay.govt.nz

Contact person: (Name and telephone number if different from above)
Marc Fauvel
I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s): 68114 (BOPRC) / 5080L (WBOPDC)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower reaches of the Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for: Multiple Consents for Kaituna River re-diversion and wetland
enhancement
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 February 2015
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)
 I support the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)
 I wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached submission

829

2

The reasons for making my submission are:
See attached submission

3

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
See attached submission

Signature _______________________________________

Date

9 February 2015

Ross Paterson, Mayor
Western Bay of Plenty District Council

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Western Bay of Plenty District Council; Submission on Resource Consent 68114 (BOPRC) and Notice of Requirement 5080L(L) (WBOPDC)

SUBMISSION POINTS:
#

Page

Reference

Support
Oppose

Decision Sought

Reasons

1

General

Notice of Requirement and
Resource Consent
Application

Support

That the application is supported
with amendments to the Notice of
Requirement (5080L) and the
Proposed Conditions for Resource
Consent Application (68114).

Western Bay of Plenty District Council (Council) is lodging this
submission in its capacity as both a land owner (with legal road,
stopped road and recreation reserve affected by the
designations) and as a local authority under the Local
Government Act 2002 in order to enable representation of the
interests of the wider community of the Western Bay during the
consent application process.
This application focuses specifically on the process of upgrading
the boating facilities near the Kaituna river mouth, over which
District Plan rules apply, but it does not of itself trigger the need
for a Notice of Requirement for a designation for boating
facilities, especially given that boat launching and parking
facilities presently exist at the identified site. Nonetheless, the
Reserves & Facilities Department of WBOPDC supports the
proposed designation which will secure enhanced public access to
the coastal environment. However, this application also needs to
be viewed within the broader context of the Kaituna re-diversion
and estuary enhancement, over which area the geographic extent
of the Notice of Requirement shall apply, and in that context the
designation being required by this application is sensible.
Insofar as this application relates to the Reserves & Facilities
Department’s interests it appears that the applicant has done a
reasonably thorough investigation and report. In this respect
there has also been prior consultation by the applicant’s agent
with this department on the matter of future operation and
maintenance of the proposed boat ramp and jetty facilities;
(Sec.7.1, p.25 of application refers). But there are three matters

1
A1698186
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Western Bay of Plenty District Council; Submission on Resource Consent 67958 (BOPRC) and Notice of Requirement 4944(L) (WBOPDC)

#

Page

Reference

Support
Oppose

Decision Sought

Reasons
related to the greater project which need to be more specifically
addressed by the applicant. These are detailed below. The
Reserves & Facilities Department is concerned that if these
matters are not addressed at this stage then they may be omitted
by default during approval and implementation of the greater
project.

2

Appendix 3
Proposed Conditions
General Conditions

Support
in part

That throughout the period of the
project a contact protocol is
established between a suitable
representative of the applicant and
the Council’s Reserves & Facilities
Officer.

Western Bay of Plenty District Council (WBOPDC) has road and
recreation reserve administration interests within and beyond the
greater project site; namely: Ford Rd. and the Kaituna Sand Spit
Recreation Reserve which comprises two parcels (1534/1472 &
1534/1473). These land holdings will be impacted during the
period of the greater project to the extent that access by
members of the public and by relevant Council staff will be
denied to the road and the recreation reserve for a period of
several months. The Notice of Requirement (at Form 18,
Attachment 3) recommends a condition that “the District Council

shall be notified in writing …at least two months prior to the start
of any construction activities on site”.

Unfortunately, the applicant’s due process has not included any
assurance of consultation with relevant WBOPDC staff during
implementation of the project in respect to Council as a directly
affected landowner. This department wants to be satisfied that
its ongoing land management interests here will be suitably
integrated during the greater project and following project
completion. Consequently, throughout the period of the project it
is appropriate to ensure that a contact protocol is established
between a suitable representative of the applicant and the
Council’s Reserves & Facilities Officer.

2
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Western Bay of Plenty District Council; Submission on Resource Consent 68114 (BOPRC) and Notice of Requirement 5080L(L) (WBOPDC)

#

Page

Reference

3

4

Appendix 1
Plan Schedules
Page 7
Western Bay of Plenty
District Plan

Support
Oppose

Decision Sought

Reasons

That due recognition of the
reduction in the width of land parcel
1534/1473 is accorded by the
applicant in the form of a formal
agreement
between
the
two
councils with costs, if any, to be
borne by the applicant.

Land parcel 1534/1473, being a horse-shoe shaped strip of
recreation reserve alongside the river diversion site, will be
structurally altered and will be reduced in width by the Kaituna
river re-diversion project and there is no recognition of this by
way of agreement between BOPRC & WBOPDC, by amendment
to the gazette notice which created the reserve - at the
applicant’s cost, or by compensation of land lost (or otherwise) in
the application/notice.

That 20m wide proposed esplanade
reserves/strips are indicated along
both of the proposed river banks
within the District Plan at the same
time that the river re-diversion
designation is created in the District
Plan.

The applicant acknowledges that the District Plan identifies
proposed esplanade reserve/strip along the true right bank (TRB)
of the Kaituna River. Since the greater project will effectively
create new river margins it is appropriate that the re-alignment
for proposed esplanade reserve/strip on the TRB is also indicated
within the District Plan when the new designation is put in place,
with such esplanade to be 20m wide.
Furthermore, the river re-diversion work will create a land
connection from Ford Rd. to the re-aligned true left bank (TLB) of
the Kaituna River. In order to establish a link with the proposed
esplanade reserve/strip which is presently indicated along the
TRB of the existing river course, downstream of the re-diversion,
it is also appropriate to indicate in the District Plan that a 20m
wide esplanade reserve/strip shall extend along the TLB of the
new river margin.
By this means the right of public access along both new river
margins can be established at the time of future subdivision by
the landowners. Such esplanade reserve/strip may result as a
consequence of potential boundary adjustments by BOPRC during
the greater project works, in which case the matter detailed in

3
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Western Bay of Plenty District Council; Submission on Resource Consent 67958 (BOPRC) and Notice of Requirement 4944(L) (WBOPDC)

#

Page

Reference

Support
Oppose

Decision Sought

Reasons
submission point 3 (above) might be simultaneously and suitably
addressed as a consequence.

4
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project,

Proposal to establish, operate and maintain a public boat ramp and associated facilities and
structures within the Coastal Marine Area and Harbour Margin at an alternate location to that
originally proposed and previously notified as part of the wider Project.
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 68114 and WBoPDC Number 5080(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures, occupation and discharge)
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 February 2015
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 10 February 2015 ___________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Sub
No
1

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Main Submission
Qualified /
Entire Notice of Requirement (WBoPDC
Conditional
No 5080L) Application and Resource
Support
Consent Applications (BoPRC No 68114)
as notified on 17 December 2014.

Submission Sheet No: 1

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Request / Decision Sought

We conditionally support the Notice of Requirement
and Resource Consent applications for public boating
and parking facilities at ‘Ford’s Loop’ by acquiring
and upgrading the existing boat ramp and parking
infrastructure as an integral part of the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
(‘the wider Project’).
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource Consents
(RC) being amended to adopt our detailed
submissions herein.
4. The acceptance and adoption of our submissions on
‘the wider Project’ as lodged in October 2014 – refer
to Attachment 1.
Items 2 and 3 relate to :
• The need for monitoring; and
• Conditions requiring review of the project in
certain situations; and
• The culverts at Ford Road over the new
Channel / Ford’s Cut being appropriately sized.

Approve the Applications for
Resource Consents and confirm the
Notice of Requirement for public
boating and parking facilities at
‘Ford’s Loop’ subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of
the requests and decisions
sought in our detailed
submissions herein; and
2. The acceptance and adoption of
our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October
2014 – see Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission
seeking increasing the length of
the box culverts to suit a two lane
crossing for Ford Road over the
new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Sub
No
2

3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 1: Introduction & Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 1.3 Proposed Works and
We agree that the single lane road
Section 8.2 regarding the road
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
across Fords Cut.
Channel / Ford’s Cut is sufficient for
the likely traffic generation given the
relocation of the public boat ramp
and therefore the culvert lengths
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
Channel / Ford’s Cut in the previously
notified Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement for ‘the wider
Project’ are now appropriate.
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 8 : Assessment of Effects
The Assessment of Effects does not
address the potential erosion effects
of this proposal on land that is unprotected by ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock
protection. This particularly applies to
the south and west edges of Ford
Island, which will be subject to boat
wash from the relocated public boat
ramp.
These areas will require protection as
for our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October 2014 –
refer to Attachment 1.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to the
acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the
requests and decisions sought in our
detailed submissions herein; and
2. The provision of additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock
protection up to mean spring tide level as
proposed in our submissions on the ‘wider
Project’ - refer to submission Nos 10 and 25
in Attachment 1.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Sub
No
4

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 8 : Assessment of Effects
The Assessment of Effects does not
address the potential erosion effects
of this proposal on the unprotected
land along the north side of Ford
Island and on the opposing true left
river bank as created by the 1981
Kaituna River diversion (see figure 12,
p28 of ‘the wider Project’ Volume A –
AEE), creating Ford Island.
The relocated boat ramp proposal will
result in an increased volume of boat
traffic, both upon completion of this
proposal and into the future (as the
area grows), going through this area
of the river exacerbating the existing
erosion issues.

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the
requests and decisions sought in our
detailed submissions herein; and
2. The provision of ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock protection
up to mean spring tide level to the entire
true right bank and entire true left bank of
the Kaituna River as created by the1981
Kaituna River diversion, creating Ford
Island.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd

Sub
No

5

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 4

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Notice of Requirement
1. The Notice of Requirement should have a
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended (NoR) Conditions.
condition that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for
NoR
project in the event of adverse effects being
Designation conditions as follows :
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in
for the
2. In addition the Notice of Requirement
any one year, on the five last working days of ( specify
Project.
should have a condition requiring the
Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S 128
submission of an Outline Plan (with no
of the Resource Management Act of its intention to
waiver) given the complexity of the project.
review the conditions of this Designation . The purpose
3. We note also that the Designation
of such a review is :
conditions for this public boat ramp are not
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
the same as those for the Master
Designation in avoiding or mitigating any adverse
Designation for ‘the wider Project’. It would
effects on the environment and if necessary to
be prudent to include the same conditions
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
for the new boat ramp for better
further or amended conditions ;or
management of construction and also for
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
ease of management by the contractor. The
of this Designation, to adopt the best practicable
conditions about Complaints; Construction
option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
Environmental Management Plan; and a
surrounding environment due to activities
Traffic Management Plan should also apply
authorised by this Designation and /or to require
to this NoR.
monitoring in addition to or instead of that
4. The amendments and new conditions
required by the permits / resource consents.’
sought in our submissions on the NoR
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
Continues on next submission sheet
Attachment 1) are to also apply to this NoR.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 5

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
5
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by either
itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on the
environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring Authority under
section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of it
intention to review the conditions of this Designation,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority.’

B. Include conditions the same as those for the Master Designation for ‘the wider Project’,
including conditions on Complaints, Construction Environmental Management Plan and
a Traffic Management Plan.
C. Delete from proposed Condition 1 (Condition 7 in Appendix 3) the ability for the District
Council to waive the Outline Plan of Works requirement.
D. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on the ‘wider Project’ - refer to submission No 20 in Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the box culverts to suit
a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd

Sub
No

6

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 6

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Appendix 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Conditions for Resource
1. The Resource Consents should have
Amend the conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
amended Consents (RC).
conditions that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as
RC
project in the event of adverse effects being
follows:
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division
for the
2. We note also that the conditions for the
may, once in any one year, on the five last working days
Project.
Resource Consents for this public boat ramp
of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder
are not the same as those for ‘the wider
under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its
Project’. It would be prudent to include the
intention to review the conditions of this Resource
same conditions for the new boat ramp for
Consent . The purpose of such a review is :
better management of construction and also
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
for ease of management by the contractor.
permit / resource consent in avoiding or mitigating
The conditions about Pre-Construction;
any adverse effects on the environment and if
Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency;
necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
Complaints; Construction Environmental
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
Management Plan; Operation and
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan and
of this permit / resource consent, to adopt the best
Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and
practicable option to remove or reduce adverse
Reporting should also apply to these
effects on the surrounding environment due to
Resource Consents.
activities authorised by this permit /resource
3. The amendments and new conditions
consent and /or to require monitoring in addition
sought in our submissions on the RC
to or instead of that required by the permits /
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
resource consents.’
Attachment 1) are to also apply to these
Resource Consents.
Continues on next submission sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 7

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Attachment 3 Proposed Conditions
6
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried
out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect
on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the permit /
resource consent holder under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 of it’s intention to review the conditions of this permit /
resource consent,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the permit / resource consent holder.’
B. Include conditions the same as those for ‘the wider Project’, including conditions on
Pre-Construction; Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency; Complaints; Construction
Environmental Management Plan; Operation and Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan
and Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and Reporting.
C. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on ‘the wider Project’ - refer to submission Nos 21, 22 and 23 in
Attachment 1; (with the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the
box culverts to suit a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Attachment 1
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd Submission on ‘the Wider Project’ as follows:
Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of Requirement;
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1.

Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) who
represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth
Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
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2.

Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.

3.

Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)

Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in the
RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change
process. Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively
support a population of 28,000.
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to
respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4.

Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Ford Family have been farming in the Lower Kaituna River Area for over 100 years and in
this time have seen numerous changes made to the river through various river schemes, the
primary purpose of which was to provide flood control management in order to sustain
productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
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5.

Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.

We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz

Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd
Encl

847

Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The intention to provide vehicular
3. Part 5: Description of the
access to the Ford Island from Ford
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
Road across the proposed
(p45-46)
reclamation and the recreation
reserve, as raised and discussed
with the Regional Council through
the pre-notification consultation.
2. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
protection up to mean spring tide
level around the southern and
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of a combined
‘salinity block’ and vehicular access
road from Ford Road to Ford Island
(Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070);
b) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
c) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block /
the Project should include:
and Ford Island vehicular access
3. The dredging of the mooring and
road, up to mean high water springs.
boat ramp embayment as necessary
d) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
for both its construction and ongoing
to the southern and western edges
maintenance, as raised and discussed
of Ford Island and to the eastern
with the Regional Council through
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
the pre-notification consultation.
mooring embayment.
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
e) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the culverts.
increasing the length of the existing
We submit that this is necessary to
and proposed culverts.
for emergency services access to both Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Project inclusions sought.
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
FLH submit that this is incorrect and not in accordance
with s104 and s171 of the RMA which requires that
regard must be given to a plan or proposed plan.

857

Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
FLH disagree with the assessment that the NES
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Lands owned by Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
have been subject to on-going erosion as a result of
historical diversions and artificial river cuts of the
Kaituna River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial
cut (creating Ford Island) creating a new course for
the river flows was subject to an agreement
between BoPRC and FLH relating to undertaking
some limited protection work and ongoing
maintenance in 2004.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.
This erosion is important in the context that FLH are
concerned about the potential of the Project to
create new erosion or further erode their lands.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Create Salinity Block and Provision of Vehicular Access in Ford’s
consent for the
Loop
Project.
We seek that the project’s Salinity Block construction is amended
to also provide vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford
Island as agreed between BoPRC and FLH. To assist in
understanding the submission point we provide below a revision
of the description as follows (strikethrough and underline);

‘The existing channel (known as Ford’s Loop) that feeds water from the
river to the existing culverts will be closed to prevent the estuary filling
with highly saline water. This closure is referred to as the “salinity block”
will also be constructed to provide vehicular access between Ford Road
and Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070). A
permanent rock fill, up to mean spring tide level, will be placed at both
the northern and southern ends of the salinity block / vehicular access to act
as a containment bund with a crest level above spring high tides. At the
southern end of the channel area a permanent, low height, rock fill toe will
be pushed across the channel at approximately low tide level to provide
containment. Weaker fill material will be placed in between the rock fills
from the southern edge of the salinity block / vehicular access and rock fill
toe at the southern end of the channel area to form a new wetland area,
which will slope gently from north to south. The northern rock fill will
provide walking access to Ford Island10 and the substrate of the new
wetland.’

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported
or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area FLH believe that a single lane
across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant congestion
and safety issues, particularly when it will provide access to the
Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency services to get to
the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

4. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
FLH support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Ford Land
Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and FLH have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and FLH continue to experience erosion of their
lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts and
diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and FLH are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and FLH are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
FLH continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
In particular, the area of active erosion which
threatened parts of the bank of the 1981 artificial cut
(creating Ford Island) creating a new course for the river
flows was subject to an agreement between BoPRC and
FLH relating to undertaking some limited protection
work and ongoing maintenance in 2004.
This erosion is important in the context that FLH are
concerned about the potential of the Project to create
new erosion or further erode their lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 16

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No
14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Ford Island Access
amended NoR Section 8.12 Property (p83)
The Project will result in a loss of vehicular access to
conditions
Ford Island.
and amended
As agreed with the Applicant the proposed Salinity
RC conditions
Block in the existing channel on the east side of Ford
of consent for
Island (known as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed
the Project.
to provide vehicular access between Ford Road and
Ford Island
To rectify this Section 8.12 should acknowledge as
follows (underlined):
‘To mitigate the loss of vehicular access to Ford Island
for both the landowner and for future Project
maintenance, the proposed Salinity Block in the
existing channel on the east side of Ford Island (known
as Ford’s Loop) will also be constructed to provide
vehicular access between Ford Road and Ford Island.’

Submission Sheet No: 17

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration
of the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that the project
includes the construction of a
combined ‘salinity block’ and
vehicular access road from Ford
Road to Ford Island (Pt Sec 3 BlkVI
Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070).
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 18

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such FLH seek that a robust
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

15
cont

Submission Sheet No: 19

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
FLH seek involvement in the development of
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
FLH submit that the AEE lacks sufficient detail
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
with regard to the monitoring and
as a condition
management for the Lower Kaituna River and
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 16 & 17.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 FLH submit that
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is inadequate in
amended RC 95)
the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
FLH seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 FLH submit that the proposed monitoring and
amended
management detailed in Table 10 is inadequate in the
RC
following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 22

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 24

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

18
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 26
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

19

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 27

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 15.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

21

Submission Sheet No: 30

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

21
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 15
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by FLH, in our Submission
Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular
access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te
Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which FLH seek is
consented for construction with
the main carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 32

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
2. The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
FLH, in our Submission Point No3,
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. The provision of vehicular
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
access from Ford Road to Ford
f) wooden pole breakwater
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
g) salinity block and Ford Island access road, rock protection
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
and northern and southern toe rock and ramp up to mean
3. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
spring tide level
channel edges on the south and
h) The provision of vehicular access from Ford Road to Ford
west sides of Ford Island and
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070
the western bank of the
i) footbridge
mooring / boat ramp
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115embayment to provide erosion
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
protection.
Continues on next Submission
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Sheet
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

23
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 34

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
4. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

24

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 35

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 3: Coastal Permit - Reclamation (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 3: Coastal
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Permit - Reclamation (s12
condition and the Project
Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of RMA) - Proposed Conditions Construction Plans do not include
2. ‘The reclamation of foreshore and seabed in the coastal
consent for
the outcomes sought by FLH, in our
marine area shall be limited to the following:
the Project.
Submission Point No3, in relation
a) placement of fill to form the salinity block and vehicular
to the provision of vehicular access
access from Ford Road to Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
from Ford Road to Ford Island; Pt
SD: CFR SA3A/1070 between Ford Road and Ford Island’
Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR
SA3A/1070.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by FLH, in our
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. The provision of vehicular
tide level;
access from Ford Road to Ford
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
SD: CFR SA3A/1070.
the salinity block and vehicular access from Ford Road to
2. Additional rock protection /
Ford Island; Pt Sec 3 BlkVI Te Tumu SD: CFR SA3A/1070’
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
edges on the south and west
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
sides of Ford Island to provide
area.
erosion protection.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos15, 16 &17

Submission Sheet No: 36

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 15, 16 &17.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH)
Sub
No

27

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 37

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Vehicular Access, 10m wide, between Ford Road and Ford Island
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (FLH) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project,

Proposal to establish, operate and maintain a public boat ramp and associated facilities and
structures within the Coastal Marine Area and Harbour Margin at an alternate location to that
originally proposed and previously notified as part of the wider Project.
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 68114 and WBoPDC Number 5080(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures, occupation and discharge)
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 February 2015
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 10 February 2015 ___________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
1

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Main Submission
Qualified /
Entire Notice of Requirement (WBoPDC
Conditional
No 5080L) Application and Resource
Support
Consent Applications (BoPRC No 68114)
as notified on 17 December 2014.

Submission Sheet No: 1

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Request / Decision Sought

We conditionally support the Notice of Requirement
and Resource Consent applications for public boating
and parking facilities at ‘Ford’s Loop’ by acquiring
and upgrading the existing boat ramp and parking
infrastructure as an integral part of the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
(‘the wider Project’).
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource Consents
(RC) being amended to adopt our detailed
submissions herein.
4. The acceptance and adoption of our submissions on
‘the wider Project’ as lodged in October 2014 – refer
to Attachment 1.
Items 2 and 3 relate to :
• The need for monitoring; and
• Conditions requiring review of the project in
certain situations; and
• The culverts at Ford Road over the new
Channel / Ford’s Cut being appropriately sized.

Approve the Applications for
Resource Consents and confirm the
Notice of Requirement for public
boating and parking facilities at
‘Ford’s Loop’ subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of
the requests and decisions
sought in our detailed
submissions herein; and
2. The acceptance and adoption of
our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October
2014 – see Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission
seeking increasing the length of
the box culverts to suit a two lane
crossing for Ford Road over the
new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 1: Introduction & Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 1.3 Proposed Works and
We agree that the single lane road
Section 8.2 regarding the road
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
across Fords Cut.
Channel / Ford’s Cut is sufficient for
the likely traffic generation given the
relocation of the public boat ramp
and therefore the culvert lengths
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
Channel / Ford’s Cut in the previously
notified Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement for ‘the wider
Project’ are now appropriate.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to the
acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

3

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 3

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Notice of Requirement
1. The Notice of Requirement should have a
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended (NoR) Conditions.
condition that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for
NoR
project in the event of adverse effects being
Designation conditions as follows :
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in
for the
2. In addition the Notice of Requirement
any one year, on the five last working days of ( specify
Project.
should have a condition requiring the
Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S 128
submission of an Outline Plan (with no
of the Resource Management Act of its intention to
waiver) given the complexity of the project.
review the conditions of this Designation . The purpose
3. We note also that the Designation
of such a review is :
conditions for this public boat ramp are not
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
the same as those for the Master
Designation in avoiding or mitigating any adverse
Designation for ‘the wider Project’. It would
effects on the environment and if necessary to
be prudent to include the same conditions
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
for the new boat ramp for better
further or amended conditions ;or
management of construction and also for
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
ease of management by the contractor. The
of this Designation, to adopt the best practicable
conditions about Complaints; Construction
option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
Environmental Management Plan; and a
surrounding environment due to activities
Traffic Management Plan should also apply
authorised by this Designation and /or to require
to this NoR.
monitoring in addition to or instead of that
4. The amendments and new conditions
required by the permits / resource consents.’
sought in our submissions on the NoR
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
Continues on next submission sheet
Attachment 1) are to also apply to this NoR.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Submission Sheet No: 4
Sub
Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
No
or Oppose
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
3
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by either
itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on the
environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring Authority under
section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of it
intention to review the conditions of this Designation,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority.’
B. Include conditions the same as those for the Master Designation for ‘the wider Project’,
including conditions on Complaints, Construction Environmental Management Plan and
a Traffic Management Plan.
C. Delete from proposed Condition 1 (Condition 7 in Appendix 3) the ability for the District
Council to waive the Outline Plan of Works requirement.
D. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on the ‘wider Project’ - refer to submission No 20 in Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the box culverts to suit
a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

4

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 5

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Appendix 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Conditions for Resource
1. The Resource Consents should have
Amend the conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
amended Consents (RC).
conditions that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as
RC
project in the event of adverse effects being
follows:
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division
for the
2. We note also that the conditions for the
may, once in any one year, on the five last working days
Project.
Resource Consents for this public boat ramp
of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder
are not the same as those for ‘the wider
under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its
Project’. It would be prudent to include the
intention to review the conditions of this Resource
same conditions for the new boat ramp for
Consent . The purpose of such a review is :
better management of construction and also
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
for ease of management by the contractor.
permit / resource consent in avoiding or mitigating
The conditions about Pre-Construction;
any adverse effects on the environment and if
Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency;
necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
Complaints; Construction Environmental
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
Management Plan; Operation and
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan and
of this permit / resource consent, to adopt the best
Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and
practicable option to remove or reduce adverse
Reporting should also apply to these
effects on the surrounding environment due to
Resource Consents.
activities authorised by this permit /resource
3. The amendments and new conditions
consent and /or to require monitoring in addition
sought in our submissions on the RC
to or instead of that required by the permits /
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
resource consents.’
Attachment 1) are to also apply to these
Resource Consents.
Continues on next submission sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Submission Sheet No: 6
Sub
Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
No
or Oppose
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Attachment 3 Proposed Conditions
4
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried
out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect
on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the permit /
resource consent holder under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 of it’s intention to review the conditions of this permit /
resource consent,
4. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the permit / resource consent holder.’
B. Include conditions the same as those for ‘the wider Project’, including conditions on
Pre-Construction; Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency; Complaints; Construction
Environmental Management Plan; Operation and Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan
and Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and Reporting.
C. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on ‘the wider Project’ - refer to submission Nos 21, 22 and 23 in
Attachment 1; (with the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the
box culverts to suit a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust Submission on ‘the Wider Project’ as follows:
Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
who represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban
Growth Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
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3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to
respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust
Encl

911

Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
3. Part 5: Description of the
protection up to mean spring tide
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
level around the southern and
(p45-46)
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
b) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block,
the Project should include:
up to mean high water springs.
2. The dredging of the mooring and
c) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
boat ramp embayment as necessary
to the southern and western edges
for both its construction and ongoing
of Ford Island and to the eastern
maintenance, as raised and discussed
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
with the Regional Council through
mooring embayment.
the pre-notification consultation.
d) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the existing
increasing the length of the culverts.
and proposed culverts.
We submit that this is necessary to
Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
for emergency services access to both Project inclusions sought.
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
TTK11B2 submit that this is incorrect and not in
accordance with s104 and s171 of the RMA which
requires that regard must be given to a plan or
proposed plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
TTK11B2 disagree with the assessment that
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
the NES is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) lands have been
subject to on-going erosion as a result of historical
diversions and artificial river cuts of the Kaituna
River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

This erosion is important in the context that
TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erosion of
the Te Tumu area on the north side of the Kaituna
River.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
consent for the
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
Project.
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area TTLG believe that a single
lane across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant
congestion and safety issues, particularly when it will provide
access to the Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency
services to get to the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
TTLG support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Te Tumu
Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and TTK11B2 have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and TTK11B2 continue to experience erosion of
their lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts
and diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and TTK11B2 are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
TTLG continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK11B2 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
14,15,16,19 & 20.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 16

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such TTLG and TTK11B2 seek that a
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
robust ‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

14
cont

Submission Sheet No: 17

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
TTLG and TTK11B2 seek involvement in the
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
development of this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
TTLG and TTK11B2 submit that the AEE lacks
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
sufficient detail with regard to the monitoring
as a condition
and management for the Lower Kaituna River
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 15 & 16.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 TTLG and TTK11B2
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- submit that the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is
amended RC 95)
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
TTLG and TTK11B2 seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 18

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

15
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 19

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH submit that the proposed
amended
monitoring and management detailed in Table 10 is
RC
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 22

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 24
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

19

Submission Sheet No: 26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

19
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 27

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 14.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 14.
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

21

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by TTLG and TTK11B2, in
our Submission Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which TTLG and TTK11B2
seek is consented for
construction with the main
carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 30

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
TTLG and TTK11B2, in our
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
Submission Point No3, eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
channel edges on the south and
f) wooden pole breakwater
west sides of Ford Island and
g) salinity block, rock protection and northern and southern toe
the western bank of the
rock and ramp up to mean spring tide level
mooring / boat ramp
h) footbridge
embayment to provide erosion
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115protection.
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
Continues on next Submission
Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

22
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 32

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
3. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by TTLG and FLH,
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
in our Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. Additional rock protection /
tide level;
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
edges on the south and west
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
sides of Ford Island to provide
the salinity block.
erosion protection.
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
area.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

24

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos14, 15 &16

Submission Sheet No: 34

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 14, 15 &16.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 35

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project,

Proposal to establish, operate and maintain a public boat ramp and associated facilities and
structures within the Coastal Marine Area and Harbour Margin at an alternate location to that
originally proposed and previously notified as part of the wider Project.
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 68114 and WBoPDC Number 5080(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures, occupation and discharge)
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 February 2015
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 10 February 2015 ___________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
1

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Main Submission
Qualified /
Entire Notice of Requirement (WBoPDC
Conditional
No 5080L) Application and Resource
Support
Consent Applications (BoPRC No 68114)
as notified on 17 December 2014.

Submission Sheet No: 1

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Request / Decision Sought

We conditionally support the Notice of Requirement
and Resource Consent applications for public boating
and parking facilities at ‘Ford’s Loop’ by acquiring
and upgrading the existing boat ramp and parking
infrastructure as an integral part of the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
(‘the wider Project’).
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource Consents
(RC) being amended to adopt our detailed
submissions herein.
4. The acceptance and adoption of our submissions on
‘the wider Project’ as lodged in October 2014 – refer
to Attachment 1.
Items 2 and 3 relate to :
• The need for monitoring; and
• Conditions requiring review of the project in
certain situations; and
• The culverts at Ford Road over the new
Channel / Ford’s Cut being appropriately sized.

Approve the Applications for
Resource Consents and confirm the
Notice of Requirement for public
boating and parking facilities at
‘Ford’s Loop’ subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of
the requests and decisions
sought in our detailed
submissions herein; and
2. The acceptance and adoption of
our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October
2014 – see Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission
seeking increasing the length of
the box culverts to suit a two lane
crossing for Ford Road over the
new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 1: Introduction & Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 1.3 Proposed Works and
We agree that the single lane road
Section 8.2 regarding the road
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
across Fords Cut.
Channel / Ford’s Cut is sufficient for
the likely traffic generation given the
relocation of the public boat ramp
and therefore the culvert lengths
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
Channel / Ford’s Cut in the previously
notified Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement for ‘the wider
Project’ are now appropriate.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to the
acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

3

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 3

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Notice of Requirement
1. The Notice of Requirement should have a
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended (NoR) Conditions.
condition that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for
NoR
project in the event of adverse effects being
Designation conditions as follows :
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in
for the
2. In addition the Notice of Requirement
any one year, on the five last working days of ( specify
Project.
should have a condition requiring the
Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S 128
submission of an Outline Plan (with no
of the Resource Management Act of its intention to
waiver) given the complexity of the project.
review the conditions of this Designation . The purpose
3. We note also that the Designation
of such a review is :
conditions for this public boat ramp are not
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
the same as those for the Master
Designation in avoiding or mitigating any adverse
Designation for ‘the wider Project’. It would
effects on the environment and if necessary to
be prudent to include the same conditions
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
for the new boat ramp for better
further or amended conditions ;or
management of construction and also for
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
ease of management by the contractor. The
of this Designation, to adopt the best practicable
conditions about Complaints; Construction
option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
Environmental Management Plan; and a
surrounding environment due to activities
Traffic Management Plan should also apply
authorised by this Designation and /or to require
to this NoR.
monitoring in addition to or instead of that
4. The amendments and new conditions
required by the permits / resource consents.’
sought in our submissions on the NoR
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
Continues on next submission sheet
Attachment 1) are to also apply to this NoR.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 4

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
3
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by either
itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on the
environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring Authority under
section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of it
intention to review the conditions of this Designation,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority.’

B. Include conditions the same as those for the Master Designation for ‘the wider Project’,
including conditions on Complaints, Construction Environmental Management Plan and
a Traffic Management Plan.
C. Delete from proposed Condition 1 (Condition 7 in Appendix 3) the ability for the District
Council to waive the Outline Plan of Works requirement.
D. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on the ‘wider Project’ - refer to submission No 20 in Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the box culverts to suit
a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

4

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 5

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Appendix 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Conditions for Resource
1. The Resource Consents should have
Amend the conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
amended Consents (RC).
conditions that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as
RC
project in the event of adverse effects being
follows:
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division
for the
2. We note also that the conditions for the
may, once in any one year, on the five last working days
Project.
Resource Consents for this public boat ramp
of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder
are not the same as those for ‘the wider
under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its
Project’. It would be prudent to include the
intention to review the conditions of this Resource
same conditions for the new boat ramp for
Consent . The purpose of such a review is :
better management of construction and also
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
for ease of management by the contractor.
permit / resource consent in avoiding or mitigating
The conditions about Pre-Construction;
any adverse effects on the environment and if
Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency;
necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
Complaints; Construction Environmental
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
Management Plan; Operation and
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan and
of this permit / resource consent, to adopt the best
Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and
practicable option to remove or reduce adverse
Reporting should also apply to these
effects on the surrounding environment due to
Resource Consents.
activities authorised by this permit /resource
3. The amendments and new conditions
consent and /or to require monitoring in addition
sought in our submissions on the RC
to or instead of that required by the permits /
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
resource consents.’
Attachment 1) are to also apply to these
Resource Consents.
Continues on next submission sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 6

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Attachment 3 Proposed Conditions
4
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried
out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect
on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the permit /
resource consent holder under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 of it’s intention to review the conditions of this permit /
resource consent,
4. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the permit / resource consent holder.’
B. Include conditions the same as those for ‘the wider Project’, including conditions on
Pre-Construction; Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency; Complaints; Construction
Environmental Management Plan; Operation and Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan
and Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and Reporting.
C. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on ‘the wider Project’ - refer to submission Nos 21, 22 and 23 in
Attachment 1; (with the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the
box culverts to suit a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust Submission on ‘the Wider Project’ as follows:
Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust is a member of the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) who
represent the two of the three main landowners, one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth
Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
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3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
i. Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
ii. Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust and the Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to respond
to the SmartGrowth Strategy and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust
C/- PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust
Encl
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Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust

Postal Address:

C/ - PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures)
4. Coastal Permit (reclamation)
5. Land Use Consent (rock protection, culvert installation)
6. Water Permit (divert water from Kaituna River)
7. Discharge Permit (construction activities).
Closing date for receipt of submission: 16 October 2014 (extension granted)
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consents, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 16 October 2014 ____________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
1

Support or Oppose

Main Submission
Qualified / Conditional
Support

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Entire Applications for Resource
Consents and Notices of
Requirement for the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project being BoPRC
No 67958 and WBoPDC No 4944(L)
as notified on 10 September 2014.

We conditionally support these applications to redivert approximately 20 per cent of the flows from
the Kaituna River back into the
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary via Ford’s Channel for
the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to provide
associated recreational opportunities.
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests
and decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions
herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource
Consents (RC) being amended to adopt our
detailed submissions herein.
4. This submission relates to the purposes and
procedures of the Resource Management Act
1991, but it is otherwise without prejudice to all
or any rights, claims, remedies, or entitlements
which may arise under the Public Works Act
1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 1
Request / Decision
Sought

Approve the Applications
for Resource Consents
and confirm / modify the
Notice of Requirement
for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement
Project subject to the
acceptance and adoption
of the requests and
decisions sought in our
detailed submissions
herein.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
2

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified Support
Part 1 : Introduction, Section 1.1
Project Goal.
Overview (p1)
The goal does not recognise:
1. That in accordance with the RMA, that
adverse effects on the environment
include impact on people and their
communities, the natural land and water
resources, any physical resources
associated with the land resource and
the social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions which affect those
matters. These could include impact on
future land use as well as present land
use, and on the operational aspects of
the Kaituna River, flood protection
schemes and recreational uses
2. That adverse effects are not limited to
environmental effects and also relate to
and impact, land use, private property
and operational aspects of the Kaituna
River and related schemes. It should be
clear that adverse effects are to be
avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Goal
reflecting our submissions.
2. In considering the proposed
Notice of Requirement and
resource consent applications
ensure that the adverse effects
of the project are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended NoR
1. Part 1 : Introduction, Section
Project Main Features, Project
conditions and
1.2 The Project (p2); and
Purpose &
amended RC
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
Project Description Overview.
conditions of consent
Sought under the RMA;
The description of the main features
for the Project
Section 3.2.1 Purpose of
of the Project should include:
Designation (p16)
1. The provision of rock (‘rip-rap’)
3. Part 5: Description of the
protection up to mean spring tide
Project; Section 5.1 Overview
level around the southern and
(p45-46)
western edges of Ford Island and
to the eastern side of Ford Island
adjacent to the mooring
embayment, as raised and
discussed with the Regional
Council through the prenotification consultation.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

1. An amended Project Main Features
and Description reflecting our
submissions.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions that the project includes:
a) The construction of new moorings
and the creation of a mooring
embayment by dredging and
ongoing maintenance dredging to
ensure navigability in and around
the new moorings and new boat
ramp;
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

3
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 4

Request / Decision Sought

Continued from previous Sheet

Project Main Features &
b) Provision of rock protection and a
Project Description Overview.
rock toe to the northern and
The description of the main features of
southern sides of the salinity block,
the Project should include:
up to mean high water springs.
2. The dredging of the mooring and
c) Provision of rock (rip-rap) protection
boat ramp embayment as necessary
to the southern and western edges
for both its construction and ongoing
of Ford Island and to the eastern
maintenance, as raised and discussed
side of Ford Island adjacent to the
with the Regional Council through
mooring embayment.
the pre-notification consultation.
d) A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
4. A two lane vehicular crossing of Ford
Road across the diversion channel by
Road across the diversion channel by
increasing the length of the existing
increasing the length of the culverts.
and proposed culverts.
We submit that this is necessary to
Refer to Plan in Attachment 1 showing the
for emergency services access to both Project inclusions sought.
the proposed boat ramp and the Te
Tumu Cut and for safety reasons due
to the current increasing use of this
area and the inevitable heavy use this
area will experience when the
Tauranga Eastern Link is completed.
Without a two lane crossing access to
the proposed moorings for the Coast
Guard will be compromised.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

4

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
Purpose of the Designation
under the RMA; Section 3.2.1 Purpose
We support the explanation to the
of Designation (p15-16)
‘purpose’ statement particularly the
following two points;
 ‘Undertake works to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any adverse effects arising
from the re-diversion
 Monitor changes to the environment
following the re-diversion.’

Submission Sheet No: 5

Request / Decision Sought

Retain the ‘Explanatory note’ with the
‘purpose’ of the Designation for future
reference in Regional and District Plans.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
5

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
1. Part 2: Reasons for Project;
The Statutory Assessments and Plan Schedules fail
NoR conditions
Section 2.4.4 Regional Policy
to adequately acknowledge consider and address:
and amended
Statement and Regional Plans
1. That the Regional Policy Statement and Regional
RC conditions
(p11)
Plans contain, objectives, policies and methods /
of consent for
2. Part 3: Statutory Approvals
rules that are important for the strategic
the Project
Sought under the RMA; Section
management of the surrounding area that is
3.3 Resource Consents Required
identified as Growth Management Areas for the
(p16-20)
Western Bay of Plenty.
3. Part 4: Description of the
2. Policy 11 – Indigenous Biodiversity of the New
Environment; Section 4.3.1 Plan
Zealand Policy Statement (NZCPS).
Schedules (p33)
The Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary area for the purpose of identifying
indigenous biodiversity in the Proposed Regional
Coastal Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not
been acknowledged or addressed in the AEE
Report.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 6

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
the confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement and by
way of conditions that:
a) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
b) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard
to indigenous biodiversity.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

5
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 7

Request / Decision Sought

The Statutory Assessments fail to adequately acknowledge
consider and address:
3. The Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan
(pRCEP).
Paragraph 3 on p18 states:
‘The Proposed Regional Coastal Environmental Plan was
notified on 24th June 2014, The Council has resolved to
delay the legal effect of the majority of the rules, and
those few permitted activity rules not encompassed by
the resolution are not relevant to the Project.
Therefore, a rules assessment of the pRCEP is not
required.’
TTK14 submit that this is incorrect and not in
accordance with s104 and s171 of the RMA which
requires that regard must be given to a plan or
proposed plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
6

7

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 3: Statutory Approvals Sought
NES / Contaminated Land
NoR conditions under the RMA; Section 3.3.1 NES /
TTK14 disagree with the assessment that the
and amended
Contaminated Land (p21)
NES is not applicable.
RC conditions
With the area having been subject to extensive
of consent for
rural production activities combined with the
the Project.
volume of earthworks proposed, the proposed
land uses changes and lack of historical
information, we believe that at a minimum a
Preliminary Site Investigation in accordance
with the NES Regulations is required.

Qualified
Support.

Part 4: Description of the
Environment; Section 4.2 General
Location and Context (p23-24)

General Location and Context
The description of the Te Tumu Urban Growth
Management Area (under the RPS) doesn’t
accurately reflect the regulatory context.
‘The coastal sand dune country to the
northwest of Te Tumu Cut is currently used for
farming, but is zoned ‘Future Urban’ by
Tauranga City Council for future residential
development in accordance with the Regional
Policy Statement and SmartGrowth Strategy, as
shown on Figure 5 below.’

Submission Sheet No: 8

Request / Decision Sought

1. Carry out a Preliminary Site Investigation
for the Project in accordance with the
Resource Management (National
Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(NESCS) and accompanying Users Guide
by the Ministry for the Environment.
2. Acknowledge in the consideration of the
resource consent decisions and the
confirmation / modification of the Notice
of Requirement and by way of conditions
that compliance with the NESCS will be
achieved through a Preliminary Site
Investigation (PSI) and implementation of
the recommendations of the PSI.
Acknowledge in consideration of the
resource consent decisions and confirmation
/ modification of the Notice of Requirement
the regulatory status of the Future Urban
zoned Te Tumu area.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
8

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 4: Description of the
Erosion from historical river diversions
NoR conditions
Environment; Section 4.6.2
There is no reference to the erosion that has
and amended RC
Erosion (p35-36)
resulted from historical diversions and artificial river
conditions of
cuts of the Lower Kaituna River and the potential
consent for the
for future erosion as a result of the Project.
Project.
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) lands have been
subject to on-going erosion as a result of historical
diversions and artificial river cuts of the Kaituna
River as part of the Kaituna River Scheme.
Accordingly a precautionary approach is required
with regard to potential for erosion from the Project
and monitoring, management and review
conditions are proposed in the Resource Consents
in this regard.

Submission Sheet No: 9

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project and
monitoring, management and
review conditions are proposed
in the Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement in this
regard.

This erosion is important in the context that TTK14
are concerned about the potential of the Project to
create new erosion or further erosion of the Te
Tumu area on the north side of the Kaituna River.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (TTK11B2)
Sub
No
9

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Qualified
Part 4: Description of the Environment; Te Tumu Pa Site
Support
Section 4.10.2 Archaeological Sites
This section does not acknowledge the Environment
(p41-42)
Court decision on the Te Tumu Pa location.
This is important with regard to the Project and
Resource Consent and NoR Applications as the
decision identified that the Te Tumu Pa most likely
extended across to the eastern side of the Te Tumu
cut.
The script should read as follows (strikethrough and
underline):
‘The location of the culturally significant Ngai Te
Rangi, Tapuika, Nga Potiki and Ngati Whakaue pa
site of Te Tumu (V14/40) has recently been
considered in the Environment Court in relation to
appeals on the Tauranga City Plan (the boundary
with WBoPDC being the Kaituna River).
As a result of the Environment Court decision the
description of the Te Tumu Pa in Appendix 7B of the
Tauranga City Plan is:
‘An area associated with the remains of the Te
Tumu Pa site and the battle of Te Tumu in 1836,
located on the western banks at the mouth of the
Kaituna River.
Note: Areas associated with the Pa also extend
across the Te Tumu Cut to the eastern banks of the
mouth of the Kaituna River in the Western Bay of
Plenty District.’

Submission Sheet No: 10

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in
consideration of the
resource consent decisions
and confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement the correct
Te Tumu Pa description.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

10

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek amended
Part 5: Description of
Table 3: Construction Activities requires amendment to reflect the
NoR conditions
the Project; Table 3:
amended Project items sought in our Submission Point No3 above.
and amended RC Construction Activities The amendments include:
conditions of
(p46-50)
1. Install new culverts (inlet structures)
consent for the
We seek that the culverts across the new Ford’s Cut channel and
Project.
the existing culverts are increased in length to create a two lane
vehicular crossing of the new Ford’s Cut channel.
With the proposed new boat ramp, lack of other boating access to
the Kaituna River, the opening of the Tauranga Eastern Link in 2015
and planned urbanisation of the area TTLG believe that a single
lane across the new Ford’s Cut channel will create significant
congestion and safety issues, particularly when it will provide
access to the Coast Guard mooring and access for emergency
services to get to the Te Tumu Cut carpark.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below
a revision of the first sentence of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

Submission Sheet No: 11

Request / Decision Sought

Require as conditions in the
resource consent decisions
and in the confirmation /
modification of the Notice
of Requirement that the
project includes the
amendments sought in this
submission point to ‘Table 3
Construction Activities’
(p46-50) in the AEE Report.
Refer to Attachment 1 to
see the amendments
sought above.

‘21 new box culverts (2.5m high x 2.5m wide x length to suit two vehicular
lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new Channel / Ford’s Cut) will be
installed either side of the existing culverts beneath Ford Road. The
existing culverts beneath Ford Road will also be extended in length to
allow for a two lane vehicular crossing of the new channel.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 12

Request / Decision Sought

2. Construct New Re-diversion Channel – Rock Protection
We seek that the new diversion channel construction includes ‘rip-rap’
rock protection to the southern and western banks of Ford Island.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);

‘The excavated material will be used to construct the new stopbank (see above)
and the remainder used as fill for the new car parking areas. The southern
bank of the new channel and the southern and western banks of Ford Island will
be lined with imported rock rip-rap, up to mean spring tide level. There will be a
5m wide berm between the top of the southern bank of the new channel and
the northern toe of the new stopbank.’

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)

Sub
No

10
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 13

Request / Decision Sought

3. Construct New Moorings, Parking Area and Boat Ramp
We seek that the construction and associated consents for new mooring
/ boat ramp embayment area allow:
a) For ongoing maintenance dredging of the embayment area to
provide an adequate depth for the ongoing use of the area by both
the boats using the moorings and boat users using the boat ramp.
b) For ‘rip-rap’ rock protection to the western banks of the new
mooring / boat ramp embayment area.
To assist in understanding the submission point we provide below a
revision of the last paragraph of the description as follows
(strikethrough and underline);
‘Excavation of the river channel is required to provide adequate depth for the
moorings and boat ramp, and will be undertaken over 2-3 days by a shore based
excavator. Once completed the moorings and boat ramp area can be occupied
for their uninterrupted use and the depth of the boat ramp / mooring area will
be maintained by maintenance dredging as necessary.
The western banks on the new mooring / boat ramp embayment area will be
protected from erosion by ‘rip-rap’ rock protection, up to mean spring tide level.
There will be temporary discharge of sediment to the river when the boat ramp
is constructed, the channel is excavated, and during installation of wooden poles
for the breakwater and the moorings.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
11

12

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Support
Part 6: Consideration of
Option Assessment and Evaluation Process
Alternatives; Section 6.2 Option
TTLG support the option and evaluation process
and Evaluation Process (p55)
undertaken for the Project.

Seek
amended NoR
conditions
and amended
RC conditions
of consent for
the Project.

Part 7: Consultation and
Engagement; Section 7.2
Preliminary Phase and Section 7.3
Pre-Lodgement Phase (p61-63)

Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) and Te Tumu
Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Consultation:
Erosion Concerns
TTLG and TTK14 have extensively engaged with the
applicant regarding their issues and concerns regarding
the Project.
Key amongst these concerns are potential erosion
issues as a result of the Project.
TTLG and TTK14 continue to experience erosion of their
lands as a result of previous artificial river cuts and
diversions of the Lower Kaituna River.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK14 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands. These concerns have been communicated to the
Applicant and BoPRC on numerous occasions (including
the Pre-Consent Consultation – Refer to Attachment 3)
and TTLG and TTK14 are concerned this has not been
noted in Sections 7.2 or 7.3 of the AEE Report.

Submission Sheet No: 14

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the
consideration of the resource
consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement the
option and evaluation process
undertaken for the Project.
Acknowledge in consideration of
the resource consent decisions
and confirmation / modification
of the Notice of Requirement,
and by way of conditions the
erosion that has resulted from
historical diversions of the
Kaituna River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for erosion
from the Project, and apply
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement as for our
Submission Point Nos
15,16,17,20 & 21.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No
13

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek an
1. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Shoreline Erosion and River Bank Erosion
additional
Section 8.2 Effects Identification The potential erosion effects detailed in this section
summary
(p65)
largely cover erosion effects within the Ongatoro /
assessment
2. Part 8: Assessment of Effects;
Maketu Estuary, with only limited mention of the
and amended
Section 8.6 Shoreline erosion
potential for Lower Kaituna River bank and artificial cut
NoR
(p71-72)
erosion.
conditions
There is no reference to the erosion that has resulted
and amended
from historical diversions of the Kaituna River and the
RC conditions
potential for future erosion from the Project.
of consent for
TTLG continue to experience erosion of their lands as a
the Project.
result of previous Kaituna River Diversions and artificial
cuts.
This erosion is important in the context that both TTLG
and TTK14 are concerned about the potential of the
Project to create new erosion or further erode their
lands.
This submission relates to the purposes and procedures
of the Resource Management Act 1991, but it is
otherwise without prejudice to all or any rights, claims,
remedies, or entitlements which may arise under the
Public Works Act 1981 or otherwise at common law.

Submission Sheet No: 15

Request / Decision Sought

1. Provide an additional
summary assessment
addressing our submission
regarding Lower Kaituna River
bank and artificial cut erosion.
2. Acknowledge in consideration
of the resource consent
decisions and confirmation /
modification of the Notice of
Requirement and by way of
conditions, the erosion that
has resulted from historical
diversions of the Kaituna
River and the need for a
precautionary approach with
regard to potential for
erosion from the Project; and
through conditions include
monitoring, management and
review conditions in the
Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement as for
our Submission Point Nos
14,15,16,19 & 20.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

14

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 16

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Management & Monitoring Require as a condition of the resource consent decisions and
amended
Environmental
- General
confirmation / modification of the Notice of Requirement, the
NoR
Management &
The Project is proposed to take place
implementation of an:
conditions
Monitoring; (p89-95)
in a complex natural environment
‘Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
and
that is subject to a number of natural
Plan
amended RC
occurrences and natural hazards, a
An Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management
conditions of
number of which are uncertain with
Plan shall be prepared incorporating the following:
consent for
regard to their frequency, duration
1. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
the Project.
and scale.
This shall include:
Combined with surrounding land-use
a) Requirements similar to those detailed in the draft
requirements, functions and impacts;
Resource Consent conditions (Nos 22-26– Schedule 1 in
and man-made impacts such as the
Appendix 3 of the Application AEE Report; with
Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme
additional river bank and artificial cut erosion
and discharges into both the river and
monitoring requirements.
estuary there is potential for changes
b) Emergency Management provisions with regard to
made to the existing river and estuary
flood management and the navigability of Te Tumu Cut.
to have unintended consequential
2. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
effects.
This shall include:
As such TTLG and TTK14 seek that a
a) A Drainage Report containing requirements similar to
robust ‘Operations, Monitoring,
conditions 27-31 of draft RC Conditions.
Maintenance and Management Plan’
b) A Flood Management Report, including flood modelling
for the Lower Kaituna River and
updating requirements detailing responsibilities and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary be
the Project hydrodynamic / numerical model (by DHI)
developed and implemented as a key
updating requirements.
outcome if the Project.
c) A Stakeholder and Agency Co-ordination Plan.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

14
cont

Submission Sheet No: 17

Support
Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
or
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Oppose
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
3. An Asset Management Plan.
TTLG and TTK14 seek involvement in the
4. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
development of this Plan.
This shall include:
The operations, monitoring and management
a) Requirements similar to conditions 32-36 of
system should at a minimum clearly identify:
draft RC Conditions.
1. The operational parameters of the Project.
b) Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities.
2. What is to be monitored,
5. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking
3. The extent (locations) and frequency of the
Management Plan.
monitoring,
This shall include:
4. Who will be responsible for the monitoring
a) Asset management requirements and
and associated reporting of the monitoring,
responsibilities.
5. How the monitoring will be collated and
b) Operational and maintenance requirements
reported and where and who it will be
and responsibilities. The Boat Ramp and
reported to.
parking plan are to be administered by
TTLG and TTK14 submit that the AEE lacks
WBOPDC and can’t be part of the application
sufficient detail with regard to the monitoring
as a condition
and management for the Lower Kaituna River
6. Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as part of the
Refer to Section 9.3 of the AEE and our Submission
Project. This is particularly with regard to the
Point Nos 15 & 16.
monitoring of potential erosion and the
7.
Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
responsibilities for the monitoring and
This shall detail the stakeholders and agencies that
coordination of monitoring activities with other
will be communicated with and reported to with
processes and agencies involved in the Project
regard to the ongoing operations, monitoring,
area.
maintenance and management for the Project.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

15

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the App’ns
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring
amended
Environmental
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower Kaituna
NoR
Management &
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in Section 9.2 and
conditions
Monitoring; Section 9.3
the Proposed Monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 TTLG and TTK14
and
Proposed Monitoring (p91- submit that the proposed monitoring detailed in Section 9.3 is
amended RC 95)
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions of
1. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
consent for
2. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
the Project.
3. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
4. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
We further disagree with the statement under Natural Hazards:
‘The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not required.’
TTLG and TTK14 seek that:
a) There is river bank monitoring of their lands – see Attachment
2, and
b) Ford Island is protected from erosion around the southern and
western sides – see Attachment 1.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see below
the inadequacies we have identified in Section 9.3 (strikethrough
and underline):

Submission Sheet No: 18

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of
the Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions.
Refer to Attachments 1 & 2 to
see the amendments and
requirements sought above.

Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

15
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 19

Request / Decision Sought

‘Hydrodynamics / Morphology

 changes to the overall hydrodynamics of the river and estuary

from the additional volume of water
 Lower Kaituna River flows and flood levels
 Te Tumu Cut navigability and morphology
 Coastal morphology from 500m west of the Te Tumu Cut to
Okurei Point
 water levels at the intake structure, in the lower river and in the estuary
 changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
due to the diversion
Natural hazards
 potential for scour to occur in the estuary in undesirable locations
 potential for Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell
Road boat ramp to the Te Tumu Cut
The potential for erosion on private land has been considered and
appropriate measures are proposed so monitoring is not proposed.
Water quality
 water quality in the Lower Kaituna River from the Waiari Stream
to the Te Tumu Cut
 changes to nutrient concentrations within the estuary with
additional nutrient rich river water entering the estuary
impacts on bathing water suitability and shellfish collection at key sites
within estuary changes to the overall salinities that will occur within the
estuary.’
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 9: Proposed
Proposed Monitoring/Management
amended
Environmental Management
Based on the current monitoring carried out in the Lower
NoR
& Monitoring; Table 10:
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as detailed in
conditions
Proposed Monitoring /
Section 9.2 and the Proposed Monitoring detailed in
and
Management (p93-95)
Section 9.3 TTLG and FLH submit that the proposed
amended
monitoring and management detailed in Table 10 is
RC
inadequate in the following areas:
conditions
1. It does not cover operations and management
of consent
requirements with regard to flood management,
for the
wetland management, boat ramp and parking
Project.
management and stakeholder liaison.
2. It does not allocate responsibilities.
3. Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. Te Tumu Cut morphology monitoring.
7. Hydrodynamic and Morphology monitoring of the
Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary.
This is critical monitor, assess and manage the impacts
of the re-diversion and make adjustments to the
Project, if required.
To assist in understanding this submission point please see
below the inadequacies we have identified in Table 10:
1. Include and complete ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Reporting’
columns for each section / attribute of Table 10.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 20

Request / Decision Sought

Require as a condition of the
resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, the
implementation of monitoring
requirements that address our
submissions as for our Table 10
amendment requests, items 1-7.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the
additional monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 21

Request /
Decision Sought

2. In ‘Management’ attribute / section:
• Include and detail the requirement for an Operations, Monitoring,
Maintenance and Management Plan as detailed in our Submission Point No
16 above on ‘Proposed Management & Monitoring – General’.
The Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan should
include:
i. An Operations and Maintenance Manual.
ii. A Drainage and Flood Management Plan.
iii. A Wetland and Wetland Management Plan.
iv. A Ford Road Boat Ramp and Boat Ramp Parking Management Plan.
v. A Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
vi. A Stakeholder Liaison and Reporting Plan.
• Management, Monitoring and Emergency Management Plan and
Procedures to maintain Te Tumu Cut navigability.
3. In ‘Water level/flows’ attribute / section add sections to:
• Install, operate and monitor telemetered water level and water flow
recording devices at:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
• Monitor the Te Tumu Cut morphology and navigability.
• Reporting of this data should occur 6 monthly.
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

16
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 22

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet
4. In the ‘Erosion’ section include a section that details a requirement to survey:
i. The Lower Kaituna River left (north) bank erosion from the Bell Road boat ramp to
the Te Tumu Cut. This should include ‘transect’ surveys across the river as well as a
continuous river bank survey.
ii. The Lower Kaituna River right (south) bank erosion from the Diagonal Drain to Ford
Island.
iii. The Project diversion channel including the areas around Ford Island on the north
side of channel. This should be a continuous river bank survey.
iv. The northern, eastern and western Ford Island river banks. This should be a
continuous river bank survey.
5. In the ‘Water Quality’ section include a section to provide additional water quality
testing in the Lower Kaituna River at the following locations:
i. Downstream of the Waiari Stream / Kaituna River confluence.
ii. Upstream of the Diagonal Drain outlet into the Kaituna River.
iii. At the proposed Ford Road Boat Ramp.
6. Include a new section to Table 10 called ‘Hydrodynamics & Morphology’ that
includes and detailed requirements:
i. To monitor the hydrodynamics and morphology changes to the Lower Kaituna
River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary as a result of the Project through an annual
Bathymetry survey, LiDAR survey and Aerial photography.
ii. To calibrate and verify the Project Numerical Model on an annual basis using the
Bathymetry, LiDAR and Aerial photography surveys carried out.
7. Include a requirement for all monitoring to be collated and reported on the BoPRC
website for public viewing.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional monitoring sought in Items 3, 4 & 5 above.

Request /
Decision
Sought
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

17

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
1. Part 10:Statutory
NoR & Resource Consent Statutory Assessment
amended
Assessment; Section 10.2
The Statutory Assessment of the NoR and Resource
NoR
Notice of Requirement (NoR) Consents in Sections 10.2 & 10.3 and Appendix 2 is
conditions
(p97-100) and Resource
incomplete and / or erroneous in a number of areas,
and
Consents and Appendix 2 –
for example:
amended
Relevant Objectives and
1. Section 10.2.2 & 10.3.4 National Policy
RC
Policies
Statements
conditions
2. Part 10:Statutory
a) The NZCPS Policy 10 assessment in Appendix
of consent
Assessment; Section 10.3
2 states that: ‘The material to be used as fill
for the
Resource Consent
has been tested and is suitable. In addition,
Project.
Application (p100-103)
will provide additional wetland habitat.’
and Appendix 2 – Relevant
The AEE contains no reference to any fill
Objectives and Policies
testing being carried out.
This is also contrary to Section 3.3.1 (p21) of
the AEE.
b) The NZCPS Policy 11 assessment in Appendix
2 is in our opinion incomplete, in that the
Wildland Report 2837 dated February 2013
was used to identify indigenous biodiversity in
the Lower Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary and this report was
used for the purpose of identifying indigenous
biodiversity in the Proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan (pRCEP). This has not been
acknowledged in the assessment.
Continues on next Submission Sheet

Submission Sheet No: 23

Request / Decision Sought

1. Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement, and by way of
conditions that:
a) Policy 10 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to;
b) Policy 11 of the NZCPS has been
given regard to; and
c) The proposed Regional Coastal
Environment Plan is given
appropriate regard and legal
weight, particularly with regard to
indigenous biodiversity
2. The provision of a Preliminary Site
Investigation for the Project in
accordance with the Resource
Management (National Environmental
Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human
Health) Regulations 2011 (NESCS) and
accompanying Users Guide by the
Ministry for the Environment.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

17
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Continued from previous sheet

Submission Sheet No: 24
Request / Decision
Sought

2. Section 10.2.3 & 10.3.2 National Environmental Standards
This section states: ‘There are no NES considered relevant to the
proposed designation.’
This is incorrect, refer to our Submission Point No 6.
3. Section 10.2.4 & 10.3.5 Regional Policy Statement
This section and the corresponding assessment in Appendix 2 is not
up to date as by the time the NoR Application was lodged the
Proposed RPS Appeals had been significantly resolved, this is not
accurately reflected or assessed.
The last paragraph refers to the Proposed Regional Coastal Plan
(pRCEP), however the AEE later states that no assessment has been
carried out under the pRCEP.
4. Section 10.2.- & 10.3.6 Regional Plans
There is no section or assessment of Regional Plans in the NoR
Statutory Assessment, specifically the Regional Coastal Environment
Plan, the Regional Water and Land Plan and the Proposed Regional
Coastal Plan (pRCEP) as required under s171 of the RMA.
Additionally Appendix 2 states that little weight should be applied
to the pRCEP; for the reasons provided in our Submission Point No 5
we submit that this is incorrect.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

18

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the
Appl’ns Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application Volume A – Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) Report
Seek
Part 11: Conclusion;
Conclusion on AEE of Applications
amended
(p109)
1. The second last paragraph states that ‘The potential
NoR
adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
conditions
through the design and construction of the Project, and
and
through ongoing monitoring and contingency measures.’
amended RC
A key missing part of this statement is the ongoing
conditions of
management of the Project.
consent for
2. The last sentence states that the key RMA tests as
the Project.
contained in s104 and s107 of the RMA have been met.
As noted in our Submission Point Nos 5 & 6 we submit that
they haven’t been met with regard to the NSCES and
pRCEP.

Submission Sheet No: 25

Request / Decision Sought

Acknowledge in the consideration of
the resource consent decisions and
confirmation / modification of the
Notice of Requirement and by way of
conditions.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

19

Submission Sheet No: 26

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The NoR
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended
Appendix 3 Proposed
Conditions do A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
NoR
Conditions
not include a
follows :
conditions
Review
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in any one year, on the five
for the
Condition.
last working days of (specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S
Project.
128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention to review the conditions of
Continues on
this Designation. The purpose of such a review is :
next Submission
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this Designation in avoiding
Sheet
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment and if necessary to
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions ;or
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this Designation , to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to activities authorised by this Designation and
/or to require monitoring in addition to or instead of that required by the
consents
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by
either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on
the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring
Authority under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 of its intention to review the conditions of this permit / Designation ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

19
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 27

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement (NoR) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
Appendix 3 Proposed NoR
Conditions
2. The NoR Conditions do not
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
include any requirement for
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an
the ongoing operations,
Operations, Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by
management or monitoring
the Applicant together with stakeholders and submitters as for
of the Project as is may
our Submission Point No 14.
affect the lands that would
C. Delete proposed Condition 1.
be designated.
D. In proposed Condition 3 specify who the relevant parties will be.
3. Given the complexity of the
E. Include any other condition that reflects the contents of this
project there should be a
submission.
requirement for an Outline
Plan to be submitted to
Council prior to
construction commencing
showing compliance with
the conditions applied to
the Designation.
4. It is not clear in proposed
Condition 3 who the
relevant parties are and
these should be nominated
for clarity to all interested
parties.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

20

Submission Sheet No: 28

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
1. The Review
1. Replace the Review Condition 7 for all of the Resource Consents as follows :
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
Condition for the
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may, once in any one
conditions of Conditions
RC’s requires
year, on the five last working days of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the
consent for
Schedule 1: General
amendment to
permit holder under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its intention
the Project.
Conditions – All Resource
reflect the
to review the conditions of this permit. The purpose of such a review is:
Consents
requirement for
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this permit / resource
a more
consent in avoiding or mitigating any adverse effects on the
precautionary
environment and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
approach to the
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
future
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this permit /
management of
resource consent , to adopt the best practicable option to remove or
the water flows
reduce adverse effects on the surrounding environment due to activities
in the catchment.
authorised by this consent and /or to require monitoring in addition to
or instead of that required by the permits / consents
Continues on
2. The Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
next Submission
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report
Sheet
carried out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an
adverse effect on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice
on the permit holder/ resource consent / Requiring Authority under section
128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of its
intention to review the conditions of this permit / resource consent ,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered
from the consent holder
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

20
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 29

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent (RC) & Application Volume A – Appendix 3 Proposed Conditions
Seek
Application Volume A –
Continued from previous sheet
Continued from previous sheet
amended RC Appendix 3 Proposed
conditions of Conditions
2. The RC Conditions for the
B. Include a Condition that requires the preparation of an Operations,
consent for
Schedule 1: General
ongoing operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance and Management Plan by the Applicant
the Project.
Conditions – All Consents
management and
together with stakeholders and submitters as for our Submission
monitoring of the Project
Point No 14.
require consolidating into
an Operations,
Monitoring, Maintenance
and Management Plan.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

21

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 1: Land Use Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) Seek
Resource Consent 1: Land Use
A. The Resource Consent
amended RC Consent – Earthworks (s9 RMA) description condition the Project
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not
consent for
include the following outcomes
the Project.
sought by TTLG and TTK14, in our
Submission Point No3, eg:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
Road over the widened
channel.
B. The Resource Consent
description condition does not
include the carpark expansion
areas which TTLG and TTK14
seek is consented for
construction with the main
carpark.

Submission Sheet No: 30

Request / Decision Sought

Proposed Conditions
A. Add to the ‘Description’ condition the following works:
1. A two lane crossing of Ford Road over the widened
channel.
B. Amend Item c) of the ‘Description’ condition as follows
(underline):
‘c) Realignment of Ford Road and carparking facilities,
including the area shown as expansion parking.’
C. Amend the Project Construction Plans accordingly.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

22

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 31

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent (RC) 2:
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction Plans
amended RC Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - condition and the Project
as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Proposed Conditions
Construction Plans do not include
1. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
the following outcomes sought by
a) 21 box culverts and associated concrete aprons of a length to
the Project.
TTLG and TTK14, in our Submission
suit two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the
Point No3, eg:
new Channel / Ford’s Cut
1. A two lane crossing of Ford
b) increase the length of the existing channel box culverts to suit
Road over the widened channel,
two vehicular lanes for the Ford Road crossing of the new
requiring the no of box culverts
Channel / Ford’s Cut
doubled to 42 and additional
c) rip-rap lining of channel edges, including the south and west
box culverts on the east side of
edges of Ford Island and the western bank of the mooring /
the existing Ford’s Twin Cut
boat ramp embayment up to mean spring tide level
culverts.
d) public boat ramp and temporary mooring jetty
2. Additional ‘rip-rap’ lining of the
e) two wooden jetties and gangways
channel edges on the south and
f) wooden pole breakwater
west sides of Ford Island and
g) salinity block, rock protection and northern and southern toe
the western bank of the
rock and ramp up to mean spring tide level
mooring / boat ramp
h) footbridge
embayment to provide erosion
As shown on the Construction Plans (Drawing No. 2-1542-115protection.
6235, Sheets 1 to 20) which form part of this consent.
Continues on next Submission
Sheet
Continues on next Submission Sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

22
cont

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 32

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Opposition
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 2: Coastal Permit (s12 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Continued from previous
Continued from previous sheet
sheet
3. Construction and
2. The taking, diverting and damming of coastal water shall be limited to
maintenance dredging of
the following:
the boat ramp embayment
a) to divert water to enable construction
area.
b) to take water in order to dewater during installation of the culverts
c) the damming of coastal water or open coastal water for
construction purposes (sheet piles)
d) Dredging (including ongoing maintenance dredging) of channel to
provide adequate depth for the boat ramp and mooring
embayment areas to provide adequate depth for the 2 moorings
and operation of the boat ramp.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

23

Support or
Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 33

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 4: Land Use Consent – Rock Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 4: Land
The Resource Consent description
Amend the ‘Description’ condition and the Project Construction
amended RC Use Consent – Rock
condition the Project Construction Plans as follows (strikethrough and underline):
conditions of Protection Works (s13 RMA) - Plans do not include the following
2. ‘The construction of structures shall be limited to the following:
consent for
Proposed Conditions
outcomes sought by TTLG and FLH,
a) Rock protection works along the proposed channel, including
the Project.
in our Submission Point No3, eg:
the south and west edges of Ford Island up to mean spring
1. Additional rock protection /
tide level;
‘rip-rap’ lining of the channel
b) A culvert at Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve
edges on the south and west
c) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to form
sides of Ford Island to provide
the salinity block.
erosion protection.
d) Rock protection works up to mean spring tide level to the
western bank of the boat ramp and mooring embayment
area.
Refer to Attachment 1 to see the changes sought above.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

24

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 5: Water Permit (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 5: Water Permit
The Resource Consent monitoring condition
amended RC (s14 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
requirements
conditions of
are inadequate in the following areas:
consent for
1. They not cover operations and
the Project.
management requirements with regard to
flood management, wetland management,
boat ramp and parking management and
stakeholder liaison.
2. They do not allocate responsibilities.
3. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River Flow and Flood monitoring.
4. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River bank erosion monitoring.
5. They do not adequately provide for
Kaituna River water quality monitoring.
6. They not cover Te Tumu Cut morphology
monitoring.
7. They do not provide for Hydrodynamic and
Morphology monitoring of the Lower
Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary. This is critical monitor, assess and
manage the impacts of the re-diversion
and make adjustments to the Project, if
required.
Refer to our Submission Point Nos14, 15 &16

Submission Sheet No: 34

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the ‘Monitoring’ condition to address the
shortcomings detailed in our Submission Point
Nos 14, 15 &16.
Refer to Attachment 2 to see the additional
monitoring sought.
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Name: Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14)
Sub
No

25

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Resource Consent (RC) 6: Discharge Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed Conditions
Seek
Resource Consent 6: Discharge
The Duration of this resource consent for
amended
Permit (s15 RMA) - Proposed
discharges from construction activities is too
duration for
Conditions
long at 35 years.
this resource
consent.

Submission Sheet No: 35

Request / Decision Sought

Amend the Duration of this resource consent for
discharges from construction activities 10 years.
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 1: Additional Project Works

Construction and Maintenance Dredging Area

Include Future Parking in Project Description

Two Lane Ford Road over Proposed Channel / Fords Cut

Submission Reference Key
Additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock Protection, up to Mean Spring Tide Level
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Attachment 2
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Plan 2: Additional Project Monitoring

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring – From Te Tumu
Cut to the Bell Road Boat Ramp

Telemetered Water Level
and Flow Monitoring &
Water Quality Monitoring
also provide at Waiari
Stream / Kaituna River
Confluence

Continuous Longitudinal River Bank
Erosion Monitoring

Telemetered
Water Level and
Flow
Monitoring &
Water Quality
Monitoring
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Submissions on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for
Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’)
16 October 2014

Attachment 3
Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (TTK14) Submission - Pre-Consent
Consultation Feedback
20 June 2013

Te Tumu Landowners Group
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Pre-Consent Consultation Feedback

1. Introduction
The proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project (‘the Project’) is
a significant project for the Bay of Plenty both in terms of the benefits sought, the
potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential consequential risks
and issues associated with ‘the Project’.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) feedback is centred on:
(a) Taking into account the wider operating and natural environment and a wide
range of potential consequential issues and risks.
(b) Taking into account current and future activities and processes.
(c) Taking into consideration the land uses changes that will occur in the lower
Kaituna River area over the next 50+ years, the impact of ‘the Project’ will have
on these land use changes and the potential for ‘the Project’ to take into account
these land use changes to provide wider long term benefits.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group seek that their feedback is taken into consideration in
both the proposed hydrological and hydraulic modeling and the resulting Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE).
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2. Future Urbanisation of Te Tumu and Rangiuru
The pre-consent consultation feedback information provided provides no recognition of
the significant changes that will occur in the area (upstream to the new TEL Kaituna
River bridge, if not to the existing SH2 Kaituna River bridge) with the urbanisation of
Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
TTLG submit that:
• ‘The Project’ needs to consider the implications and requirements of the
significant growth that will occur in the area over the next 50+ years, with the
population for Papamoa and Papamoa East predicted to increase by 40,000 in
this time period.
• Water based commercial and recreational based requirements and opportunities
need to be considered and provided for, particularly safe ocean access through
the Te Tumu Cut.
• Consideration of Tauranga City Council’s proposed variation to the Papamoa
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent is required.

3. Current and Future Activities and Processes
The information provided does not recognise, acknowledge or consider the following
current and future activities and processes:
(a) The Kaituna River Authority
The establishment of a new statutory body called Te Maru o Kaituna (“the
Kaituna River Authority”) as part of the Tapuika Treaty Settlement.
We understand that the Kaituna River Authority will be formed following the
Tapuika Treaty Settlement being enacted through legislation in the next 6-12
months.
As identified in the Tapuika Treaty Settlement:

“The Kaituna River Authority will prepare and approve a document for the Kaituna
River ("Kaituna River Document") [building on the current Kaituna River and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Strategy].
5.59 The purpose of the Kaituna River Document is to:
5.59.1 Encourage the restoration, protection and enhancement of the
environmental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of the Kaituna River;
5.59.2 Provide, as appropriate, for the social and economic wellbeing of people and
communities;
5.59.3 Identify the significant issues for the Kaituna River; and
5.59.4 Identify the vision, objectives and desired outcomes for the Kaituna River.”

The Kaituna River Document will significantly influence the future changes and
management of the Kaituna River – particularly the Lower Kaituna River.
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While ‘the Project’ proposal and actions are likely to have some alignment with
the future Kaituna River Document, it is important that ‘the Project’ does not
pre-empt or head in directions that may be different to those to be developed.
(b) The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (KCCS)
The KCCS manages a significant area of 1,250 square kilometers which includes
large areas of valuable dairy land which provides a significant contribution to the
regional economy; and via a targeted rate scheme manages the potential flood
and drainage impacts on this land.
Considerable investment has and continues to be made in this scheme and
needs to be considered with regard to the potential impacts of ‘the Project’,
particularly in terms of pump station management.
(c) The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (LKWMR)
The LKWMR is a significant remnant wetland reserve of approximately 230ha
which through the Tapuika Treaty Settlement will be vested into a governance
entity and then gifted back to the Crown.
The current administrator, the Department of Conservation, in association with
Eastern Fish and Game have created a notable game shooting /bird watching
recreational area and have draft management plans to convert pastoral lease
back into wetland. All of this is dependent on water supply from the river and the
proposed Kaituna River Re-Diversion needs to confirm the future water supply
regime to this reserve.
(d) Exiting Wastewater Discharges into the Lower Kaituna River
There are two existing wastewater discharges into the Lower Kaituna from:
(i) The Te Puke Wastewater Treatment Plant, and
(ii) The Affco Rangiuru facility,
which contribute to the water quality environment of both the Lower Kaituna
and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
The Resource Consents for these discharges will come up for renewal in the next
3-7 years.
From a water quality perspective (see below) these are significant considerations
which have not been addressed in the pre-consent documentation.
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4. Recreation
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation provides little recognition or
acknowledgement of opportunities for water based recreation (with the exception of
shore based fishing) particularly in the context of the future population of the area that
will come as a result of the urbanisation of Wairakei, Te Tumu and Rangiuru.
In addition to shore based fishing and white baiting, recreational opportunities for the
lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary include:
• Swimming,
• Boating,
• Kayaking / Canoeing,
• Rowing,
• Waka ama,
• Rafting, and
• Sailing.

5. Ocean Access
Potential issues with regard to access to the ocean from both the Te Tumu entrance and
Maketu/Ongatoro entrance have been acknowledged, however the proposals for ‘the
Project’:
(a) Need to address these access points to the ocean which will be required in the
future for recreational, commercial and emergency access requirements.
(b) Need to robustly address the potential morphological effects of the change in
flow patterns, particularly the possibility of a progressive reduction over time of
the capacity of the Te Tumu Cut, and consequent effects on navigability and
flood capacity (and hence flood levels upstream).
There are already very limited access opportunities to the ocean in the Western Bay of
Plenty sub-region and consideration to improving this access as part of ‘the Project’ and
acknowledgement of the demand for marine based recreational facilities and access for
marine based recreation is required.
Also not acknowledged or addressed is the existing Bell Road boat ramp and potential
impacts on it.
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6. Flooding
The potential flooding risks of ‘the Project’ require careful consideration and detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling.
Flooding issues and risks to be considered include:
• Increased flooding risk to the low lying TTLG and other private land on the north
side of the Lower Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Ford Island – also not stop banked.
• Increased flooding risk to Maketu township and the surrounding low lying areas.
• Impact on the level of protection provided by the existing Kaituna River
stopbanks and associated Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme works.
• Impact on the Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve.
• Impact on the Bell Road boat ramp.
• Impact on existing and proposed infrastructure including the Tauranga Eastern
Link (TEL), the TEL Kaituna River Bridge, the Kaituna Link and the Bell Road Pump
Station.
• The frequency of discharges from Lake Rotoiti via the Okere Gates. These are
likely to coincide with heavy rainfall events in the Lower Kaituna River; and the
resultant downstream high river levels combined with Lake Rotoiti discharges
can cause downstream flooding as was the case in 2007 when the Bell Road boat
ramp went under water.
• The impact of storm surges and king tides on the river and associated flooding
risks.
• Climate change considerations.
7. Erosion
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies potential erosion issues which will
require further careful consideration through detailed hydrological modeling.
Erosion issues and risks include:
• Increased erosion risk to the low lying TTLG land on the north side of the Lower
Kaituna River. This land is not stop banked.
• Ongoing erosion to the Ford Land Holdings land that resulted from the Kaituna
River works in the early 1980’s that created Ford Island. Hard walling of this area
is required.
• Erosion of Ford Island – this has eroded considerably in the last 25+ years and
will require hard walling.
• Erosion impacts within the Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary particularly the protected
spit area and associated channels.
• Increased erosion of the Kaituna River stopbanks.
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8. Water Quality / Salinity / Ecology
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies that one of the risks associated with
the project is that water in parts of the estuary may have slightly higher levels of
bacterial contamination. This is a concern, with one of the key benefits of ‘the Project’
noted as being improving habitat for kaimoana.
Improving the river and estuary water quality should be a primary consideration with
regard to the project as without this the key project actions of improving the ecology of
the estuary, improving habitat for kaimoana and enabling swimming will be
compromised.
In this context there is no mention in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation with
regard to initiatives to address the Lower Kaituna River water quality issues.
We seek that consideration be given to prioritising the improvement of the Lower
Kaituna water quality and carrying out further research into the impact of the current
Lower Kaituna water quality on the health of estuary as a result of the increased flows
into the estuary proposed through ‘the Project’.
We note that the two re-diversion options are centred on getting as much freshwater
into the estuary as possible.
We understand that the saltwater ‘wedge’ extends approximately 1km upstream and
we would like the hydrological modeling to provide further detail with regard to the
expected increase in the additional amount of freshwater and saltwater expected to
enter the estuary as both a total and as a percentage of total estuary freshwater and
saltwater per tidal cycle.
Additionally the impact on the saltwater ‘wedge’ needs to be considered with regard to
changes that may affect the ecology, fauna and flora and recreational fishing (including
white baiting) environment of the Lower Kaituna River.
The Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary contains:
• A wildlife reserve,
• Significant ecological areas,
• Areas of High Natural Character, and
• Areas with high landscape values,
It will be important to understand the potential impacts (positive and negative) of ‘the
Project’ on the estuary ecology and associated values (as detailed above). We seek that
this is investigated.
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9. Cultural Heritage and Historic Heritage Considerations
The Lower Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary has considerable cultural
heritage and historic heritage significance, both Maori and European, which has been
given little recognition in ‘the Project’ pre-consent documentation.
A considerable amount of historical information was provided as part of the Kaituna /
Maketu Strategy development through the History Focus Group.
Through this Focus Group the following Iwi/Hapu and the Ford Family produced History
Reports / Publications:
• Waitaha,
• Tapuika,
• Ngati Whakaue ki Maketu,
• Ngati Pikiao.
These reports / publications provide a valuable cultural and historic record of the Lower
Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary area, which requires recognition and
consideration with regard to ‘the Project’.
The significant history of the area is also well documented in the following books:
• Te Arawa: A History of the Arawa People – Don Stafford.
• Historic Maketu – Enid Tapsell.
• A History of Tauranga County – Evelyn Stokes.
• The Story of Te Waharoa: A Chapter in Early New Zealand History; Together with
Sketches of Ancient Maori Life and History – J.A. Wilson.
• The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843 – N.M. Taylor.
10. Morphological Impacts
‘The Project’ pre-consent documentation identifies uncertainties with regard to impacts
on the lower estuary and Te Tumu Cut morphology.
The morphological impacts to both the river and coastline also need to be considered
and our expectation is that these impacts will be considered as part of the detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
The coastal morphology changes are likely to impact the navigability of the both the Te
Tumu entrance and Maketu/Ongatoro entrance.
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11. Possible Refinements
We note under paragraph 5.4 (p14) of the Scoping Report for the AEE that there are a
number of possible refinements, however it is unclear whether these will be included in
the hydrological and hydraulic modeling to be carried out.
We seek that these refinements are included in the proposed hydrological and hydraulic
modeling.
With regard to climate change effects we do not see this as a possible refinement; this
should be part of the overall key considerations for ‘the Project’.
12. Cost of The Project
There is no mention on the capital cost of ‘the Project’ and how ‘the Project’ will be
funded (eg rates funded?).
This will be an important consideration moving forward from a community and
community engagement perspective and we seek that ‘the Project’ costs are provided,
for both the investigation, design and consenting stage and for its construction.
13. Consultation
As noted above ‘the Project’ is significant for the region both in terms of the benefits
sought, the potential consequential benefits and outcomes and the potential
consequential risks and issues.
In this context we seek that a comprehensive consultation process is developed and
carried out.
We would see the stakeholders and groups to be included in this process to include:
• All Iwi and hapu located within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Landowners and landowner groups adjoining the Kaituna River and within the
Lower Kaituna River Catchment area.
• Ratepayers to the Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme.
• Community groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Environmental groups within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
• Recreational users of Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary including
recreational fishers, white baiters and ‘boaties’.
• Commercial users Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary.
• Emergency and Civil Defence users and authorities eg Maketu Coast Guard.
• Infrastructure providers including NZTA.
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•
•

The Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy Partnership, and
Territorial Authorities within the Kaituna River and Maketu/Ongatoro Estuary
catchment area.
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158, NZ

File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a Resource consent
application

From:

Full Name:

Te Tumu Landowners Group

Postal Address:

PO Box 13428, Tauranga 3141

Phone numbers: Work: 07 5742638
Fax:

Office Use Only

Home:
Cell phone 021 495165

Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
Contact person: Jeff Fletcher

We hereby make a submission on the following resource consent applications and notice of
requirement:
Details of resource consent application(s):

Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project,

Proposal to establish, operate and maintain a public boat ramp and associated facilities and
structures within the Coastal Marine Area and Harbour Margin at an alternate location to that
originally proposed and previously notified as part of the wider Project.
Application number(s): BoPRC Number 68114 and WBoPDC Number 5080(L)
Applicant’s name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for:
1. Notice of Requirement for Designation.
2. Land Use Consent (earthworks)
3. Coastal Permit (structures, occupation and discharge)
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 February 2015
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We support (conditionally) the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)



We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.

1

We seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council: (Give precise
details)
See attached detailed submissions.

2

The reasons for making our submissions are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

3

The general nature of any conditions we seek to be part of the consenst, if this
application is granted are:
Refer to attached detailed submissions.

Signature

____________________________ Date: 10 February 2015 ___________
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
1

Support or
Oppose

Submission Section &
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed

Main Submission
Qualified /
Entire Notice of Requirement (WBoPDC
Conditional
No 5080L) Application and Resource
Support
Consent Applications (BoPRC No 68114)
as notified on 17 December 2014.

Submission Sheet No: 1

Reasons for Support or Opposition

Request / Decision Sought

We conditionally support the Notice of Requirement
and Resource Consent applications for public boating
and parking facilities at ‘Ford’s Loop’ by acquiring
and upgrading the existing boat ramp and parking
infrastructure as an integral part of the Kaituna River
and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
(‘the wider Project’).
Our support is conditional upon:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions herein.
2. The proposed Conditions for the Notice of
Requirement (NoR) for a Designation being
amended to adopt our detailed submissions herein.
3. The proposed Conditions for the Resource Consents
(RC) being amended to adopt our detailed
submissions herein.
4. The acceptance and adoption of our submissions on
‘the wider Project’ as lodged in October 2014 – refer
to Attachment 1.
Items 2 and 3 relate to :
• The need for monitoring; and
• Conditions requiring review of the project in
certain situations; and
• The culverts at Ford Road over the new
Channel / Ford’s Cut being appropriately sized.

Approve the Applications for
Resource Consents and confirm the
Notice of Requirement for public
boating and parking facilities at
‘Ford’s Loop’ subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of
the requests and decisions
sought in our detailed
submissions herein; and
2. The acceptance and adoption of
our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October
2014 – see Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission
seeking increasing the length of
the box culverts to suit a two lane
crossing for Ford Road over the
new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
2

3

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 1: Introduction & Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 1.3 Proposed Works and
We agree that the single lane road
Section 8.2 regarding the road
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
across Fords Cut.
Channel / Ford’s Cut is sufficient for
the likely traffic generation given the
relocation of the public boat ramp
and therefore the culvert lengths
across the new Kaituna Re-diversion
Channel / Ford’s Cut in the previously
notified Resource Consents and
Notice of Requirement for ‘the wider
Project’ are now appropriate.
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 8 : Assessment of Effects
The Assessment of Effects does not
address the potential erosion effects
of this proposal on land that is unprotected by ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock
protection. This particularly applies to
the south and west edges of Ford
Island, which will be subject to boat
wash from the relocated public boat
ramp.
These areas will require protection as
for our submissions on ‘the wider
Project’ as lodged in October 2014 –
refer to Attachment 1.

Submission Sheet No: 2

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to the
acceptance and adoption of the requests and
decisions sought in our detailed submissions
herein.

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the
requests and decisions sought in our
detailed submissions herein; and
2. The provision of additional ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock
protection up to mean spring tide level as
proposed in our submissions on the ‘wider
Project’ - refer to submission Nos 10 and 25
in Attachment 1.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No
4

Support or Oppose

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Particular Parts of the Applications
Supported or Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Application – Part 8 Assessment of Effects
Qualified Support
Section 8 : Assessment of Effects
The Assessment of Effects does not
address the potential erosion effects
of this proposal on the unprotected
land along the north side of Ford
Island and on the opposing true left
river bank as created by the 1981
Kaituna River diversion (see figure 12,
p28 of ‘the wider Project’ Volume A –
AEE), creating Ford Island.
The relocated boat ramp proposal will
result in an increased volume of boat
traffic, both upon completion of this
proposal and into the future (as the
area grows), going through this area
of the river exacerbating the existing
erosion issues.

Submission Sheet No: 3

Request / Decision Sought

Approve the Resource Consents and confirm
the Notice of Requirement, subject to:
1. The acceptance and adoption of the
requests and decisions sought in our
detailed submissions herein; and
2. The provision of ‘Rip-Rap’ Rock protection
up to mean spring tide level to the entire
true right bank and entire true left bank of
the Kaituna River as created by the1981
Kaituna River diversion, creating Ford
Island.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)

Sub
No

5

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 4

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Notice of Requirement
1. The Notice of Requirement should have a
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
amended (NoR) Conditions.
condition that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for
NoR
project in the event of adverse effects being
Designation conditions as follows :
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may, once in
for the
2. In addition the Notice of Requirement
any one year, on the five last working days of ( specify
Project.
should have a condition requiring the
Month ),serve notice on the permit holder under S 128
submission of an Outline Plan (with no
of the Resource Management Act of its intention to
waiver) given the complexity of the project.
review the conditions of this Designation . The purpose
3. We note also that the Designation
of such a review is :
conditions for this public boat ramp are not
(a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
the same as those for the Master
Designation in avoiding or mitigating any adverse
Designation for ‘the wider Project’. It would
effects on the environment and if necessary to
be prudent to include the same conditions
avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
for the new boat ramp for better
further or amended conditions ;or
management of construction and also for
(b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
ease of management by the contractor. The
of this Designation, to adopt the best practicable
conditions about Complaints; Construction
option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
Environmental Management Plan; and a
surrounding environment due to activities
Traffic Management Plan should also apply
authorised by this Designation and /or to require
to this NoR.
monitoring in addition to or instead of that
4. The amendments and new conditions
required by the permits / resource consents.’
sought in our submissions on the NoR
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
Continues on next submission sheet
Attachment 1) are to also apply to this NoR.
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 5

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 18: Notice of Requirement for a Designation – Attachment 3, Proposed Conditions
5
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend the NoR conditions as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to the Notice of Requirement for Designation conditions as
follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Western Bay of Plenty District Council may within six months of completion of
any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried out by either
itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect on the
environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the Requiring Authority under
section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource Management Act 1991 of it
intention to review the conditions of this Designation,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the Requiring Authority.’

B. Include conditions the same as those for the Master Designation for ‘the wider Project’,
including conditions on Complaints, Construction Environmental Management Plan and
a Traffic Management Plan.
C. Delete from proposed Condition 1 (Condition 7 in Appendix 3) the ability for the District
Council to waive the Outline Plan of Works requirement.
D. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on the ‘wider Project’ - refer to submission No 20 in Attachment 1; (with
the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the box culverts to suit
a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)

Sub
No

6

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 6

Submission Section &
Reasons for Support or Opposition
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Applications Supported or
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Appendix 3, Proposed Conditions
Seek
Conditions for Resource
1. The Resource Consents should have
Amend the conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
amended Consents (RC).
conditions that enables the review of the
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as
RC
project in the event of adverse effects being
follows:
Conditions
experienced.
‘1 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division
for the
2. We note also that the conditions for the
may, once in any one year, on the five last working days
Project.
Resource Consents for this public boat ramp
of ( specify Month ),serve notice on the permit holder
are not the same as those for ‘the wider
under S 128 of the Resource Management Act of its
Project’. It would be prudent to include the
intention to review the conditions of this Resource
same conditions for the new boat ramp for
Consent . The purpose of such a review is :
better management of construction and also
a) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this
for ease of management by the contractor.
permit / resource consent in avoiding or mitigating
The conditions about Pre-Construction;
any adverse effects on the environment and if
Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency;
necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects
Complaints; Construction Environmental
by way of further or amended conditions ;or
Management Plan; Operation and
b) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder
Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan and
of this permit / resource consent, to adopt the best
Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and
practicable option to remove or reduce adverse
Reporting should also apply to these
effects on the surrounding environment due to
Resource Consents.
activities authorised by this permit /resource
3. The amendments and new conditions
consent and /or to require monitoring in addition
sought in our submissions on the RC
to or instead of that required by the permits /
conditions for ‘the wider Project’ (refer to
resource consents.’
Attachment 1) are to also apply to these
Resource Consents.
Continues on next submission sheet
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Name: Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
Sub
No

Support
or Oppose

Submission Sheet No: 7

Submission Section &
Reasons for
Request / Decision Sought
Particular Parts of the
Support or
Applications Supported or
Opposition
Opposed
Detailed Submissions: Form 9: Application for Resource Consent – Attachment 3 Proposed Conditions
6
Continued from previous sheet
cont
Amend conditions for all Resource Consents as follows:
A. Add a Review Condition to all of the Resource Consents as follows (cont):
‘2 ‘The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regulatory Division may within six months of
completion of any impact, environmental investigation or compliance report carried
out by either itself or the Drainage Division , that shows there is an adverse effect
on the environment as a result of the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project , serve notice on the permit /
resource consent holder under section 128 (1) (a) (i) and /or (iii) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 of it’s intention to review the conditions of this permit /
resource consent,
3. The fair and reasonable costs associated with any review shall be recovered from
the permit / resource consent holder.’
B. Include conditions the same as those for ‘the wider Project’, including conditions on
Pre-Construction; Hazardous Substances / Spill Contingency; Complaints; Construction
Environmental Management Plan; Operation and Maintenance Manual Wetland Plan
and Monitoring and Sampling Programmes and Reporting.
C. Include amendments and new conditions the same as those proposed in our
submissions on ‘the wider Project’ - refer to submission Nos 21, 22 and 23 in
Attachment 1; (with the exception of the submission seeking increasing the length of the
box culverts to suit a two lane crossing for Ford Road over the new Channel / Ford’s Cut).
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Attachment 1
Te Tumu Landowners Group Submission on ‘the Wider Project’ as follows:
Bay of Plenty Regional Council – Environmental Delivery Group, Applications for Resource Consents (RC) and Notice of Requirement (NoR):
BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L) for the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project.
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16 October 2014
Ms Mary-Anne Macleod
Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
WHAKATANE 3158

Dear Madam,
Re : Submissions on Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project
Please see below and attached our submissions on the Kaituna River and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project (‘the Project’) Applications for Resource Consents and Notice of
Requirement; BoPRC Number 67958 and WBoPDC Number 4944(L).
Background & Context
Our submission is made in the context of the following background information:
1. Who We Are –
Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG)
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) represents the two of the three main landowners,
one smaller landowner in the Urban Growth Management Area known as Papamoa East (Te
Tumu) Part 2.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) comprises of:
 Ford Land Holdings Pty Ltd (243ha)
 Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust (241ha), and
 Te Tumu Kaituna 11B2 Trust (6ha).
Also within the Te Tumu Urban Growth Management Area is a third major landholding of
approximately 171ha jointly owned by Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council.This landholding was purchased by the Councils’ in 2007 specifically to protect
the future urban development opportunity that they have identified for the area.
The development rights for this landholding are held by Carrus Corporation.
The TTLG landholdings together with the Council owned land make up over 85% of 760ha
(approx) area of Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2.
2. Where We Are –
Te Tumu Future Urban Zone & Urban Growth Management Area (see attached map)
Te Tumu is located:
 In the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region within the Bay of Plenty Region,
 In the Tauranga City Council Local Government area,
 At the eastern end of the Papamoa East Urban Growth Area,
 At the eastern end of the Mount Maunganui – Papamoa coastal area,
 Is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the north, the Kaituna River to the south and the
Kaituna River ‘cut’ to the east.
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3. Statutory and Planning Context Papamoa East Urban Growth Area
a) Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) - Regional Policy Statement (RPS)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 is identified as an Urban Growth Management Area in
both the operative RPS and Proposed RPS
b) Tauranga City Council (TCC) – Tauranga City Plan (City Plan)
Papamoa East (Te Tumu) Part 2 has a Future Urban Zoning in the City Plan.
c) Western Bay of Plenty SmartGrowth Strategy
The Papamoa East Urban Growth Area is identified in the Western Bay of Plenty
SmartGrowth Strategy as updated in 2013, as one of the key growth areas in the Western
Bay of Plenty for the next 50 years. This area is made up of two stages, as follows:
a) Part 1 – Wairakei. This area is under development and comprises of a land area of
approximately 368ha with a projected long term population of approximately 8,400.
b) Part 2 – Te Tumu. In accordance with the RPS, development in this area is not
scheduled to commence until 2021, subject to going through a Plan Change process.
Te Tumu has a land area of approximately 760ha and could conservatively support a
population of 28,000.
The Te Tumu Landowners Group (TTLG) continue to respond to the SmartGrowth Strategy
and identification of Te Tumu as a growth area.
4. Historical Changes to the Lower Kaituna River and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
The Te Tumu Landowners Group have seen numerous changes made to the river through
various river schemes over the past 100+ years, the primary purpose of which was to provide
flood control management in order to sustain productive farming land.
The river changes made through the various river schemes have resulted in a number of
ongoing issues affecting the river, estuary and private land holdings.
For these reasons we seek, as for our submissions, that a precautionary approach is taken to
the Project and its operations, management and maintenance.
5. Our Submission
Our detailed submission is attached.
We wish to be heard in support of our submission.
Please forward all correspondence regarding this submission to:
Te Tumu Landowners Group
PO Box 13428
TAURANGA 3141
Attention: Jeff Fletcher
Ph:
07 574 2638
Email: jfletcher@fordland.co.nz
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Yours faithfully,

Jeff Fletcher
For and on Behalf of the Te Tumu Landowners Group
Encl
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